
April 10, 1962

Mrs. A. M. Donaldson
1056 Nobley Street

Cardiff, California

Dear Mrs. Donaldson:

Your letter of April 3, 1962, has been re-

in response to your inquiry, I would like to

point out that there is no position in the FBI entitled^ "Admin-
istrative Assistant to the Director. " Mr. W. CleatTJkousen
was a clerical employee of this Bureau from October 24^ 1935,
until June 17, 1940, when he became a Special Agent. Be
voluntarily resigned this latter position on October 5, 1951.

Sincerely yours,

8e €dgar Kocbz

John Edgar Hoover
Director

APR 10.1962

NOTE: Bufiles reflect that correspondeqLwas J^ted as an applicant reference;
|

however, the file has been destoypgl, tame^e is no other identifiable informa-

tion concerning her. Skousen 1# services were satisfactory while he was with

the ‘.per r^feretiee to Skousen’s be^| "fired as Chief of Police" is being
i

purposely" ignored^
*..

* < s. . ..

Holmes”.
MAIL ROOM TELETYPE UNIT
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April 3, 1962

J. Edgar Hoover:

I am very interested in any information concerning

W. Cleon Skousen. Mr Skousen has, as you probably know, been

touring the country with the Christian Anti Communist group headed

by Swartz.

There have been several editorials about Skousen that

would do nothing to help his reputation in his or this current fight

against communist. One example - being firied as Chief of Police

& the reasons given for this dismissal.

I would also like to know if this statement "he was -

Administrative Assistant to J. Edgar Hoover

very much.
I would appreciate your sending me this information

Sincerely

/s/ Mrs A. M. Donaldson

1056 Nobley St.

Cardiff, Calif.
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April 11, 1982

Mr. A. B. Keiber K
The Antlers Hotel

Spirit Lake, Iowa

Dear Mr. Keiber:

I have received your letter of April 6th and want

to thank you for your interest in writing as you did. I certainly

appreciate your kind remarks; however, l assure you my only

desire is to remain in my present position as long as l can be

of service to our country. ^
I would like to point out that Mr. W. Cleon Skousea

entered on duty with the FBI as a clerk on October 24, IIT
which capacity he served until June 17, 1940, when he became
a Special Agent. He voluntarily resigned the latter position on -y- :

October 5, 1951. His opinions and comments are strictly his £
own and do not represent this Bureau in any manner. ^ &

K'f
Enclosed is some material I hope will be of interest *

JUflsr^

Sincerely yours,

J* Edtaar

Enclosures (5)

What You Can Do To Fight Communism ,

4-17-61 Internal Security Statement

Shall It Be Law or Tyranny?

1$he Communist Party Lins

The Faith to be Free

Arti n
MilLJUXiuMB TELE

ndent is not identifiabile^tf^u
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THE ANTLERS HOTEL
Iowa Lake Regions Leading Hotel

W. R. Neal, Owner & Operator

Spirit Lake, Iowa
4-6- f62

Director J. Edgar Hoover F.B.I.

Washington D. C.

Dear Mr. Hoover:

For 40 years, I was burried pretty much in the U. S.

school room at Davenport, Io. So I am too old to be of much use to

you and your excellent Bureau, but I am not too old to do some
serious thinking. I am trying to analyze the import of W. Cleon

Skousen’s book The Naked Communist
,
especially the notes on

The Future Task . I have reached the conclusion that Skousen is

exceedingly well posted for the task he has performed'in producing

that book. The author of the Future Task is an exceedingly clever

man, much more so than Khrushchev. Khrushchev has neither

the education or brain to produce those lines. Somewhere, Mr.

Hoover, in the U.S.S. R. there is now or has been recently some
of the best brains in the world, unfortunately dedicated to the

destruction of the American Republic. As I see it we can only

avoid that by using the method which the communists say they

must avoid - War, - Sudden, Secret and mighty

So far sir, we have not had and do not have now, the

man in the White House fully qualified to do that job. Unless & until

we put such a man in that office we are licked, not because of lack

of strength, not because of lack of preparation, but because of the

lack of knowledge as to what is needed for complete victory, and

because of the lack of 17th century guts such as Cromwell, Teddy

Roosevelt and a few others in our history possessed. We must

remember that to win we must fight under our constitution, not

under the wishy-washy, U. N. charter which is not & never will be

a sovereignty. What about yourself, sir? Why not come out, if

you possess the constitutional qualifications - You would win by a

landslide and we could put an end to this frightful nightmare of

piracy which the communists at the top know only too well is thei]

chief stock in trade.
tf*



a.

t

If Skousen makes 300 speeches a year, why is he

not better known? Never heard of him before I ran across his

book.

Sincerely

/s/ A. E. Keiber '



The Antlers Hotel
REGIONS leading hotel

W. R. NEAL, Ownpr AL NEAL, Owner & Operator
SPIRIT LAKE, IOWA
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SAC, Salt Lake City (80-225) April 12, 1962

PERSONAL ATTENTION
Director H X PERSONAL AT1ENTI01

2- Original & 1

W. CLEON SKQOSEN 1

1
'K

r

ell
°o , f

INFORMATION CONCERNING jlJJJ; Moh
“ 1 'J ' ' SlZ

1-Mr. Callahan

_ , * 1-Mr. Sullivan
Reurlet 4/2/62.

The Bureau has reviewed the information set forth in relet and wishes
to note that the interview was well handled by BA W. Rulon Paxman.

NOTE:

The interview was conducted by SA Paxman with Dr. Stewart L. Grow,
a professor at Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah, to determine background
of pamphlet by another Brigham Young University professor, Richard D. Poll,

which criticized former SA W. Cleon Skousen's book, "The Naked Communist. "

The interview was searching and thorough and the letter prepared by SA Paxman
covering the interview presented the requested information in excellent detail.

Poll’s pamphlet entitled "This Trumpet Gives An Uncertain Sound" criticizes

Skousen’s book for its poor quality of scholarship. Grow is an established source

of the Salt Lake Office. Poll reportedly is anticommunist and Poirs^issue with

Skousen is «ver lack of completely scholarly approach in Skpusen’s.ibook.

^ 1 >

/ No identifiable derogatory information in Bureau files retGrow and Poll.

Malone

Rosen

Sullivan

Tavel

Trotter

Bailed, si
j

. ..

APRU 1*2 I
,Q

rrvw.ifl.FRt ** 1 '>

Tele. Room jgJZ' A D ft 0 ^ . W.W)£
Holmes ^ w Ct J ) \ fj UAJ

f
Gandy ___ “ MAIL ROOM Ll/1 TELETYPE/
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

DIRECTOR, FBI date: 4/2/6!
ATTN: CENTRAL RESEARCH SECTION ^

l

SAC, SALT LAKE CITY (80-225)

suejeot: , tt/Tig CLE0NM5K0USEN
r INFORMATION CONCERNING

Rebalet 3/22/62 pertaining to ProfessorytlCHARD D^,
POLL'S criticism of W. CLEON SKOUSEN's book, . "Th^akqd
Communist, ”

^

Transmitted herewith for the Bureau are tHe follow/

||

Mf. DcL<jkj^i

H
Mr. Evans

I Mr. ]tfa]one_

I JJr. Rosen

—

[fc;_
Mr. Trotter

Tele. Room
Miss Holmes_
Miss Gandy

1* One copy of a printedj^dinphlet* fifteen pages m
^ in length, entitled

J

CTISlTRPMPET GIVES AN If
^ V;^ UNCERTAIN SOUND , "HflynlCHARD DTpS %

'

2, One copy of the T,Daily Universe," a student 4
T publication of the Brigham Young University

“

Student Body, Provo, Utah, dated Tuesday,

3 3/27/62. ^
^ The pamphlet "THIS TRUMPET GIVES AN UNCERTAIN SOUND" ~P

has a subcaption, "A review of W\ CLEON SKOUSEN'S
THE NAKED COMMUNIST." r

The cover also includes the following quotation from the ff*

Director: \
0

£ "Today far too many self-styled experts on communism
< are plying the highways of America giving erroneous

and distorted information."
c

An examination of this pamphlet indicates that in
wording it is esentially identical with the duplicated article

f
entitled in the same manner as furnished to the Bureau by Salt b
Lake City letter 3/6/62. The foreword of the pamphlet uses Sr
the date of "Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah, March 1962,"
anil the foreword page reflects the pamphlet was copyrighted

Si\462-1SJSg|fcHARD D. POLL. On page 15 a paragraph separated from/UEC£i.'5e62-bf2fijfcHARD D. POLL. On page 15 a pai

the basic article itself i& as follows;-,.,..

V»uggtM V" '%£.
3 - Salt Lake City.

(1-100-9651, RICHARD D$ POLL)';
(1-100-8691, Public Affairs Fori

. i( , ro|> Utah County
WRP :mhe^O^
(3 )

:-svn
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SU 80-225

"Additional copies may be obtained from the
author

,
1159 Aspen Ave.

,
Provo, Utah. The price,

postpaid, is $*25 per single copy; $2.25 for 10*
Quantity and trade prices available on request."

This pamphlet mas obtained at the bookstore on the
Brigham Young University (BYU) Campus on 3/27/62.

The 3/27/62 issue of the "Daily Universe" on page 1

announces that W. CLEON SKOUSEN will speak on the BYU Campus
on 3/28/62 . Page 4 of this issue carries an advertisement
pertaining to Professor P0LL f s review of SKOUSEN's book.

1

j
1

[an es-
tablished source, furnished the following information to SA
W. RULON PAXMAN on 3/27/62:

be
lb 7 C

b7D

Dr* .RICHARDJ^tPOLL is aJPrQfessor in the Depart-
ment, of History at. BYlPat the present t'imeT ^He is considered
to' be a person who^s basically opposed to Communism but is
also opposed to SKOIJSEN's approach to the fight against Com-
munism. Dr. POLL isy politically a Republican, while Dr. GROW
is a Democrat. Because of this and due to the fact they con-
sider each other to be friends, Dr. GROW and Dr. POLL have in
past years on many occasions appeared under BYU and other
auspices as Democract and Republican, respectively, in connec-
tion with the discussion of various political matters, both
at election times and otherwise. They have also been in each
other's home on numerous occasions as friends and as fellow
professors. Because of this, Dr. GROW considers he is very
well acquainted with Dr. POLL. He considers Dr. POLL to be
intellectually honest and completely loyal to the United
States.

Dr. POLL in the past has spoken^n^severa1 occasions
before the Public .Affairs Porum jof Utah County (PAFUC)V in
some instances he has discussed withDr. GROW the advisability
of such appearances and has also discussed this with the Pres-
ident of the university. Dr. POLL has expressed to Dr. GROW
that if there is a Communist organization in Utah County, the
PAFOC is in all probability this organization. Dr. POLL has
apparently declined to discuss some subjects before the PAFUC
but has accepted some invitations to speak before them. He

- 2 -
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* i

has done so with the feeling that an honest presentation
of the issues actually involved might eventually reach some
of those who attend the meetings of the PAFUC. Dr. GROW
has in the past declined to appear before, the group because
he considers the members have such a biased point of view

I

that it is impossible to reach them with an honest presenta-
tion of the facts. Dr. POLL has a tendency to agree with
Dr. GROW to some extent but continues to try to reach this
group.

II

It is noted the PAFUC is a Communist front organi-
zation in Utah County.

Dr. GROW has specifically discussed with Dr. POLL,
POLL'S reasons for issuing a review of SEOUSEN's book, "The
Waked Communist," When SEOUSEN's book was first issued it
was read by many of the professors in the Political Science
and History Departments at BYU, including Dr. GROW and Dr.
POLL. There was some discussion pertaining to the book at
that time, and it was the general feeling that the scholar-
ship evident in the book was of poor quality. It was con-
sidered that the form of the book was basically inflammatory
in nature rather than objective. Dr. GROW recalls that some
of the professors mentioned at the time that SEOUSEN's book
differed radically in this respect from the Director's book,
"Blasters of Deceit." The Director's book took a moderate >

approach which would appeal to a thinking person, while \

SEOUSEN's book took an emotional approach with just enough \

facts to cause the unthinking person to believe that the con- i

elusions were based on fact. The abo^e was the general re-
action of many of the professors in the Political Science
and History Departments. Dr. GROW recalls that Dr. POLL was
present during some of the discussions pertaining to SEOUSEN's
book but does not recall POLL'S specific reaction. He be-
lieves, however, that it was generally as set out above.

The BYU is operated by the Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-day Saints. Host of the professors in the Political
Science and History Departments are members of this church,
including Dr. GROW and Dr. POLL. SHOUSEH has for many years
been active in this church also and has performed for the
ichurch many duties, including acting as a consultant on an un-
official but open basis with respect to Communism. The extent
of SEOUSEN's activities along this line is widely known in the

3 -
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^church. Professors in the above two departments at BYU
were fearful that "The Naked Communist" might come to be
considered by members of the church as the official line
of the church with respect to Communism. This fear was
reinforced because of the fact that some of the authorities
of the church at times quoted from this book when discuss-
ing Communism. This apprehension undoubtedly had some in-
fluence on POLL in connection with the issuance of such a
^review. Dr. GROW does not know why Dr. POLL considered it
necessary to have this review printed but, in his opinion,
this arose from the following developments:

During the period since SKOUSEN was dismissed as
Chief of Police of Salt Lake City, Utah, he has become in-
volved on almost a nation-wide basis in an anti-Communist
crusade, which has linked SKOUSEN with extreme activities
in this field. Included in this campaign were Anti-Commu-
nist Seminars held in Provo and Salt Lake City, Utah. Some
of the professors at BYU directed a letter pertaining to s

the Seminar in Provo to the "Provo Daily Herald," a daily
newspaper published in Provo, which deplored the approach
used by these Seminars in fighting Communism* Dr. GROW be-

|

lieves that Dr. POLL was one of the signers of this letter
which was published in the above newspaper. Thereafter
some of the speakers at these Seminars gave the impression
that since these professors opposed the Seminars, they were

,

either Communists or pro-Communist. SKOUSEN was one of
those who appeared at the Seminar in Provo. (It is noted
that under date of 4/4/61 RICHARD D. POLL, Acting Chairman,.
Department of History, BYU, sent a letter to the Director /

pertaining to CHARLES EDGAR W00LERY, who was connected with
this Seminar. This letter was answered by the Director
under date of 4/10/61.) SKOUSEN f s wide anti-Communist activ-
ities resulted in greater sale for his book and greater con-
cern among the professors of the Department of Political
Science and the Department of History at BYU with respect to
the book. It is Dr* GROW's opinion that this would have act- ^
ed as an impetus to Dr. POLL with respect to the writing of
this review.

It is common in BYU circles for a critical review

I

to be written with respect to practically any book written
by one of the members of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-
day Saints. Such reviews are written pertaining to books
that are issued by the general authorities of this church and

- 4 -
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|
with respect to boohs that are written by other people
[pertaining to church subjects. Dr, POLL'S writing of a
preview of SKOUSEN's book is accordingly entirely in keep-
fling with the practice at the university pertaining to
(books by chprch members. Normally such reviews are not
given wide distribution and are not printed in pamphlet
form. It is also normal that the circle of readers of
such books is not as wide as that of SKOUSEN's book. Dr.
GROW does not have information from Dr, POLL on this
matter but considers this could have prompted him to have
the review printed in its present form.

Sometime during the Autumn of 1961, Dr. POLL in-
vited SKOUSEN to his home to appear before an informal
group consisting principally of professors from BYU, with
the Departments of Political Science and History better
represented than other departments of the school. The pur-
pose of this invitation was to ask SKOUSEN questions per-
taining to his book and to give SKOUSEN an opportunity to
defend the scholarship of the book. Dr. GROW was invited
to this gathering, but because of another commitment, was
only there during the latter part of it. He recalls that
on this occasion Dr. POLL and SKOUSEN were entirely friend-
ly toward each other. The discussion had apparently been
kept on a high plane and tempers had not flared. Some of
those present pressed SKOUSEN for an explanation of what they -

termed inaccuracy, improper conclusions and poor scholarship.

1

SKOUSEN had a tendency to react to these objections to his
book by stating something to the effect that if the question-
ers knew what he knew about Communism but could not put in
his book, they would realize that he was justified in the
conclusions he had made. This did not satisfy those present,
since it in effect asked them to accept without facts state-
ments pertaining to Communism which SKOUSEN wanted to make,

(

SKOUSEN also on this evening indirectly appeared to infer
that anyone who opposed his methods of fighting Communism
was, in effect, aiding Communism. He indicated he did not
{consider that there was any middle ground. Dr. GROW recog-
nizes that this is a conclusion on his part with respect to
SKOUSEN, since SKOUSEN did not state this in so many words.

Based on Dr. GROW's attendance at part of the above
gathering, he is of the opinion that already at that time Dr,

POLL had completed to a great extent his analysis of SKOUSEN's

- 5 -
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book. He knows that subsequent thereto Dr. POLL reviewed
for various groups material which he considered left
SK0U5EN,' s book open to question as a quality book on Commu-
nism. Dr. GROW does not know that anyone in particular
urged Dr. POLL to have this material printed or made avail-
able in written form but presumes some of those present, on
hearing Dr. POLL'S analysis, would suggest such a course.

Dr. GROW has seen Dr* POLL'S review in duplicated
form such as was furnished to the Bureau by Salt Lake City
letter of 3/6/62 and in its present printed form.

I

Dr. GROW understands that Dr. POLL and SKOUSEN
are still on generally friendly terms and the publication
of this review has not caused any serious breach between
them.





Tuesday, March 27, 1962

.. W. CLEON SKOUSEN

W. Cleon Skousen, author of

“The Naked Communist,” will
i

address the Wednesday devo-

'

tional at 10 a.m. in the Smith
Fieldhouse.

i MR. SKOCSEN has spent .the

major portion of his life in the

service of the LDS Church and
in the FBI and is now lecturing

on Communism at state and lo-

cal conventions.

Reviewers have called “The
Naked Communist,” “the most
powerful book on Communism
since J. Edgar Hoover’s ‘Masters

of Deceit.’”

BORN IN Raymond, Alta.,

,
Canada, he attended school in.

Canada, Mexico and the United 1

States. He also spent two years

in Europe.
At the age of 17 he was called

on a two-year mission to the

British Isles. Toward the end of

his mission he served as district

' president in Northern Ireland,

In 1935, while attending law
school at George Washington
University, he entered the FBI.

He graduated from law school
i

in 1940 with an LL.B. degree 1

and was admitted to practice i

before the District Court and '

the Circuit Court of Appeals in 1

the District of Columbia.
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THE NAKED COMMUNIST

RICHARD D. POLL



"For if the trumpet give an uncertain sound,

who shall prepare himself to the battle
?“

I Corinthians 14:8

This Trumpet

Gives

An Uncertain Sound

A

Review

of

W. Cleon Skousen’s

THE NAKED COMMUNIST

by

RICHARD D. POLL



FOREWORD

Because I am listed in the preface of The Naked Communist as having

helped with research at Brigham Young University from which the book ulti-

mately developed, I have felt impelled to set forth some of the reasons why I

do not wish to be understood as endorsing the volume. This lack of enthusiasm

is widely shared by colleagues in history, political science and economics in the

universities of Utah and elsewhere. Louis C, Midgley, Edwin B. Morrell, Melvin

P. Mabey and Van L. Perkins made particularly helpful suggestions. The Utah
Citizens for Positive American Goals, the Salt Lake Chapter of the American

Civil Liberties Union, and many friends encouraged publication and helped to

meet the initial costs. Sincere thanks to all of these. The responsibility for the

review is, of course, solely mine. If it provokes a closer study of the realities of

Communism and a more dispassionate discussion of ways to meet the Red
challenge, it will have served its purpose.

RICHARD D. POLL

Brigham Young University

Provo, Utah

March 1962

Copyright 1962 by Richard D. Poll



THIS TRUMPET GIVES AN UNCERTAIN SOUND

A Review

W. Cieon Skousen, The Naked Communist. 9th ed., 1961. 408 pp.

Although The Naked Communist is a best seller in the Anti-Communist
movement, it has disqualifying shortcomings as a source of information and as

a guide for action against the Communist menace.

Objections to the book include:

1 . The inadequacy and inaccuracy of its scholarship.

2. The incorrectness of its analysis of Communism.

3. The inaccuracy of its historical narrative.

4. The unsoundness of its program for governmental action.

5. The extreme partisanship of its program for individual action.

6. The objectionable character of the national movement of which it is a

part.

In the following analysis, only rather obvious errors and distortions are

cited, to avoid the necessity of detailed explanation and annotation. Every'

assertion about historical fact and political theory can be documented from reli-

able authorities. A truly scholarly dissection of The Naked Communist would

be voluminous.

1. Inadequacy and inaccuracy of scholarship.

While W. Cleon Skousen admittedly bases his claim to expertness on
Communism primarily on his FBI experience and continuing contact with inside

sources, inaccessible to ordinary scholars, one might expect his book to show
familiarity with the works and authors generally regarded as authorities on

Communism, Russia and contemporary history. It does not.

The 9th edition of The Naked Communist, latest available, lists 109

bibliographical entries (pp. 379-384), only 16 of which have been published

since 1940. R. N. Carew Hunt, The Theory and Practice of Communism'. An
Introduction (1957), one of the best short treatments of its subject, has a criti-

cal bibliography of 155 items, 98 of which are post-1940; Skousen cites only 16

works found in the Carew Hunt list. Even more substantial differences are

found between the Skousen bibliography and those of scholars like Sidney Hook,

Henry B. Mayo and Merle Fainsod.

Queried on this point, Skousen has admitted that most of his research was

done years ago. Most recent scholarship, he states, can safely be ignored because

the academic experts of today will be proved as wrong as the experts of earlier

years. Only a very limited group of ex-Communists, ex-FBI undercover agents,

3



ex-military leaders and sensational journalists appear acceptable to Skousen as

witnesses on the Communist conspiracy.

Yet the book projects an air of scholarship by freely using such phrases as

"experts on Marxism have known" (p. 5), "diplomatic strategists advocated"

(p. 126), "official reports tell” (p. 123), "economists have pointed out” (p.

326), and "leaders in literally hundreds of experiments concur” (p. 344).
There are at least a hundred such phrases, almost never annotated even where
quotation marks are used; 61 quotations are not documented at all.

Use of quotations is frequently questionable. Minor discrepancies occur in

citations of the Communist Manifesto (pp, 45, 47, 67). Lenin’s famous testa-

ment (p. 121) is not accurately rendered, and Otto Ruble’s characterization of

Karl Marx (p. 9) is substantially distorted by omitting part of the passage.

Dmitry Manuilsky's oft-quoted statement, . , we shall smash them with our

clenched fist,” appears twice (pp. 208, 2S8), despite questions about its authen-

ticity; the second citation is vaguely footnoted as "Pravda, November, 1931,"

although the head cf the Slavic and Central European Division of the Reference

Department of the Library- of Congress declares that the quotation does not

appear in this or any other published Soviet source with which his office is

familiar.

The famous "Communist Timetable of Conquest" is described by Senator

William F. Knowland, who first published it in the Congressional Record (Vol.

100, pp. 5707-08), as "some information which came to me purporting to be

an outline of Mao Tse-tung’s memorandum on the new program for world

revolution, carried to Moscow- by Chou En-lai in March of 1953.” The Naked
Communist (p. 254) declares that the document was captured by U. S. military

intelligence and that it represents settled policy; ".
. . Red leaders decided to

set up a timetable of conquest for the entire world and then take it continent

by continent."

Parenthetically, this ’Timetable"—a staple in the professional Anti-

Communist diet—begins by crediting all the Communist successes to the "pro-

found leadership” and "able and correct guidance” of "Comrade Stalin.” It

predicts: "By I960 China’s military, economic and industrial power will be so

developed that with a mere show of force by the Soviet Union and China, the

ruling clique of Japan will capitulate,” It also foretells: "With Asia and Africa

disconnected with the capitalist countries in Europe, there will be a total eco-

nomic collapse in Western Europe." The boast that "Twenty years from now
[1973] world revolution will be an accomplished fact!” squares badly with

Khrushchev’s recent announcement to the 22nd Communist Party Congress that

in 1980 the Soviet Union will be economically ahead of the still functioning and

still capitalistic United States. As prophecy, the "Red Timetable" hardly seems

worth the attention which Skousen accords it.

2. Incorrectness of analysis of Communism.

In his 2eal to demonstrate the absolute evil of Communism, Skousen de-

scribes Marxist-Leninist theory in terms to w-hich serious exception can be taken.

Since Communism, accurately described, is no less repugnant to the American

way of life than the Skousen version, only a few inaccuracies will be cited.
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"Communism undertakes to replace judaic-Christian morals with a com-
plete absence of morals.” (p. 52) Communism argues that morals are relative

to the stage of development of human society and has different sets for capitalist

and Communistic societies.

"Everything is a product of accumulated accident. There is no design.

There is no law." (p. 354) Communism is strongly deterministic and predicts

its own victory on the basis of the laws of history which are fundamental in

Marxist thought.

The indiscriminate lumping of all forms of atheism, agnosticism, relativism,

collectivism, totalitarianism, nihilism and Hegelian idealism into a category

called "materialism’' permits identifying all forms of wickedness with Marxism,'
but it does not produce a clear or accurate conception of Communist "dialectical

materialism.’’ (pp. 33-42, 347-78)

The exposure of Communist fallacies (pp. 61-88) ignores the substantial

changes which have occurred in the content of that ideology over the years.

We are reminded that the goal of world revolution remains, but we read nothing

about the drastic and repeated revamping of doctrine on such basic matters as

nationalism, family life, wages and distribution, property ownership, party

organization and tactics, coexistence with capitalism, and the sequence and
timetable of revolution. The transformation of Communism from a worldwide
revolutionary crusade into a tool of Soviet and Chinese foreign policies is ex-

tensively developed (pp. 109-54), but the logical conclusion that the threat of

Communism to the United States now lies more in the realm of power politics

than ideological subversion is rejected. Presumably the recent macabre campaign

against Stalin and the Sino-Soviet wrangle over Albania are simply stage maneu-
vers to deceive the West.

More reliable analyses of Communism are to be found in Carew Hunt,

already cited, and in Henry B. Mayo, Introduction to Marxist Theory (I960).

Less technical but helpful are the paperbacks by Sidney Hook, Marx and the

Marxists (1955); Harry and Bonaro Overstreet, What We Must Know About
Communism (1958); Alfred G. Meyer, Communism (I960); and Arthur P.

1

Mendel (ed.), Essential Works of Marxism (1961). J. Edgar Hoover, Masters

of Deceit (1958) is very valuable on Communism in America.

3. Inaccuracy of historical narrative.

Since none of the standard treatments of Russian history, recent United

States history or recent international relations is apparently utilized, the limita-

tions of The Naked Communist as history can be expected to show. They do.

Some of the discrepancies are minor matters of fact, like the identification

of Bakunin’s anarchism and the Russian Populist movement with Marxism (pp.

24, 91-93) and the declaration that 46,000,000 Russian peasants were still serfs

in 1885 (p. 90). Serfdom was abolished in 1861, but the condition of the

peasants improved very slowly and populism, anarchism, Marxism and several

other forms of radicalism were propagated among them in the late 19th and
early 20th centuries.

More serious are interpretations of history in which Skousen breaks with

most scholarly writers. Very doubtful generalizations include:
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1. United States recognition prevented the overthrow of Stalin in 1933,

(pp. 124*26) From the assertion an one journalistic biography that Stalin faced

imminent overthrow in 1932 and the obvious fact that he was in control of

affairs by 1934, Skousen draws the conclusion that U. S. recognition explains

the shift. The difference between stating that recognition was one of several

factors which improved Stalin's prospects and inferring that he might have fallen

if recognition had been withheld may seem a subtle one, but it is the kind of

distinction which a reader of this book must constantly make. It is the distinction

between Skousen s "devil theory’’ of history and objective analysis of the multi*

pie causes of important historical developments.

2. "World War II was fomented and used by the Russian leaders" as part

of their strategy of Communist expansion, (pp. 1 53-61 ) One Soviet officer

who defected prior to 1939 is relied on for this interpretation. That Stalin

feared war and maneuvered ruthlessly to turn Hitler toward the West is clear,

but that he wanted war and expected to direct it toward world revolution is

contradicted by the surprise, dismay and almost panic with which he reacted to

the German attack in 1941.

3. "Anyone familiar with the Communist Constitution of Russia will

recognize in the United Nations Charter a similar format.'' (p. 172) This is

on a par with the declaration that a present goal of Communist policy is to

"Promote the UN as the only hope for mankind." (p. 260) The similarity

which Skousen sees is between the "fervent declaration of democratic principles"

in each document and the "constitutional restriction and procedural limitation"

which follow. The preamble and "checks and balances" in the United States

Constitution can with equal validity be cited to show that the UN Charter

follows our model. But the author of The Naked Communist is so intent on

making the UN a part of the Communist conspiracy that he ignores the obvious

and continuing Soviet effort to discredit and destroy that organization.

4. The Communist victory in China was caused by American "stupidity,

incompetence or worse." (pp. 181-89, 251) Skousen belongs to that group of

Americans who are convinced that our country can never lose except when
someone deliberately chooses to give in. There is no place in his world view for

circumstances beyond control, dilemmas, or even honest errors in judgment.

That the Communist conquest of China wasa disaster is clear, but that it could

have been prevented by anything less than a military intervention so great as to

have been against our national interest is still disputed by many Americans who
are neither "stupid, incompetent or worse."

5. The Castro victory in Cuba resulted from the same "stupidity,” in-

competence or worse" in Washington, Batista being described in very apologetic

terms, (pp. 237-52) A single highly partisan and sensationalistic work is given

as authority. The comments made in the preceding paragraph apply here, too;

Batista and Castro were a choice of evils, and against the background of a Latin

America in genuine political, economic and social revolution, the policy prefer-

ence for Castro does not require treason for explanation. The fact that the

United States can crush Castro by force if it becomes in our vital interest to do

so, argues against panicking while we try to help his own follies to destroy

him and the Communist beachhead in Latin America.
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6. "Without our tolerance and help the Communist empire would never

have become the second strongest power in the earth/' (p. 288) This is the

book's historical thesis, and the eminent British historian, D. W. Brogan, had
something like it in mind when he wrote during the McCarthy era: "Many,
very many Americans, it seems to me, find it inconceivable that an American

policy, announced and carried out by the American government, acting with

the support of the American people, does not immediately succeed. If it does

not, this, they feel, must be because of stupidity or treason/’ (Quoted by

James E. Clayton in The Washington Tost, August 8, 1961). Apart from its

inaccuracy, the "scapegoat theory" of history blinds us to real problems, real

causes, and practical approaches to problem-solving.

The pervasive insistence that at almost every crucial juncture since 1933
the United States has taken the wrong course in her dealings with Russia and

Communism, that in every case a better alternative was available, and that the

failure to pursue that alternative reflects "stupidity, incompetence or worse," is

not only historically objectionable but almost certain to undermine public con-

fidence in our fundamental governmental institutions and processes.

4. Unsoundness of program for governmental action.

Its recommendations for action are paramount objections to The Naked
Communist

.

Skousen's own excuse for inaccuracies which have been pointed out

to him is that the important job, after all, is to alert people to the Red menace.

But if the programs proposed for the aroused citizenry are improper, even

dangerous, then Goethe's observation becomes timely:

"There is nothing so terrible as ignorance in action.”

The Skousen formulas for governmental and individual action are set forth

in Chapter XII, "The future Task.” (9th ed., pp. 253-88) The chapter begins

with the dubious "Communist Timetable,” already discussed. By the book’s

own analysis, none of the specific commitments in the timetable has yet been

achieved; still the conclusion is reached: "Some phases of this plan of conquest

have been frustrated, but other phases are far ahead of expectations. Considered

overall, the Communist Timetable of Conquest is alarmingly close to being

right on schedule.” (p. 258)

Next is a 45-point list of "Current Communist Goals" (pp. 259-62), which

needs only to be compared with J, Edgar Hoover's The Communist Party Line,

to reveal how wide of the mark Skousen is. (Hoover's statement was published

on September 23, 1961, by the Senate Internal Security Subcommittee as Senate

Document No, 59, 87th Cong., 1st Sess.) Items 4, 9, 11, 22, 38, 39 and 45 on

the Skousen list are incredible. A number of the others are given unwarranted

application in the programs which this book advocates.

Skousen’s proposals for governmental action against the Communist threat

abroad are: (pp. 263-275)

1 . Expel Russia and her satellites from the UN.

2. Sever diplomatic relations with all the Communist nations.

3. Establish a complete economic blockade of the Communist world.
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This program will purportedly aggravate economic distress within the Red
bloc, cause satellite uprisings, and lead to the speedy collapse of the whole Com-
munist system. To use Skousen’s phrase* this is the way "to pull the blustering'

bully down.” (p. 5)

That the program has virtually no acceptance outside the professional Anti-

Communist movement invites skepticism. Obvious questions include

:

How will the cooperation of more than 90 other non-Communist nations

be secured, without which the program cannot be implemented? Will all non-

cooperators be added to the quarantined group? Is this not a program for isolat-

ing the United States, rather than isolating our adversary? Even if it were,in the

interest of the United States, it is not within our power to impose such a program

on the UN or the world community.

What justifies the confidence in non-recognition and non-intercourse when
they have consistently failed to produce desired results in the past? Non-inter-

course precipitated the War of 1812; non-recognition had no measurable effect

on Russia from 1917 to 1933; and non-recognition and non-intercourse have

neither intimidated nor overthrown the Red Chinese regime.

What is Skousen’s evidence of the economic vulnerability of the Communist
bloc ? Their third of the world has abundant manpower, lacks few basic resources,

and is, at a terrible price, developing technology and industrial capacity. To
outdistance the Soviets in production competition and make a lie of lOirush-

chev's boast to bury us is essential and within our power, but economic warfare

has little to contribute to this generation-long race. There is a place for selective

economic pressures in stimulating negotiations or in adding to the difficulties

of weak governments. But even, the blocking of food sales from a China in

famine is as likely to increase the terrorism and belligerence of the Red rulers

as it is to produce their overthrow.

What happens if our author is wrong and his program simply divides the

world totally without producing revolution in the Communist part? Orwell’s

1984 might be one result; a war of desperation might be another. If the Com-
munist leaders are as ideologically dedicated as this book insists, there is every

likelihood that they will prefer war to surrender. If they are, as much evidence

suggests, hard-headed political realists, then they can best be dealt with by pro-

grams which do not reduce the choices to "all or nothing at all.”

5. Extreme partisanship of program for individual action.

This is the most undesirable feature of The Naked Communist, because

here Skousen makes clear what he is redly after, and this is what too many
patriotic and well-meaning citizens are accepting as true Americanism.

The thesis is:
tr
Fighting Communism, Socialism and the subversion of

constitutional government is everybody's yob.” (p. 275).

The technique is to define anything which disagrees with Skousen’s ultra-

conservative opinions as "Communism, Socidism and subversion and so to

equate patriotism and morality with reading certain one-sided books and support-

ing a highly partisan political, economic and socid creed .
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The section entitled "What Can the Ordinary Individual Do? (pp. 275-

88) spells things out in detail. Here are a few illustrations;

|

From "Suggestions to Parents" (pp. 276-77) :

"Do not fall for the permissive’ school of psychology which says discipline

I will harm human development. Such thinking produces hoodlums with mal-

|
adjusted personalities who are likely to fall for every ’ism’ that comes along.”

|
Because Skousen disproves of modern psychology and "progressive education,”

‘ he sets up a "straw man" which corresponds to no responsible viewpoint in

either field and then makes a patriotic requirement out of knocking it over.

| "Be active in PTA. If you are not, Communists and centralized plannefs

|
will take over." Making synonyms out of such words as "Communist, centralized

|
planner, socialist, welfare stater, liberal” and even "internationalist" and "de-

segregationist" is a standard technique of the extreme right; Skousen avoids

only the last of these in his vocabulary of un-Americanisms. J. Edgar Hoover
and other unimpeachable patriots have warned that the linking of all types of

political reformism or dissent with Communism does a real disservice to the

s country.

"Where you have older children, make current events part of the dinner

table talk. Be quick to point out left-wing slanting of news, TV or radio broad-

casts. There is far more of this slanting than most people realize." No names
are named, it being a conventional alarmist technique to suggest that danger is

everywhere by locating it nowhere. From his argument elsewhere, one must

infer that "left-wing slanting" means speaking without emotion about social

security, labor unions or Nehru and that the loyal commentators are Dan Smoot,

Fulton Lewis, Jr., and Clarence Manion.

From "Suggestions for Teachers" (pp. 277-80):

"Beware of those who come pretending to help education when they are

trying to seize control of education. Socialist and Communist planners have

ambitions to eliminate all local control. . . "Be alert to the fact that education

was infiltrated by the Socialist-Communist contingent over thirty-five years

ago. . . . Because they were hard workers they gained sweeping control of some
of our most respected institutions.” Again, no names, no evidence, and the

lumping together of diverse radicalisms as a single, omnipresent enemy. John

Dewey, Columbia Teachers College and advocates of Federal aid to education

as as liable to criticism as other elements in our free society, but they are not

products of the Communist conspiracy.
'

'Watch for slanted passages in textbooks. Socialist authors have invaded the

textbook field. . . . 'Brainwashing in the High Schools,’ by E. Merrill Root, is

ft an analysis of 11 American history books which reflect the destructive left-wing

| analysis." To Skousen, "socialist authors” are apparently writers who find any-

1

thing wrong with American policies and leaders prior to 1932 or anything right

about them since the advent of the New Dealers. Root’s chauvinism is so blatant

that he objects to applying the term "imperialism” to our country’s relations with

the Philippines and Panama at the turn of the century. Other titles suggested for

teachers by the author of The Naked Communist (pp. 278-79) are of the same

intemperate quality.
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I

\ "Encourage patriotic speakers at school assemblies. Excellent films are also

: available." A Skousen favorite is "Communism on the Map," which is now being

replaced by an up-dated version called "Communism 1961." The replacement

corrects some of the factual errors but stresses the same grim' theme that the

world is already mostly lost to Communism-socialism-welfare statism -liberalism.

The film’s producer, Glenn A, Green, has since become a field representative

of the John Birch Society.

From "Suggestions for Businessmen

”

(pp. 281-83) :

'I "Work for a more equitable tax structure which is not arbitrary and con-

] fiscatory,” This is a meritorious suggestion, but of limited relevance to fighting

Communism, unless the author belongs to that school which brands the income

s tax as a Communist device which ought to be abolished.

"Be careful not to contribute to an organization until you know it is a bona

! fide patriotic group. ... If you are a member of the American Security Council,

. you can check on any organization or any individual through their files." Skou-

;• sen is field director of the American Security Council, which declares itself to be

the largest civilian clearing house for "factual information about Communism
I, and other statist activities." It maintains files on a very large number of people

I'

who have been active in liberal, radical or genuinely subversive enterprises and

i,
draws no clearer distinctions between these categories than does its field repre-

!
sentative.

!:

From "Suggestions to the Press

"

(pp. 285-86)

:

! "In fulfilling the task of exposing crime, corruption and inefficiency in the

j!
American culture, be careful not to destroy confidence in American institutions.”

Apparently no such responsibility rests upon those who describe thirty years of

American history and government in terms of "stupidity, incompetence or

worse.”

From "Suggestions for Ministers

”

(pp. 286-88) :

"The churches became a major target for Communist-Socialist infiltration

many years ago. These people were successful in capturing many key positions

in a number of important religious organizations. Some religious leaders openly

advocate and defend Communist principles.” Skousen is no readier than his

Anti-Communist associates to name names or cite evidence to support this vague

and comprehensive attack on church leadership in America. Cartha D. Deloach,

assistant director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, very recently "assailed

i persons who go about the country’ charging that such fields as religion, educa-

tion and labor were being infiltrated by Communists and Communist sympathiz-

ers." Strenuous and devious Red efforts continue, he told a seminar of the

American Bar Association, but there has been no substantial infiltration of these

areas. (Salt Lake Tribune

,

January 28, 1962, p. 14A)

“Be alert to detect those who use 'Social Christianity' to cover up the fact

that they are not Christians at all.” Skousen ’s inference that Christians who do

not share his own rigorous fundamentalism are probably subversive is unfair,

and his insistence on linking loyalty with religious commitment is unwarranted.

Communism is certainly a dire threat to organized religion, but it is also a threat
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'j to the unchurched, the pagan, the agnostic, the humanist, and even the atheist
:

j

who believes in human freedom. Sincere and patriotic opponents of Communism
may be found in all these categories.

"Be alert to the drive by certain analytical psychiatrists to have ministers
' accept their amoral philosophy." This should be considered in connection with

Skousen’s statement (p. 262) that one of the Communist goals is to "Dominate
' the psychiatric profession and use mental health Jaws as a means of gaining

l\
coercive control over those who oppose Communist goals." To the person who
sees the psychiatrist’s couch as a too] of subversion, the conclusion readily fob

.j
lows: "Today Communism is advancing on all fronts.” (p. 288)

. Finally, jrom "Suggestions jor Students” (pp. 280-81):

"When you run across dedicated Socialists, remember that the only differ-

ence between a Socialist and a Communist is the method of takeover. ... In

reality the two are twins,”

The writer of this review is no Socialist (or Communist, for that matter),*

but he insists that this kind of blurred thinking ill-equips students or adult citi-

zens to make the accurate distinctions and judgments essential in answering the

tremendous question: "What are the proper functions of government in modern
society?” Because Skousen unceasingly hammers the point that every increase in

governmental activity is a step down the Ambush Trail to collectivist despotism,

examination of that argument seems appropriate here.

First, it is important to remember that the term "socialist" has a very

specialized meaning in Marxist-Leninist thought as it has evolved in the Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics. It is the system which prevails during the "dictator-

ship of the proletariat” stage of history, when wage and class distinctions and

police state measures are regarded as necessary and proper. This "socialism” does

not precede the Communist seizure of power, it jallows it. As early as 1936.

Stalin said that the USSR was nearing the close of this "transitional" period; as

late as 1961 Khrushchev said it again. Actually, the stateless, classless society

of "pure communism” is no nearer in the Soviet Union than it was 40 years ago,

and there is much to suggest that it is unattainable by the road which the Com-
munist regimes are currently following.

In any case, this is not the meaning which is given to the word "socialism”

by those, like the author of The Naked Communist, who identify socialism with

Communism in their propaganda against governmental programs with which

they disagree. They mean "socialism" in the generalized sense of governmental

ownership or direction of the means of production and distribution of goods or

services, and they feverently avow that all much measures lead inexorably to

Red dictatorship.

v? Three historically demonstrable points need to be made about this conten-

tion:

1. Socialism in a comprehensive or "blueprint for Utopia” sense has

never had very great appeal in the United States and has very few adherents

*1 have been a delegate to the Utah State Republican Party Conventions

in 1952, 1954, 1956 and I960, and I am convinced that the need for responsible

conservatism was never greater in America. RDP
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! today. What numerically significant groups in our country are at present advocat-
:

ing the nationalization of any sector of our production and distribution system,

or even any substantial extension of controls? The basic commitment of the

whole American people to a private enterprise economy is probably stronger

now than at any other time since the Civil War.

; 2. Socialism in the more pragmatic sense of using government to support

|

,
or provide certain specific goods or services not satisfactorily obtainable else-

j

where has not been regarded by any past American generation as incompatible

with our basic ideals about life, liberty and property. From public schools and

post offices we have moved with changing circumstances to national and state

parks, freeways and social security, being satisfied that no fundamental threat to

j,
. liberty exists as long as we can modify or abolish programs if we wish, or "throw

the rascals out" if they administer them too badly. We have not regarded our

government as an enemy, as Skousen and his fellow rightists apparently do.

1

3. The strongest and most vigorous democracies in the world—and our

best allies—are nations which combine a high degree of private enterprise with

broad public programs of a "welfare state" character. In all of these the Com-
i munists have declined in numbers and influence since 1945, and the likelihood

j!
of any of them succumbing to Red subversion is virtually nil, The danger of

I Communist revolution is greatest today in those areas where governments are

j

: most indifferent to human needs. It is noteworthy, incidentally, that The Naked
: Communist has no substantial suggestions on how to prevent the Communists

i

from capturing the "revolution of rising expectations” which is now sweeping

i. these areas.

: This reviewer has repeatedly invited Skousen and other advocates of the

"liberalism-is-socialism-is-communism" persuasion to name a single nation in

ji human history which has traversed the Ambush Trail from democratic "welfare

statism” to Communism. The invitation is again extended here.

There are valid and impressive conservative arguments against many cur-

rent proposals to extend the functions of government in such directions as educa-

tion, resource development, agriculture and medical care. But the contention that

they lead inevitably to dictatorship, and that those who support them are there-

fore, wittingly or unwittingly, helping the Communist conspiracy, is not one of

them. In promoting the viewpoint. The Naked Communist makes no contribu-

tion to enlightened public discussion of domestic political issues or to the devel-

: opment of healthy citizenship attitudes among students.

6, Objectionable character of Skousen ’s Anti-Communist movement.

Much of the market for The Naked Communist is in connection with
1 “Anti-Communist Seminars,” "Freedom Forums” and "Project Alerts,” in which

inaccurate history and negative programs are expounded in an evangelical blend

of fear, hatred and pulse-pounding enthusiasm. Participants are admonished to

study Communism, and they end up buying tracts by Gerald L. K. Smith and his

racist cohorts, confessionals of ex-Communists, spy stories and other volumes

which excite more than they inform. They are aroused to fight Communism,

and they end up demanding U. S. withdrawal from the UN and the firing of
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teachers who advocate federal aid to education. They are solicited to contribute

to the Anti-Communist crusade, and they end up subsidizing pamphlets calling

for the repeal of the income tax and the impeachment of Chief Justice Warren.
Skousen has apologized for the fact that, in one of his own rallies in Los

Angeles on December 13, 1961, a speaker said that the Chief Justice deserves

to be hanged, but one can still question the usefulness of an "educational cam-

paign" which uses men of such opinions as teachers.

The fact that The Naked Communist is more temperate in tone than much
of the literature with which it keeps company and that it has some praiseworthy

things to say about religion, democracy and the American economic system

should not be permitted to obscure the fact that it is one of the most successful -

instruments in a propaganda campaign which blurs the REAL issue of Com-
munism and perverts genuine Americanism,

To witness against The Naked Communist and the ultra-conservative move-

ment in which its author is a persuasive advocate, these statements are submitted

in conclusion:

Editorial, “What Americanism Must Mean,” The Deseret News,

October 28, 1961, p. 6.

"The Growing Interest in Americanism being displayed in Utah and else-

where is highly commendable. But. certain precautions must be observed if the

dangers of extremism are to be avoided.

"In this regard, the State Advisory Committee on Adult Education in

American Citizenship put its finger on a vital point the other day when it noted

that citizenship requires more than just anti-communism.

"In other words, it’s not enough merely to be against something. What
were for is far more important.

“This point can't be emphasized too strongly, especially in view of the

advent of individuals and groups that are arousing the public by stressing what

were fighting against but are neglecting what we’re fighting for. This can -be

dangerous, especially if we sacrifice our own traditions and values in a mistaken

effort to 'fight fire with fire.’

"Most of the things we stand for are embodied in our divinely inspired

Constitution of the United States; others are traditions of time-tested value.

"We re for free speech and a free press. These rights were not intended

merely to permit expressions of support for whatever established authorities or

the majority of people decide is proper. These rights are designed to protect

those who disagree with the majority, who dissent from the established order,

who advance new and perhaps unorthodox ideas.

"We’re for the right to dissent, the right to express all opinions regardless

of whether they are right or wrong. The dangers of forbidding such a right

were noted by John Stuart Mill, who said:

"If the opinion is right, men are deprived of the opportunity of

exchanging error for truth; if wrong, they lose, what is almost as great

a benefit, the dearer perception and livelier impression of truth, pro-

duced by its collision with error.
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hysteria, false alarms, misplaced apprehension by many of our citizens. We need
enlightenment about communism—but this information must be factual, accu-

rate and not tailored to echo personal idiosyncrasies. To quote an old aphorism,

we need more light and less heat." (ABA Journal)

"Unfortunately, there are those who make the very mistake the Commu-
nists are so careful to avoid. These individuals concentrate on the negative rather

than on the positive. They are merely against communism without being for any

positive measures to eliminate the social, political, and economic frictions which

the Communists are so adroit at exploiting.

"These persons would do well to recall a recent lesson from history, Both

Hitler and Mussolini were against communism. However, it was by what they*-

stood for, not against, that history has judged them." (Senate Doc. No. 59)

When such substantial and conservative journals as the Deseret News,

. Salt Lake Tribune (November 5, 1961), Newsweek (December 4, 1 96l), Time
(December 8, 1961) and Life (December 1, 1961) and such responsible citi-

zens as
J.

Edgar Hoover, Dwight D. Eisenhower and John F. Kennedy raise

their voices against the Skousen approach to patriotism, this reviewer feels no

qualms of academic or civic conscience in passing negative judgment on The

Naked Communist.

Additional copies may be obtained from the author, 1159 Aspen Ave.,

Provo, Utah. The price, postpaid, is $.25 per single copy; $2.25 for 10.

Quantity and trade prices available on request,
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April 17, 1962

Sister Mary Shaun ~ /
Notre Dame Convent ^
681 Lawrence Hoad " ^ »
Trenton 8, New Jersey 2 30

f
”

My dear Sister:
' ”

03g ^
Your letter of April 11th has been received, and 1 can unjififg w

stand the interest which prompted you to write. » 3
p S ^
^ I welcome the opportunity to make it perfectly clear that

^ '"J

former Special Agents of the FBI are not necessarily experts on communism.
Some of them have sought to capitalise on their former employment with

this Bureau for the purpose of establishing themselves as such authorities.

I am firmly convinced there are too many self-styled experts on communism,
without valid credentials and without any access whatsoever to classified,

factual data, who are engaging in rumormongering and hurling false and
wholly unsubstantiated allegations against people whose views differ from
their own. This makes more difficult the task of the professional investigator.

r $
Mr. W. Cleon Skousen .entered on duty with the FBI as a clerk

on October 24,. 1935, in which capacity he served until June 17, 1949, when

:
he became a Special Agent. He voluntarily resigned the latter position on

October 5, 1951. Mr. Skousen Is no longer associated with the FBI and his

opinions are strictly his own and do not represent this Bureau in any way.^/

The FBI being an investigative agency of the Federal Government
neither makes evaluations nor draws conclusions as to the character or integ-

rity pf any organization, individual or publication. In view of this, I am sure

yvufwill liberstand Why li is.not possible for me to comment In the manner

you have indicated relative to' the other individual you mentioned. Likewise,

Jh^jsame reasons preclude me from commenting on publications not prepared

ENCLOSURES. NEXT F&GE *

j
X
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"Sister Mary Shaun

May I suggest, however, that in your personal evaluation

y organization or publication you give careful consideration
and whether they are being achieved through orderly,

interest.

Enclosed is some literature 1 hope you will find to be of

Sincerely yours,

3. Edgar Hoover

John Edgar Hoover
Director

Enclosures (4)

The Courage of Free Men (2-22-62 Speech)

Letf
s Fight Communism Sanely!

Communism and The Knowledge To Combat It!

Shall It Be Law or Tyranny?

NOTE: Bufiles contain no derogatory nor additional pertinent information

regarding Sister Shaun with whom we have had limited correspondence. Last

outgoing 4-12-61. Reprints not being duplicated.

JCF:doc
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Notre Dame Convent

681 Lawrence Road
Trenton 8, New Jersey

Dear Sir;

April 11, 1962

A recent pamphlet on Communism warned readers

to be aware of "experts" on Communism who had been former
members of the F. B. I. Having read "The Naked Communist" by

Skousen, a former member of the F. B. I.
,

I would appreciate your
opinion on the warning as well as Skousen and his book. If it wouldn't

be too much additional trouble I would be grateful to know your opinion

of Dr Fred Schwarz, his book "You Can Trust the Communists" and

his Anti-Communism Crusade.

We are incorporating a course on Communism in

our history classes at the present time but much of the literature

appearing from day to day is often contradictory and creates new
problems.

I would be most grateful for your advice in this matter.

Sincerely yours,

Sister Mary Shaun

/ 1 "x 4
c i[ w. n- fe 2j

j
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April 26, 1962

Dr. John E/ (Sftson, Jr.

Glendora Medical Center
118 West Aloeta Avenue
Glendora, California

Dear Dr. Olson:

Your letter of April 19, 1962, with enclosure, has

been received, and 1 want to thank you for your kind sentiments

and gracious comments concerning my administration of the FBI.

I am glad to know of your interest in my book, "Masters of Deceit,

"

and literature issued by this Bureau.

With respect to the publication you enclosed, I am
unable, as a matter of policy, to comment on any item not prepared
by this Bureau. I am sure you will understand my position in this

regard.
Or

^ Relative to your inquiry on my article which appeared

in the February, 1962, issue of the "American Bar Association

Journal, " I-had in mind those individuals who have not taken the time

to inform themselves about the strategy, fallacies and aims of

communism. Too often such individuals are motivated by an incorrect

understanding of the true facts which, of course, leads to false judg-

ments and erroneous conclusions. In this regard, the FBI is strictly

an investigative agency of the Federal Governmen^and neither makes

evaluations nor draws conclusions as to the character or Integrity of

any organization, publication or individual. o

In view of your interest, enclosed 4$ a complete text

of this article, together with some other material X hope1 will be of

assistance to you in your study of the communistmenace^

4 \ / Sincere^ yours, J/ //

Enclosures (5) t ;

r

RWjld (3)>tJ
MAI^ RdajjS TELETYPE U]

j. Edgar

(See note and enclosures next page)



Dr. John E. Olson, Jr.

Enclosures (5)

Shall It Be Law or Tyranny?
” Faith in God- -Our Answer To Communism”
What You Can Do To Fight Communism
4-17-62 Internal Security Statement

Let’s Fight Communism Sanely!

NOTE: Bufiles contain no record of correspondent. The author of

the publication he enclosed, Richard D. Poll, wrote to the Bureau
in April, 1961, requesting information on an individual he believed

had been a former employee. This letter was acknowledged on
4-10-61 and he was advised we had no record of such an individual.

The publication has been called to our attention in the past and the

quotation of the Director’s on the cover is taken from Mr. Hoover's

article entitled "Shall It Be Law or Tyranny?” and it is correct.

The speech by Assistant Director DeLoach which correspondent

refers to was made in St. Louis on 1-26-62 before a meeting of the

American Bar Association.

- 2 -



I am inclosingV. recent
.
publication , IMIS TRUM^JSCTES AH UNCERTAIN

SOUND# by Richard D.Spoil. lou are quoted to the front cover as follows:

"
* Today far toq many self-styled experts on communism /

are plying the highways of America giving erroneous .
&

and distorted information, 1

H

\J I £ 10

_ “ 6b
The author fails to quote the warning you also gave pertaining'"to~our

j

youth and education in THE COMMUNIST PARTI LINE, Senate Document No, 59/
September 23 # 1961. I quote:

nWiile minimizing the influence of conservative czunpus

-groups, the party finds considerable encouragement in
the growth of what it describes as 1liberal student
political parties* and ‘Marxist- and Socialist-oriented/
groups* on college campuses throughout the country, B

You see I have also read THE COMMUNIST PARTI LINE and THE^AKED COMMUNIST,

and I certainly do not get the implication from your eoccellSmt advice that
the author attests to convey in his critique against THE NAM) COMMUNIST
and its author, W, Cleon Skousen. THIS TRUMPET GIVES AN UNCERTAIN ,SOUND
appears to me to be a direct attempt to discredit THE NAKED COMMUNIST and
W. Cleon Skousen. You seem to be quoted out of context as to.-.direct mean-
ing of your statement. f

In the University of Utah student publication, THE DAILT UTAH CHRONICLE
dated April 13, 1962, there is an article entitled THE ROUND TABLE by Chuck
Akerlow. Chronicle Columnist. This article is a biased review of Professor
Poll's critique against THE NAKED COMMUNIST. The author also concludes his
review with your quotation# the direct implication being given that your'

remarks refer to W. j31eon Skousen and THE NAKED COMMUNIST. ^ (

'

On pageto of IKES TROMPET GIVES AH UHCERTABJ SOUHD, the following
(Statement is made quoting one of your assistants:

SEC- 113
“Skousen is no readier than his Anti-Communist associates
to name names or cite evidence to support his vague and
comprehen^pre attack on Church leadership in America^/ / / / ,

//
-

Cartfaa D£$5eLoach, assistant' director of the Federal/ 7'~j /7g?/r
Bureai^Jf Investigation, very recently 'assailed persons

^

^
*==5==

Jam rflhnn‘f nhxvcri rtcr cnr>h fMfl’Ms &about /the 7country
H charging that such fields as _

^Sgion, education and labor jrere being infiltrated by 6 APR *83 1962

^mraunists;and Communist sympathizers .
1 Strenuous and

‘ devious; Red; efforts continue,

4

iq told a seminar of the
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American Bar Association, but there has been no sub-
stantial infiltration of these areas. (Salt Lake
Tribune, January 28, 1962, p. l4A) n

Hie implied meaning given by the author to this statement does not appear
to be in harmony with your testimony before the House Subcommittee on
.Appropriations, March 6, 1961, pertaining to "Communist front and Commun-
ist infiltrated organizations."

I quote your testimony

i

"They have infiltrated every conceivable sphere of
activity; youth groups; radio, television, and
motion picture industries; church, school and edu-
cational and cultural groups; the press; nationality
minority groups and civil and political units. 11

I would certainly appreciate clarification of the apparent misuse of
your statements and those of your assistant, Cartha D. Deloach, as they
pertain to W. Cleon Skousen and THE NAKED COMMUNIST if your position allows
you to do so. I would certainly like to know if the "self-styled" experts
to which you refer includes W. Cleon Skousen* I would also appreciate any
comments you would be allowed to make referable to THE NAKED COMMUNIST.

I am not a member of the John Birch Society, nor do I intend to join.
I try to withhold judgment if I have no factual knowledge. I am Vice-
President of our local school board, and am an active member of the Church
of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints. I have read fairly extensive in an
effort to inform myself about Communism. Your numerous publications have
been a source of knowledge and truth, I have always felt MASTERS OF DECEIT
and THE NAKED COMMUNIST go hand in hand, and I always advise anyone asking
me about Communism to start with MASTERS OF DECEIT and follow with THE
NAKED COMMUNIST. I have read numerous government panphlets and reports,
and books by reliable former counter-spies. One of the most intriguing
books on methods of operation by the Communists is THE REDS TAKE A CITY by
John W. Riley, Jr*, and Wilbur Schramm, 1951* It pertains to how the Reds
took Seoul; ail from their own captured documents. It substantiates every-
thing in your book.

In closing may I conclude by saying that I see nothing wrong with
encouraging people to become informed about Communism out of the best books
available. Hie study should, be kept at an educational level. I am well
aware that the President of our Church, David 0. McKay, recommended that
every member of the Church read THE NAKED COMMUNIST in General Conference,
October, 1959. I must admit this makes me some^at biased in ny approach
to any critique against THE NAKED COMMUNIST by an intellectual (pseudo-
intellectual?) university professor, Brigham Young University not withstand-
ing. Nevertheless, it is for Mr. Skousen, not me, to answer this attack.

I am sure he will in a kindly way*

I

May the Lord bless you and uphold you in your wonderful work in helping
to maintain liberty and freedom in this blessed land of ours.

k







"For if the trumpet give an uncertain sound,

who shall prepare himself to the battle?”

I Corinthians l4:8

This Trumpet

Gives

An Uncertain Sound

W. Cleon Skousen’s

THE NAKED COMMUNIST

RICHARD D, POLL



FOREWORD

Because I am listed in the preface of The Naked Communist as having

helped with research at Brigham Young University from which the book ulti-

mately developed, I have felt impelled to set forth some of the reasons why I

do not wish to be understood as endorsing the volume. This lack of enthusiasm

is widely shared by colleagues in history, political science and economics in the

universities of Utah and elsewhere. Louis C. Midgley, Edwin B. Morrell, Melvin

P. Mabey and Van L. Perkins made particularly helpful suggestions. The Utah

Citizens for Positive American Goals, the Salt Lake Chapter of the American

Civil Liberties Union, and many friends encouraged publication and helped to

meet the initial costs. Sincere thanks to all of these. The responsibility for the

review is, of course, solely mine. If it provokes a closer study of the realities of

Communism and a more dispassionate discussion of ways to meet the Red
challenge, it will have served its purpose.

RICHARD D. POLL

Brigham Young University

Provo, Utah
March 1962

Copyright 1962 by Richard D. Poll



THIS TRUMPET GIVES AN UNCERTAIN SOUND

A Review

W. Cleon Skousen, The Naked Communist. 9th ed., 1961. 408 pp.

Although The Naked Communist is a best seller in the Anti -Communist
^

movement, it has disqualifying shortcomings as a source of information and as
*

a guide for action against the Communist menace.

Objections to the book include:

1. The inadequacy and inaccuracy of its scholarship.

2. The incorrectness of its analysis of Communism.

3. The inaccuracy of its historical narrative.

4. The unsoundness of its program for governmental action.

5. The extreme partisanship of its program for individual action.

6. The objectionable character of the national movement of which it is a

part.

In the following analysis, only rather obvious errors and distortions are

cited, to avoid the necessity of detailed explanation and annotation. Every

assertion about historical fact and political theory can be documented from reli-

able authorities. A truly scholarly dissection of The Naked Communist would

be voluminous.

1. Inadequacy and inaccuracy of scholarship.

While W. Cleon Skousen admittedly bases his claim to expertness on

Communism primarily on his FBI experience and continuing contact with inside

sources, inaccessible to ordinary scholars, one might expect his book to show
familiarity with the works and authors generally regarded as authorities on ’

Communism, Russia and contemporary history. It does not.

The 9th edition of The Naked Communist, latest available, lists 109

bibliographical entries (pp. 379-384), only 16 of which have been published

since 1940. R. N. Carew Hunt, The Theory and Practice of Communism-. An
Introduction (1957), one of the best short treatments of its subject, has a criti-

cal bibliography of 155 items, 98 of which are post-1940; Skousen cites only 16

works found in the Carew Hunt list. Even more substantial differences are

found between the Skousen bibliography and those of scholars like Sidney Hook,

Henry B, Mayo and Merle Fainsod.

Queried on this point, Skousen has admitted that most of his research was

done years ago. Most recent scholarship, he states, can safely be ignored because

the academic experts of today will be proved as wrong as the experts of earlier

years. Only a very limited group of ex-Communists, ex-FBI undercover agents,

3



ex-military leaders and sensational journalists appear acceptable to Skousen as

witnesses on the Communist conspiracy.

Yet the book projects an air of scholarship by freely using such phrases as

"experts on Marxism have known” (p, 5), "diplomatic strategists advocated"

(p. 126), "official reports tell" (p. 123), "economists have pointed out” (p.

326), and "leaders in literally hundreds of experiments concur" (p, 344).
There are at least a hundred such phrases, almost never annotated even where
quotation marks are used; 61 quotations are not documented at all,

p
Use of quotations is frequently questionable. Minor discrepancies occur in

\ citations of the Communist Manifesto (pp. 45, 47, 67). Lenin’s famous testa-

I ment (p. 121) is not accurately rendered, and Otto Ruhle’s characterization of

l, Karl Marx (p. 9) is substantially distorted by omitting part of the passage.

Dmitry Manuilsky’s oft-quoted statement, ".
. . we shall smash them with our

clenched fist,” appears twice (pp. 208, 288), despite questions about its authen-

ticity; the second citation is vaguely footnoted as
"
Pravda

,
November, 1931,”

although the head of the Slavic and Central European Division of the Reference

Department of the Library of Congress declares that the quotation does not

appear in this or any other published Soviet source with which his office is

. familiar.

The famous "Communist Timetable of Conquest” is described by Senator

,
William F. Knowland, who first published it in the Congressional Record (Vol.

100, pp. 5707-08), as "some information which came to me purporting to be

an outline of Mao Tse-tung s memorandum on the new program for world

revolution, carried to Moscow by Chou En-lai in March of 1953.” The Naked
Communist (p. 254) declares that the document was captured by U. S. military

intelligence and that it represents settled policy: ",
. . Red leaders decided to

set up a timetable of conquest for the entire world and then take it continent

by continent.”

Parenthetically, this "Timetable”—a staple in the professional Anti-

Communist diet—begins by crediting all the Communist successes to the "pro-

found leadership” and "able and correct guidance” of "Comrade Stalin." It

predicts: "By I960 China’s military, economic and industrial power will be so

developed that with a mere show of force by the Soviet Union and China, the

ruling clique of Japan will capitulate.” It also foretells: "With Asia and Africa

disconnected with the capitalist countries in Europe, there will be a total eco-

nomic collapse in Western Europe.” The boast that "Twenty years from now

[1973] world revolution will be an accomplished fact!” squares badly with

Khrushchev’s recent announcement to the 22nd Communist Party Congress that

I

in 1980 the Soviet Union will be economically ahead of the still functioning and

still capitalistic United States. As prophecy, the "Red Timetable” hardly seems

worth the attention which Skousen accords it.

2. Incorrectness of analysis of Communism.

In his zeal to demonstrate the absolute evil of Communism, Skousen de-

scribes Marxist-Leninist theory in terms to which serious exception can be taken.

Since Communism, accurately described, is no less repugnant to the American

way of life than the Skousen version, only a few inaccuracies will be cited.

4



! ''Communism undertakes to replace Judaic-Christian morals with a com-
plete absence of morals." (p. 52) Communism argues that morals are relative

to the stage of development of human society and has different sets for capitalist

j

and Communistic societies.

; "Everything is a product of accumulated accident. There is no design,

i There is no law." (p. 354) Communism is strongly deterministic and predicts

1 its own victory on the basis of the laws of history which are fundamental in

Marxist thought.

The indiscriminate lumping of all forms of atheism, agnosticism, relativism,

collectivism, totalitarianism, nihilism and Hegelian idealism into a category

!
called "materialism" permits identifying all forms of wickedness with Marxism,*
but it does not produce a dear or accurate conception of Communist "dialectical

! materialism." (pp. 33-42, 347-78)

;
The exposure of Communist fallacies (pp. 61-88) ignores the substantial

i

changes which have occurred in the content of that ideology over the years.

We are reminded that the goal of world revolution remains, but we read nothing

- about the drastic and repeated revamping of doctrine on such basic matters as

(

nationalism, family life, wages and distribution, property ownership, party

organization and tactics, coexistence with capitalism, and the sequence and

,

timetable of revolution. The transformation of Communism from a worldwide

revolutionary crusade into a tool of Soviet and Chinese foreign policies is ex-

i tensively developed (pp. 109-54)
,
but the logical conclusion that the threat of

Communism to the United States now lies more in the realm of power politics

than ideological subversion is rejected. Presumably the recent macabre campaign

i against Stalin and the Sino- Soviet wrangle over Albania are simply stage maneu-

!
vers to deceive the West.

More reliable analyses of Communism are to be found in Carew Hunt,

already cited, and in Henry B. Mayo, Introduction to Marxist Theory (I 960 ),

j

Less technical but helpful are the paperbacks by Sidney Hook, Marx and the

Marxists (1955); Harry and Bonaro Overstreet, What We Must Know About

\
Communism (1958); Alfred G. Meyer, Communism (I960); and Arthur P.

|
i Mendel (ed,), Essential Works of Marxism (1961). j. Edgar Hoover, Masters

j

I of Deceit (1958) is very valuable on Communism in America.

3. Inaccuracy of historical narrative.

j

Since none of the standard treatments of Russian history, recent United

J

States history or recent international relations is apparently utilized, the limita-

! tions of The Naked Communist as history can be expected to show. They do.

j

Some of the discrepancies are minor matters of fact, like the identification

of Bakunin’s anarchism and the Russian Populist movement with Marxism (pp.

j

24, 91-93) and the declaration that 46,000,000 Russian peasants were still serfs

in 1885 (p. 90). Serfdom was abolished in 1861, but the condition of the

i peasants improved very slowly and populism, anarchism, Marxism and several

1 other forms of radicalism were propagated among them in the late 19th and

early 20th centuries.

More serious are interpretations of history in which Skousen breaks with

most scholarly writers. Very doubtful generalizations include:

5



1. United States recognition prevented the overthrow of Stalin in 1933,

(pp. 124-26) From the assertion in one journalistic biography that Stalin faced

imminent overthrow in 1932 and the obvious fact that he was in control of
affairs by 1934, Skousen draws the conclusion that U. S. recognition explains

the shift. The difference between stating that recognition was one of several

factors which improved Stalin’s prospects and inferring that he might have fallen

if recognition had been withheld may seem a subtle one, but it is the kind of

distinction which a reader of this book must constantly make. It is the distinction

between Skousen ’s "devil theory" of history and objective analysis of the multi-

ple causes of important historical developments.

2. "World War II was fomented and used by the Russian leaders" as part

of their strategy of Communist expansion, (pp. 155-61) One Soviet officer

who defected prior to 1939 is relied on for this interpretation. That Stalin

feared war ana maneuvered ruthlessly to turn Hitler toward the West is clear,

but that he wanted war and expected to direct it toward world revolution is

contradicted by the surprise, dismay and almost panic with which he reacted to

the German attack in 1941.

3. "Anyone familiar with the Communist Constitution of Russia will

recognize in the United Nations Charter a similar format." (p. 172) This is

on a par with the declaration that a present goal of Communist policy is to

"Promote the UN as the only hope for mankind." (p. 260) The similarity

which Skousen sees is between the "fervent declaration of democratic principles"

in each document and the "constitutional restriction and procedural limitation”

which follow. The preamble and "checks and balances" in the United States

Constitution can with equal validity be cited to show that the UN Charter

follows our model. But the author of The Naked Communist is so intent on
making the UN a part of the Communist conspiracy that he ignores the obvious

and continuing Soviet effort to discredit and destroy that organization.

4. The Communist victory in China was caused by American "stupidity,

incompetence or worse." (pp. 181-89, 251) Skousen belongs to that group of

Americans who are convinced that our country can never lose except when
someone deliberately chooses to give in. There is no place in his world view for

circumstances beyond control, dilemmas, or even honest errors in judgment.

That the Communist conquest of China wasa disaster is clear, but that it could

have been prevented by anything less than a military intervention so great as to

have been against our national interest is still disputed by many Americans who
are neither "stupid, incompetent or worse."

5. The Castro victory in Cuba resulted from the same "stupidity,” in-

competence or worse" in Washington, Batista being described in very apologetic

terms, (pp. 237-52) A single highly partisan and sensationalistic work is given

as authority. The comments made in the preceding paragraph apply here, too;

Batista and Castro were a choice of evils, and against the background of a Latin

America in genuine political, economic and social revolution, the policy prefer-

ence for Castro does not require treason for explanation. The fact that the

United States can crush Castro by force if it becomes in our vital interest to do

so, argues against panicking while we try to help his own follies to destroy

him and the Communist beachhead in Latin America.
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6. "Without our tolerance and help the Communist empire would never

have become the second strongest power in the earth.” (p, 288) This is the

book's historical thesis, and the eminent British historian, D. W. Brogan, had
something like it in mind when he wrote during the McCarthy era: "Many,
very many Americans, it seems to me, find it inconceivable that an American
policy, announced and carried out by the American government, acting with

the support of the American people, does not immediately succeed. If it does

not, this, they feel, must be because of stupidity or treason." (Quoted by

James E. Clayton in The Washington Post, August 8, 1961). Apart from its

inaccuracy, the "scapegoat theory" of history blinds us to real problems, real

causes, and practical approaches to problem-solving.

The pervasive insistence that at almost every crucial juncture since 1933

the United States has taken the wrong course in her dealings with Russia and

Communism, that in every case a better alternative was available, and that the

failure to pursue that alternative reflects "stupidity, incompetence or worse,” is

not only historically objectionable but almost certain to undermine public con-

fidence in our fundamental governmental institutions and processes.

4. Unsoundness of program for governmental action.

Its recommendations for action are paramount objections to The Naked
Communist. Skousen’s own excuse for inaccuracies which have been pointed out

to him is that the important job, after all, is to alert people to the Red menace.

But if the programs proposed for the aroused citizenry are improper, even

dangerous, then Goethe’s observation becomes timely:

"There is nothing so terrible as ignorance in action.”

The Skousen formulas for governmental and individual action are set forth

in Chapter XII, “The Future Task." (9th ed., pp. 253-88) The chapter begins

with the dubious "Communist Timetable," already discussed. By the book’s

own analysis, none of the specific commitments in the timetable has yet been

achieved; still the conclusion is reached: "Some phases of this plan of conquest

have been frustrated, but other phases are far ahead of expectations. Considered

overall, the Communist Timetable of Conquest is alarmingly close to being

right on schedule." (p. 258)

Next is a 45-point list of "Current Communist Goals" (pp. 259-62), which

needs only to be compared with
J.

Edgar Hoover’s The Communist Party Line,

to reveal how wide or the mark Skousen is. (Hoover's statement was published

on September 23 , 1961, by the Senate Internal Security Subcommittee as Senate

Document No. 59, 87th Cong., 1st Sess.) Items 4, 9, 11, 22, 38, 39 and 45 on

the Skousen list are incredible. A number of the others are given unwarranted

application in the programs which this book advocates.

Skousen’s proposals for governmental action against the Communist threat

abroad are: (pp. 263-275)

1. Expel Russia and her satellites from the UN.

2. Sever diplomatic relations with all the Communist nations.

3. Establish a complete economic blockade of the Communist world.



This program will purportedly aggravate economic distress within the Red
bloc, cause satellite uprisings, and lead to the speedy collapse of the whole Com-
munist system. To use Skousen’s phrase, this is the way "to pull the blustering'

bully down.” (p. 5)

That the program has virtually no acceptance outside the professional Anti-

communist movement invites skepticism. Obvious questions include:

How will the cooperation of more than 90 other non-Communist nations

be secured, without which the program cannot be implemented? Will all non-

cooperators be added to the quarantined group? Is this not a program for isolat-

ing the United States, rather than isolating our adversary? Even if it werejn die

interest of the United States, it is not within our power to impose such a program

on the UN or the world community.

What justifies the confidence in non-recognition and non-intercourse when
they have consistently failed to produce desired results in the past? Non-inter-

course precipitated die War of 1812; non-recognition had no measurable effect

on Russia from 1917 to 1933; and non-recognition and non-intercourse have

neither intimidated nor overthrown the Red Chinese regime.

What is Skousen's evidence of the economic vulnerability of the Communist
bloc? Their third of the world has abundant manpower, lacks few basic resources,

and is, at a terrible price, developing technology and industrial capacity. To
outdistance the Soviets in production competition and make a lie of Khrush-
chev’s boast to bury us is essential and within our power, but economic warfare

has little to contribute to this generation-long race. There is a place for selective

economic pressures in stimulating negotiations or in adding to the difficulties

of weak governments. But even the blocking of food sales from a China in

famine is as likely to increase the terrorism and belligerence of the Red rulers

as it is to produce their overthrow.

What happens if our author is wrong and his program simply divides the

world totally without producing revolution in the Communist part? Orwell's

1984 might be one result; a war of desperation might be another. If the Com-
munist leaders are as ideologically dedicated as this book insists, there is every

likelihood that they will prefer war to surrender. If they axe, as much evidence

suggests, hard-headed political realists, then they can best be dealt with by pro-

grams which do not reduce the choices to "all or nothing at all."

5. Extreme partisanship of program for individual action.

This is the most undesirable feature of The Naked Communist, because

here Skousen makes clear what he is redly after, and this is what too many
patriotic and well-meaning citizens are accepting as true Americanism.

The thesis is : "Fighting Communism, Socialism and the subversion of

constitutional government is everybody’s job.” (p. 275).

The technique is to define anything which disagrees with Skousen’s ultra-

conservative opinions as "Communism ,
Socidism and subversion,” and so to

equate patriotism and morality with reading certain one-sided books and support-

ing a highly partisan political, economic and socid creed.
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The section entitled "What Can the Ordinary Individual Do? (pp. 275-

88) spells things out in detail. Here are a few illustrations:

From "Suggestions to Parents” (pp. 276-77) :

”Do not fall for the 'permissive’ school of psychology which says discipline

will harm human development. Such thinking produces hoodlums with mal-

adjusted personalities who are likely to fall for every *ism’ that comes along.”

Because Skousen disproves of modern psychology and "progressive education,"

he sets up a "straw man” which corresponds to no responsible viewpoint in

either field and then makes a patriotic requirement out of knocking it over.

"Be active in PTA. If you are not, Communists and centralized planners

will take over.” Making synonyms out of such words as "Communist, centralized

planner, socialist, welfare stater, liberal” and even "internationalist” and "de-

segregationist” is a standard technique of the extreme right; Skousen avoids

only the last of these in his vocabulary of un-Americanisms. J. Edgar Hoover
and other unimpeachable patriots have warned that the linking of all types of

political reformism or dissent with Communism does a real disservice to the

country.

"Where you have older children, make current events part of the dinner

table talk. Be quick to point out left-wing slanting of news, TV or radio broad-

casts. There is far more of this slanting than most people realize.” No names

are named, it being a conventional alarmist technique to suggest that danger is

everywhere by locating it nowhere. From his argument elsewhere, one must

infer that "left-wing slanting” means speaking without emotion about social

security, labor unions or Nehru and that the loyal commentators are Dan Smoot,

Fulton Lewis, Jr., and Clarence Manion.

From "Suggestions for Teachers” (pp. 277-80)

:

"Beware of those who come pretending to help education when they are

trying to seize control of education. Socialist and Communist planners have

ambitions to eliminate all local control. . . “Be alert to the fact that education

was infiltrated by the Socialist-Communist contingent over thirty-five years

ago. . . . Because they were hard workers they gained sweeping control of some

of our most respected institutions.” Again, no names, no evidence, and the

lumping together of diverse radicalisms as a single, omnipresent enemy. John

Dewey, Columbia Teachers College and advocates of Federal aid to education

as as liable to criticism as other elements in our free society, but they are not

products of the Communist conspiracy.

"Watch for slanted passages in textbooks. Socialist authors have invaded the

textbook field. . . . ‘Brainwashing in the High Schools,’ by E. Merrill Root, is

an analysis of 1 1 American history books which reflect the destructive left-wing

analysis.” To Skousen, "socialist authors” are apparently writers who find any-

thing wrong with American policies and leaders prior to 1932 or anything right

about them since the advent of the New Dealers. Root’s chauvinism is so blatant

that he objects to applying the term "imperialism” to our country’s relations with

the Philippines and Panama at the turn of the century. Other titles suggested for

teachers by the author of The Naked Communist (pp. 278-79) are of the same

intemperate quality.

9



“Encourage patriotic speakers at school assemblies. Excellent films are also

available,” A Skousen favorite is “Communism on the Map,” 'which is now being

replaced by an up-dated version called “Communism 1961.” The replacement

corrects some of the factual errors but stresses the same grim theme that the

world is already mostly lost to Communism-socialism-welfare statism- liberalism.

The film’s producer, Glenn A. Green, has since become a field representative

of the John Birch Society.

1 From "Suggestions for Businessmen" (pp. 281-83) :

i “Work for a more equitable tax structure which is not arbitrary and con-

,1
fiscatory.” This is a meritorious suggestion, but of limited relevance to /Sighting

j

Communism, unless the author belongs to that school which brands the income

tax as a Communist device which ought to be abolished.

“Be careful not to contribute to an organization until you know it is a bona
- fide patriotic group. ... If you are a member of the American Security Council,

you can check on any organization or any individual through their files.” Skou-

sen is field director of the American Security Council, which declares itself to be

v the largest civilian clearing house for “factual information about Communism
' and other statist activities.” It maintains files on a very large number of people

who have been active in liberal, radical or genuinely subversive enterprises and

n draws no clearer distinctions between these categories than does its field repre-

I: sentative.

i;

From "Suggestions to the Press” (pp. 285-86}

:

i

“In fulfilling the task of exposing crime, corruption and inefficiency in the

||
American culture, be careful not to destroy confidence in American institutions.”

Apparently no such responsibility rests upon those who describe thirty years of

! American history and government in terms of “stupidity, incompetence or

|

worse.”

|

From "Suggestions for Ministers” (pp. 286-88 ) :

!

"The churches became a major target for Communist-Socialist infiltration

|

many years ago. These people were successful in capturing many key positions

;

in a number of important religious organizations. Some religious leaders openly

|

advocate and defend Communist principles.” Skousen is no readier than his

.
Anti-Communist associates to name names or cite evidence to support this vague

and comprehensive attack on church leadership in America. Cartha D. DeLoach,

I

assistant director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, very recently "assailed

!

persons 'who go about the country’ charging that such fields as religion, educa-
1 tion and labor were being infiltrated by Communists and Communist sympathiz-

ers.” Strenuous and devious Red efforts continue, he told a seminar of the

American Bar Association, but there has been no substantial infiltration of these

i

areas. (Salt Lake Tribune
,
January 28, 1962, p. 14A)

"Be alert to detect those who use ’Social Christianity’ to cover up the fact

|

that they are not Christians at all." Skousen 's inference that Christians who do

not share his own rigorous fundamentalism are probably subversive is unfair,

and his insistence on linking loyalty with religious commitment is unwarranted.

Communism is certainly a dire threat to organized religion, but it is also a threat

! 10



to the unchurched, the pagan, the agnostic, the humanist, and even the atheist

who believes in human freedom. Sincere and patriotic opponents of Communism
may be found in all these categories.

"Be alert to the drive by certain analytical psychiatrists to have ministers

accept their amoral philosophy." This should be considered in connection with

Skousen's statement (p. 262) that one of the Communist goals is to "Dominate
the psychiatric profession and use mental health laws as a means of gaining

coercive control over those who oppose Communist goals.” To the person who
sees the psychiatrist's couch as a tool of subversion, the conclusion readily fol-

lows: "Today Communism is advancing on all fronts.” (p, 288)

Finally, from "Suggestions for Students” (pp. 280-81) :

"When you run across dedicated Socialists, remember that the only differ-

ence between a Socialist and a Communist is the method of takeover. ... In

reality the two are twins.”

The writer of this review is no Socialist (or Communist, for that matter),*

but he insists that this kind of blurred thinking ill-equips students or adult citi-

zens to make the accurate distinctions and judgments essential in answering the

tremendous question: "What are the proper functions of government in modern
society?” Because Skousen unceasingly hammers the point that every increase in

governmental activity is a step down the Ambush Trail to collectivist despotism,

examination of that argument seems appropriate here.

First, it is important to remember that the term "socialist" has a very

specialized meaning in Marxist-Leninist thought as it has evolved in the Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics. It is the system which prevails during the "dictator-

ship of the proletariat” stage of history, when wage and class distinctions and

police state measures are regarded as necessary and proper. This "socialism” does

not precede the Communist seizure of power, it follows it. As early as 1936

Stalin said that the USSR was nearing the close of this "transitional" period; as

late as 1961 Khrushchev said it again. Actually, the stateless, classless society

of "pure communism” is no nearer in the Soviet Union than it was 40 years ago,

and there is much to suggest that it is unattainable by the road which the Com-
munist regimes are currently following.

In any case, this is not the meaning which is given to the word "socialism”

by those, like the author of The Naked Communist, who identify socialism with

Communism in their propaganda against governmental programs with which

they disagree. They mean "socialism" in the generalized sense of governmental

ownership or direction of the means of production and distribution of goods or

services, and they feverently avow that all much measures lead inexorably to

Red dictatorship.

Three historically demonstrable points need to be made about this conten-

tion:

1. Socialism in a comprehensive or "blueprint for Utopia” sense has

never had very great appeal in the United States and has very few adherents

*1 have been a delegate to the Utah State Republican Party Conventions

in 1952, 1954, 1956 and I960, and I am convinced that the need for responsible

conservatism was never greater in America. RDP
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today. What numerically significant groups in our country are at present advocat-

ing the nationalization of any sector of our production and distribution system,

or even any substantial extension of controls? The basic commitment of the

whole American people to a private enterprise economy is probably stronger

now than at any other time since the Civil War.

2. Socialism in the more pragmatic sense of using government to support

or provide certain specific goods or services not satisfactorily obtainable else-

where has not been regarded by any past American generation as incompatible

with our basic ideals about life, liberty and property. From public schools and
post offices we have moved with changing circumstances to national and state

parks, freeways and social security, being satisfied that no fundamental threat to

liberty exists as long as we can modify or abolish programs if we wish, or "throw

the rascals out" if they administer them too badly. We have not regarded our

government as an enemy, as Skousen and his fellow rightists apparently do.

3- The strongest and most vigorous democracies in the world—and our

best allies—are nations which combine a high degree of private enterprise with

broad public programs of a "welfare state” character. In all of these the Com-
munists have declined in numbers and influence since 1945, and the likelihood

of any of them succumbing to Red subversion is virtually nil. The danger of

Communist revolution is greatest today in those areas where governments are

most indifferent to human needs. It is noteworthy, incidentally, that The Naked
Communist has no substantial suggestions on how to prevent the Communists
from capturing the "revolution of rising expectations” which is now sweeping

these areas.

This reviewer has repeatedly invited Skousen and other advocates of the

"liberalism-is-socialism-is-communism" persuasion to name a single nation in

human history which has traversed the Ambush Trail from democratic "welfare

statism” to Communism. The invitation is again extended here.

There are valid and impressive conservative arguments against many cur-

rent proposals to extend the functions of government in such directions as educa-

tion, resource development, agriculture and medical care. But the contention that

they lead inevitably to dictatorship, and that those who support them are there-

fore, wittingly or unwittingly, helping the Communist conspiracy, is not one of

them. In promoting the viewpoint. The Naked Communist makes no contribu-

tion to enlightened public discussion of domestic political issues or to the devel-

opment of healthy citizenship attitudes among students.

6. Objectionable character of Skousen’s Anti-Communist movement.

Much of the market for The Naked Communist is in connection with

"Anti-Communist Seminars," "Freedom Forums” and "Project Alerts,” in which

inaccurate history and negative programs are expounded in an evangelical blend

of fear, hatred and pulse-pounding enthusiasm. Participants are admonished to

study Communism, and they end up buying tracts by Gerald L. K, Smith and his

racist cohorts, confessionals of ex-Communists, spy stories and other volumes

which excite more than they inform. They are aroused to fight Communism,
and they end up demanding U. S. withdrawal from the UN and the firing of

12
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teachers who advocate federal aid to education. They are solicited to contribute

to the Anti-Communist crusade, and they end up subsidizing pamphlets calling

for the repeal of the income tax and the impeachment of Chief Justice Warren.
Skousen has apologized for the fact that, in one of his own rallies in Los

Angeles on December 13, 1961, a speaker said that the Chief Justice deserves

to be hanged, but one can still question the usefulness of an "educational cam-

paign" which uses men of such opinions as teachers.

The fact that The Naked Communist is more temperate in tone than much
of the literature with which it keeps company and that it has some praiseworthy

things to say about religion, democracy and the American economic system

should not be permitted to obscure the fact that it is one of the most successful*

instruments in a propaganda campaign which blurs the REAL issue of Com-
munism and perverts genuine Americanism.

To witness against The Naked Communist and the ultra-conservative move-

ment in which its author is a persuasive advocate, these statements are submitted

in conclusion: 1

Editorial, “What Americanism Must Mean,” The Deseret News,

October 28, 1961, p. 6.

"The Growing Interest in Americanism being displayed in Utah and else-

where is highly commendable. But
.
certain precautions must be observed if the

dangers of extremism are to be avoided.

"In this regard, the State Advisory Committee on Adult Education in

American Citizenship put its finger on a vital point the other day when it noted

that citizenship requires more than just anti-communism.

"In other words, it’s not enough merely to be against something. What
were for is far more important.

"This point can’t be emphasized too strongly, especially in view of the

advent of individuals and groups that are arousing the public by stressing what

we’re fighting against but are neglecting what we’re fighting for. This can -be

dangerous, especially if we sacrifice our own traditions and values in a mistaken

effort to 'fight fire with fire.’

"Most of the things we stand for are embodied in our divinely inspired

Constitution of the United States; others are traditions of time-tested value,

"We’re for free speech and a free press. These rights were not intended

merely to permit expressions of support for whatever established authorities or

the majority of people decide is proper. These rights are designed to protect

those who disagree with the majority, who dissent from the established order,

who advance new and perhaps unorthodox ideas.

"We’re for the right to dissent, the right to express all opinions regardless

of whether they are right or wrong. The dangers of forbidding such a right

were noted by John Stuart Mill, who said

:

"If the opinion is right, men are deprived of the opportunity of



! hysteria, false alarms, misplaced apprehension by many of our citizens. We need

enlightenment about communism—but this information must be factual, accu-

rate and not tailored to echo personal idiosyncrasies. To quote an old aphorism,

we need more light and less heat." (ABA journal)

,
"Unfortunately, there are those who make the very mistake the Commu-

nists are so careful to avoid. These individuals concentrate on the negative rather

1 than on the positive. They are merely against communism without being for any

;

positive measures to eliminate the social, political, and economic frictions which

the Communists are so adroit at exploiting.

"These persons would do well to recall a recent lesson from history. Both

Hitler and Mussolini were against communism. However, it was by what they*

stood for, not against, that history has judged them." {Senate Doc. No. 39)

\ When such substantial and conservative journals as the Deseret News,

;
-Salt Lake Tribune (November 5, 1961), Newsweek (December 4

, 1961), Time

(December 8, 1961) and Life (December 1, 1961) and such responsible citi-

zens as J.
Edgar Hoover, Dwight D. Eisenhower and John F, Kennedy raise

their voices against the Skousen approach to patriotism, this reviewer feels no

qualms of academic or civic conscience in passing negative judgment on The

Naked Communist.

Additional copies may be obtained from the author, 1159 Aspen Ave.,

Provo, Utah. The price, postpaid, is $.25 per single copy; $2.25 for 10.

Quantity and trade prices available on request.
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Mr. Robert w Dellwo
Dellwo, Rudolf and Grant
i010 Old National Bank Building

Spokane 1, Washington

April 27, 1962

~n

OD

x

o
Xm
j>
D

Mo
Dear Mr. Dellwo: o

o
X

Your letter of April 18th to Assistant Director
William C. Sullivan has been brought to my attention, and it

was good of you to invite him to speak on the subject of

communism and national defense in Spokane.

While we appreciate your invitation, the pres*
sure of official business as well as Mr. Sullivan's uncertain

schedule precludes designating him to participate in the pro*
gram you mentioned. 1 regret we are unable to cooperate
with you in this matter but trust you will understand.

\

Sincerely yours,

L-°.

i

T- Seattle - Enclosure
1 - Mr. William C. Sullivan

X Edgar Hooves

Tolson

Belfti'ont _

Mohr

Malone

Rosen

NOTE: Bufiles reflect Dellwo was a former Agent who EOD 6-29-42 and

resigned 5-8-48. He was given a good exit performance rating but his

SAC was of the opinion that Dellwo was a "schemer" and recommended
against reinstatement. On 12-26-50, in regard to a question concerning

his possible reinstatement, Mr. Tolson stated "Give ng encouragement."

It is noted Dellwo is on our mailing list to. reap uniform Crime
Reports bulletin. In William C. Sulli^8i« A; H. Belmont memorandum
of 4-24-62, it was noted that this invitation should be declined in view of

i;\ our curtailment of speeches on communism. y ,

:/
^F:lml

V.'fV
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»
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LAW OFFICES
Dellwo, Rudolf & Grant

ROBERT D. DELLWO
KERMIT M. RUDOLF
WILLIAM J. GRANT

April 18, 1962

IOIO OLD NATIONAL BANK BUILDING

SPOKANE I, WASHINGTON
MADISON 4-5369

/a

Mr. William Sullivan
Assistant Director
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Washington, D. C.

Dear Bill:

We have just finished the treatment in Spokane in a large coliseum "Freedom
Day" "Town Hall - Target Communism." The principal speakers in the evening
were Robert Morris and Cleorirskousen and in the afternoon were Dr. Wyvell,
Jose Norman and others^ Whereas, about 2500 attended the afternoon session,
7500 attended the evening session. Without going into it, I am sure you
know exactly what they said, probably the same they have said every place

else. In general, the Robert Morris talk which was broadcast over radio
and TV was to the extent that we have been retreating from Communism since

1946, helping them instead of slowing them down by our ignorant stupid foreign
policies, Skousen generally keeping the people scared and then at the end
of his talk enunciated what he termed an extremely simple solution to the

whole problem. First to send a shower of letters to our congressmen and-
senators to clean house in the state department. Second, to rewrite the UN
Charter. Third, to outlaw the Communist party. Fourth, to break relations
with the whole Sino-Soviet Bloc. Fifth, to use a universal embargo against
this bloc by all the other nations. His general approach was that on the

left was totalitarianism. On the right was anarchy. Along side of totalitarianism
was international communism, next to it was fascism, next to it were the socialists
then the social democrats, and in the middle were wings one and two of the

conservatives and liberals of the United States. His approach from there on out
is probably quite familiar to you..

\

The main point of this letter is to point out that 7500 people attended the

evening meeting, there was a large radio audience and the whole thing was
televised. We feel we can put on a similar event at a later date with a completely
new non-controversial sponsoring organization, presenting speakers of national
reputation on the subject of communism and national defense. In this regard, is

there any possibility that you could participate in such a program, assuming
absolute and complete insulation from any of the extremist group that put on this

current Town Hall. If there is any possibility of this at aDJ., will go to work
on it. But if there isn't I would like to know^in adyapc^^p'/^h^t vwe caiL drop
the matter.

j
s> y

X .



#
Mr. William Sullivan - 2 - April 18, 1962

The family has been getting along exceedingly well. We just passed through
another swimming meet. I guess I told you that has become a sort of family
sport. One of our daughters is the Inland Empire champion. One of our boys

is quite a diver. We have two others who compete. All of them,did exceptionally
well. We are being catapulted toward another summer which I hope we can

enjoy more leisurely than the last. But with so much activity, I suppose we

will be running all the time again.

We surely enjoyed seeing you and Marian in Washington, Should there be a

chance that you could get out to Spokane on the affair 1 mentioned above, it

would surely be nice if you could bring all the family or at least part of them.

Sincerely yours,

ROBERT D. DELLWO

RDD:fb
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STATES GO\ ;M

Memorandum
T0 : Mr. A. H. Belmont0M date: April 24, 1962

D^MLLWi

yA 1 - Mr. Belmont
Mr. W. C. 1 - Mr. Mohr

]_ _ Mr. DeLoach
1- Mr. M. A. Jones

ROBERT D^DELLWO 1 - Mr. J. A. Sizpo

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW 1 - Mr. D.E. Moore
1010 OLD NATIONAL BANK BUILDING 1 - Mr. Sullivan

SPOKANE 1, WASHINGTON

Reference is made to the enclosed letter to me from the above^aptloned

person, a former FBI Agent who remains a very intelligent and staunch supporter

of the Bureau.

In this letter, he asks if I could lecture on communism to a gathering of

some 7, 500 people whom he thinks it is possible to organize in Spokane, Washington.

He would work out a complete program for the event at some convenient date.

|

While undoubtedly, this would be a worthwhile affair, I do not think the invitation

| should be accepted in view of our curtailment of speeches on communism.

Further, it is to be noted that this event would be held as a counter

to a similar affair held just recently in Spokane, where the principal speakers

were extreme right-wingers such as Cleon Skousen. Approximately 7, 500

attended this gathering.

I think it is of interest to the Bureau to note what Mr. Dellwo has to say

about Skousen:

"Skousen generally keeping the people scared and then at the end of his

talk enunciated what he termed an extremely simple solution to the whole

problem. First to send a shower of letters to our congressmen and senators

to clean house in the State Department. Second, to rewrite the UN Charter. x
Third, to outlaw the Communist Party. Fourth, to break relations with the

whole Sino-Soviet Bloc. Fifth, to use a universal embargo against this feltoy > ?> -

by all the other nations. His general approach was that on the

totalitarianism. On the right was anarchy. Along side of totalitariMtoiPms^
international communism, next to it was fascism, next to it were .^ig^sts

then the social democrats, and in the middle were wings one ai^ twoN^he
conservatives and liberals of the United States. His approach fcomjhere
is probably quite familiar to you. "

' / aW
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Memorandum for Mr. Belmont

Re: Robert D. Dellwo

Attorney-At-Law
Spokane, Washington

It is believed that a cordial letter from the Director
,
declining

the invitation, should be sent to Mr. Dellwo.

RECOMMENDATION:

This memorandum be referred to the Crime Records Division for

handling.

- 2 -
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April 20, 1962

<9
Mr. W. Cleon Skousen

2197 Berkeley Street

Salt Lake City, Utah

Dear Mr. Skousen:

m S—

*

W 5
~77 - ^
CD | -

I have received the copy of your book MS £
*

entitled "So You Want To Raise A Boy?” It was § ^
thoughtful of you to Inscribe this book to me, and

I appreciate your kind comments.

Sincerely yours,

& BseiiB

NOTE: Skousen entered on duty on 10-24-35, as a Messenger,
was appointed an Agent on 6-17-40, and resigned 10-5-51, services
satisfactory. Recently he has been most active in extreme right-

wing organizations and any contacts with him have been most
circumspect
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OFF itE OF DIRECTOR

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

April 19, 1962

Mr. Conrad

Mr. Deload

Mr. Evans.

The attached book, "So You Want to

Raise a Boy?" by W. Cleon Skousen,

iwas mailed to the Director by The
[Ensign Publishing Company, P. O .

poF2316, Salt Lake City 10, Utah.

It has been inscribed as follows:

Mr. Sullivan,

Mr. Tavel

Mr. Trotter _
Mr. Jones

Tele. Room

Miss Holmes _

"April 6, 1962

" To My Friend and Former
John Edgar Hoover

"Boss'!

"Here is another book I was motivated in writing as

a result of my experience and training in the FBL

"I am only one of the millions of people to whom you
will always be a source of great affection and warm
admiration ^
"Sincerely

"W. Cleon Skousen’
\i

hew n
y

y f

I^V*'
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y */k May 23, 1S62

Reverend Harry B, FMstner
Route 1

x

Oregon, UUnois

Bear Mr.s^aistnar:

Your letter of May 17, 1062, with enclosure,

has been receive^.

& " n

Mr. Jv. Cleon Jkousen entered on duty with the *x>

5131 as a clerk on CxtobTr 24, l5^,Tn which capacity he served
until June 17, 1940, when he became a Special Agent. He voiun-

’

tarlly resigned, the latter position on October 5, 1951. Mr. Skousen
is no longer associated with the FBI and his opinions are strictly

his own and do not represent this Bureau in any way. I cannot,

therefore, make any comment regarding the contents of his book.

Enclosed is some literature I thought would be

of interest to you. Some of it contains suggestions all of us can

use in fighting communism. Maybe you will also want to read my
book, '’Masters of Deceit," which was written with the hope it

would furnish Americans with an insight into the true nature of

communist activities. This book should be available at your local

library or bookstores. The self-addressed, stamped envelope you

so thoughtfully forwarded is being returned.

Sincerely yours,

E, Edgar Heave*

< &0iiUl\l5 liiev John Edgar Hoover

'f?.< 30 ..Director
* ae

b:.,8S

Enclosures (6)
£>'~

Correspondent’s enclosure

Commurism and TBd :Knowledge .yo Combat It!

Deadly Duel
'

t

Shall It Be Law or Tyranny
TV» Vrrn Rpallv TTnHflivetanri Pmnmnnifsim & l «- Do You Really Understand Communism & «

SAW-.bls* (3)

orresnondent is not identifiable in Bufiles.

"READING

ROOM
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chiech

Oregon (P*yns« Point), III*

ST. JAMES EV. LUTHERAN CHECH

Porreston (West Grove), HI.

Rev* H. Feifftner, Pastor, R.R. 1, Oregon, 111.
Phone 2-21*21*

May 17, 1962

Dear Sirs at the F.B.I.X^

I am reading the book ^j^Naked -Communist a by W.
Cleon Skousen. It seems to meLto be almost unbelievable.
Would you please indicate on tne bottom of this letter
whetheror not the book Is authentic. It was put out
by £M&CFhe Ensign Publishing Company, Salt hake City,
Utah. It has 408 pages and ends with an Index on that
last page. If this book is the truth..,.you will have
one man here, who is willing to dedicate himself to
the cause of spreading its message.

Thank you.

arry m Feistner

/'T

* y

9j.

U MAY 24 1962 ^



y/;/ -May 31, 1962

^^3- Heverend Harry'HH^eistner
Route 1

Oregon, Illinois

Dear Mr^N^eistner: ro j

Your communication postmarked May 26th
*""*

with enclosure has been received.
j

As I pointed out in my letter of May 23rd,
1 cannot make any comment regarding the contents of the
book by Mr. W. Cleon Skousen. A policy of long standing
precludes my expressing any views on material other than
that prepared by this Bureau or me.

Sincerely yours,

& Edgar Hoover

John Edgar Hoover /
Director

. /
5 SS V
§ r?£
*

J-

NOTE: By letter dated May 17th correspondent ask the Director

if Skousen's book "TheNfcfigd £Jmnmunist" was authentic. He
indicated if it were true,*ft^wo^l^# ,fwilling to dedicate himself

SA ,}p
t$he cause of sprea^ng its messaglP" Bulet of 5-23-62 indicated

tne“Director could not comment .

m

the contents of the book. In

addition, material munism^4f||^sent and he was referred to
v’Mas|pB£bOf ^ceit. T^sLf-t<5fr^ssed/ stamped envelope forwarded

by correspondent used in reply.

m
A CD TELETYPE UNIT



In Reply, Please Rejer to

File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

” Mr. Tolson____j

Mr.

QSTICE Mr. Conra^l
Mr. DcfoSch-L*'''

•ION Mr.vEvOa
Mr. Mpbne
Mr. Rosen .

WASHINGTON 25, D, (Mr. Sullivan

Mr. Tavel

, „ «« Mr. Trotter

May 23
,
1962 Tele. Room

Miss Holmes

Miss Gandy

Reverend Harry H, Feistner

Route 1

Oregon, Illinois

Dear Mr. Feistner:

Your letter of May 17, 1962, with enclosure,

has been received.
(

Mr. yf, Cleon ^ousen entered on duty with the

FBI as a clerk on October 24, 1931>j~in which capacity he served
until June 17, 1940, when he became a Special Agent: He volun-

tarily resigned the latter position on October 5, 1951. Mr. Skousen
is no longer associated with the FBI and his opinions are strictly

.his own and-do not represent this Bureau in any way, I cannot,

therefore, make any comment regarding the contents of his book. A

Enclosed is some literature I thought would be
|

of interest to you.
!
Some of it contains suggestions all of us can

use in fighting communism. Maybe you will also want to read mv/
book, "Masters of Deceit," which was written with the hope it

would furnish Americans with an insight into the true nature of

communist activities. This book should be available at your local

library or bookstores. The self-addressed, stamped envelope you

so thoughtfully forwarded is being returned. ^ 53 cjy -

Sincerely yours, EX 108 ^ ~ 7
18 MAY-28 1962

%TV'Ml*

/v. . . “J /tfie fa”, ft I
VL/ /»* ""

'enfat—
• >



Thank you - but are the basic

facts of the book true —.or
untrue --?

Please Put in an X in correct

spot & return, please

Thank you V. much

H. Feistner



BBC-2? </</-
June 12, 1962 m

t
\}//

/

A»r

Mrs. EiizabetlyRigby - ^ ;

Chairman <r> - 4
Arizona Association for Mental

Health Facts Committee 'n % d
Sedona, Arizona CP% a
Dear

r
Mrs. Rigby: %

'received.

Your letter dated June 4, 1962, has been

c. In response to your Inquiry, I wish to advise

*^that there is no position in the FBI entitled ’’Administrative

^Assistant to the Director”; however, Mr. W. Cleon Skousen

entered on duty with this Bureau as a clerk on October 24,

1935, in which capacity he served until June 17, 1940, when

he became a Special Agent. He voluntarily resigned the

latter position on October 5, 1951. 1 trust this information ,

will be of assistance to you. ~

cc
nip- Sincerely yours,

EL Edgar Hoover

John Edgar Hoover
Director

Evans
Malone

Rosen
Sullivan

Tavel

M5

^Holmes _

k mdy _

NOTE: Correspondent cannot be identified in Bufiles nor can
the Arizona Chapter of this organization be so identified.

’’Arizona Frontiers” is published at Phoenix, Arizona, by
Edward Schwartz, who is also the editor. It is a scandal sheet

ofplib^rai^chai

The December;
and only began pi

1961, issue' containe

Director and the FBI, claiming that

almost haone has the courage to cril

'V
9i

JH:blc

<3> ^
JUN 28 1962

UNJT 1 J

fV<

in the recent past,

ints criticaljjf^e^
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•• • •
ARIZONA ASSOCIATION FOR MENTAL HEALTH, INC. ^

A Division of the National Association for Mental Health. IMr̂ ToIson^^

June 4, 1962
raW Ballahan_n^.

' Mr! BfJOhZZ'
Mr, Evansy
Mr. Malone ^
Mr,
Mr. SiOii^sg^
Mr, Tavel

i / Mr. Trotter

y' Tele. Room

Mr. J. Edgar Hoover ! Jfiss Hoiinw

L Federal Bureau of Investigation
;

MSss Gandy

Washington, D. C.
d.d.

;

'

Dear- Mr.-Hooveri- — - — .

v
Because of a distorted and harmful article
which he has written concerning the mental
health movement, our organization is interested r\

in determinism the actual "qualifications of
j

\

n Mr. W. CleonSkousen.

As you know, he claims to have been Jrnur

-le administrative assistant during World War II.

We have recently read, in an article in the

Phoenix magazine, Arizona Frontiers , that you
have "refuted this claim. Is this correct or-

not? An answer from you might be helpful to fj
sS

us in replying to local critics of the s *==

association's aims. I I)

Sincerely yours,

J2u^y

(Mrs.) Elizabeth
f

Highy
-Chairmany AAMH Facts Committee
Sedona, Arizona

^ \A>\.

b

,0 JUN^
1982

JUN 2$ 1962

^U-tinix -i!4- Ariz.^no-g



o- V

fciARIZONAN
A Division

STATION FOR MENTAL

of the National Association for Mental Health

June 19, 1962

BOAfiD Of DIRECTORS

president

JOHN MClNNES, D.D-S.
1600 EAST SPEEDWAY
TUCSON. ARIZONA

VICE PRESIDENTS

M. D. GERAGHTY
1 501 E. NEILSON
MESA, ARIZONA

ROBERT L. MACDOWELL
7000 EAST CAMELBACK
SCOTTSDALE, ARIZONA

30R0THY G I LLANDERS, ED O.
ARIZONA STATE UNIVERSITY

TEMPE, ARIZONA

RECORDING SECRETARY

MRS. MERLE CRAWFORD
BOX 146

COTTONWOOD. ARIZONA

TREASURER
ELI SCHLOSSBERG

ARIZONA STATE HOSPITAL
PHOENIX. ARIZONA

MRS. AUDREY BARKMAN
WINSLOW, ARIZONA

Mr. J. Edgar Hoover
United States Department of Justice
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Washington 25, B.C,

Dear Mr. Hoover:
MRS- MARGUERITE deVILLE

ST. JOHN, ARIZONA

ROY P. DOYLE. ED.D.
TEMPE, ARIZONA

E. S. EDMONSON
NOGALES. ARIZONA

MRS* RICHARD HARLESS
PHOENIX. ARIZONA

IVAN HELLER
TUCSON. ARIZONA

Just a word of thanks to you for your
letter of June 12 in reply to my query
concerning W. Cleoncfekousen and his

former position with the FBI. It was
good of you to take the time to answer
the question and we do appreciate It.

HARRY HOLLAND
PHOENIX. ARIZONA Very sincerely yours,

MRS. ROYAL IRVING
TUCSON, ARIZONA

MRS. ELIZABETH RIGBY
SEDONA. ARIZONA

FLORENCE SCHNEIDER. PH.D.
TUCSON, ARIZONA

AGNES SHARP, PH D.
PHOENIX, ARIZONA

SIDNEY SMITH, PH.D.
TEMPE. ARIZONA

MRS. GRACE SOLMS

THE REV. MAC R, STANLEY
COOLIDGE, ARIZONA

MRS. HOWARD SULLIVAN
ELOY, ARIZONA

Mrs. Elizabeth' Rigby
Chmn. AAMH Facts Committee
Sedona
Arizona

A

MRS. MALCOLM TORGERSON
FLAGSTAFF, ARIZONA

A. G. WAGNER, M.D*
PHOENIX, ARIZONA

HORACE WARNER, D.V,M,
PRESCOTT, ARIZONA

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
MRS. FAITH I. NORTH

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
MRS. PAULINE WAMPLER

5 3 JUL 2 1962'

CR 7-542)
-

1515 Easf Osborn Road _ Phoenix 14, Arizona
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June 22, 1962

, . / ^
Mr. W. Cleon Skousen
2197 Berkeley Street

Salt Lake City, Utah

Bear Mr. Skousen:

Your letter of June 12, 1962, with

enclosures, has been received. It was kind of you to

send me this material

.

Sincerely yours,

J. Edgar Hoover

NOTE: See Jones to DeLoach memo dated 6-21-62, captioned
! Cleon Skousen.

"

FCS:ear C . i

(6) <*\j> \

3 J8

tBI
gtc.o NV-K.'OH
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celey Street
3 City, Utah
1962

„Mr. Tolsoi*^
Mr. BelmoA^c

*m?zlllahan_

Mr. Malone ...

Mr. Ro^etTL^i
Mr. SjjjiS^L.
Mr. Tavel

Mr. Trotter

Tele. Room
Miss Holmes

—

Miss Gandy

John Edgar Hoover, Director * M
**

federal Bureau of Investigation \X Tele. Rooi

Washington, D. C. Miss Holi

Miss Gan

Dear Mr, Hoover:

With each passing day I am more and more grateful for
your contribution in writing Masters of Deceit . It not only
does an excellent job of telling the story of the Communist
conspiracy but with your name and good offices the radical
liberal^ group are apparently afraid., to.. -attack, this, .baoiu—

As of the moment, they are concentrating on some of us \
of lesser stature, for example, the liberal professors of \
several leading universities combined their efforts to try \

to discredit The Waked Communist . The spokesman for the \

group is Dr. Kichard Poll who wrote a critique called, "This 1

Trumpet G-ives an Uncertain Sound." I understand you have
J

already received several copies of this pamphlet.

from my own standpoint this attack simply demonstrated
that there was very little in the entire contents of The
Naked Communist that could come under academic criticism,
therefore they had to resort to distortion and technicalities

l| to try to make out a case. They even tried to twist one of

|

your statements to support their position.

I have written a rather comprehensive reply to Dr. Poll’s
t attack and I thought you might like to see a copy.

1

J During the past several years a tape recording has been
/I made of practically every public address I have given. I

/ think these will demonstrate that I have been as opposed to
J extremism as any of these critics. Nevertheless, they have .

^
i

j continued to resort to dishonest and inaccurate representations
f inyan effort to creat an image of The Naked Communist and of
f y mypelf as being proponents of radical extremism.

j
0

^ Even though the current campaign against anyone who speaks
out against Communism has driven some of our citizens into

7 silence, I gain the impression that among the American 1 people
h generally there is still a strong feeling that there han been ^

something seriously wrong with the soft, compromising policies /
which have done so much to produce the present state of affairs.
This deep concern is reflected nearly everywhere we go. '"Recently
Dr. Robert Mgrris and I were asked to speak at Spokane,

/
Washington. 7,800 people turned out. -^Later, Eugene Lyons and
I spoke to 3,Op9fin $i^w^ukee. demonstrates that while

J ^
X

ios p&-37 Cf(f^ t/ 7 / / / ^
7 //_/

JUN 20 1962

.13 JUN 27 1962



the anti-anti-Communist campaign has had its impact, it has
not altered the basic fact that the American people realize
something has been exceedingly wrong with many of our political
policies dealing with the Communist threat.

Knowing how busy you are, I hope you won't even take the
time to acknowledge this letter. It is just sent with
deep personal appreciation for the magnificent job you
done in an effort to keep American thinking straight on this
and many other subjects.

With admiration and deepest respect.

W. Cleon Skousen

rr

b





My Reply to

Dr. Richard D. Poll

and His Critique of

by W. Cleon Skousen



I certainly can understand why Dr. Richard D. Poll felt compelled

to write a "critique” .against The Naked Communist. This book

refutes many of Dr. Poll’s favorite theories. Apparently Dr. Poll has

encountered a number of problems in his attempt to understand

Communism and several of these are evident in his attempt to review

The Naked Communist.

Dr. Poll titles his critique, "This Trumpet (The Naked Com-

munist) Gives an Uncertain Sound.” In reality, it is not the "un-

certainty” of The Naked Communist which bothers Dr. Poll, It is the

certainty. The Naked Communist defines the problem of Communism

and then suggests specific ways to deal with it which are just about

180 degrees opposite to the direction which Dr. Poll and several of

his academic colleagues have been pointing. On page 7 of his

critique Dr. Poll admits that this is what bothers him.

I have no objection to someone disagreeing with what I have

said. I do object to distortion and misquotation in an attempt to

discredit what I have said. The dictionary describes a critique as

"a careful analysis of a literary work.” I think it is easy to demon-

strate that Dr. Poll has written an attack, not a critique. It is neither

careful nor analytical.

Here are the main objections which Dr. Poll makes against this

book:

BIBLIOGRAPHY

He objects to the bibliography. He says there are only 109 bibli-

ographical entries when actually there are 169. He says I used only

16 of the books cited by Dr. Carew Hunt of Oxford in his authori-

I



tative work, The Theory and Practice of Communism : An Introduc-

tion. Anyone who is really familiar with literature on Communism

would realize that Dr. Hunt’s bibliography is almost entirely British

and French and that most of the books he cites are unavailable to

American students. Out of 184 bibliographical entries, Dr. Hunt

cites only 16 American sources. My bibliography includes many more.

Dr. Poll objects to the fact that a considerable number of my
sources were printed before 1940. Had he been a good analyst of

Communist literature he would have recognized that my bibliography

includes a large percentage of original Communist sources. Practically

all of these were published in America for the first time by the Inter-

national Publishers of New York between 1930 and 1940. These are

the books 1 have in my library and the ones which I quote.

WHEN DID I DO MY RESEARCH?

Dr. Poll makes a fantastic assertion on page 3 of his critique

which must not go unchallenged. He says, “Skousen has admitted

that most of his research was done years ago. Most recent scholarship,

he states, can safely be ignored because the academic experts of today

will be proved as wrong as experts of earlier years."

Dr. Poll is referring to a question I was asked at his home on

August 10, 1961. While discussing Communist theory, Professor

Louis C. Midgley asked me if I did my research for the Naked

Communist while I was at the BYU between 1951 and 1956. I told

him that most of my research on the theory and early history of

Communism was done while I was in the FBI from 1935 to 1951.

We then got into a brief discussion of the Neo-Marxists and some

of the recent apologists for Communism and 1 said that I preferred

to make my analysis from the original Communist sources and draw

my own conclusions because I had found that many modem apologists

for Communist theory had tried to twist the original doctrines in an

effort to rationalize away their inconsistencies. There is no excuse

for Dr. Poll to distort these comments as he has done and then try

.to quote the distortion as a statement coming from me.

I should also mention that the Naked Communist quotes many

2



current authors on recent events involving the Communist conspiracy

but Dr. Poll ignores these in his attempt to imply that The Naked

Communist is outdated.

QUOTED MATERIAL

Dr. Poll says "use of quotations is frequently questionable

What are some examples? He cites three which he feels contain

"minor discrepancies,’’ one which is not "accurately rendered," and

one which he claims is "substantially distorted by omitting part of

the passage."

This is interesting. In his original draft of this critique which

he sent to me. Dr. Po]l was much stronger. He accused me of being

"deceptive" and of trying to lead the reader astray with quotations

which were "garbled." I called him on the telephone and suggested

that he go back and check his examples more carefully because they

did not reflect too well on his own scholarship.

In its present form the critique is much milder. As an author,

especially one who is treating a subject as complex as Communism,

I appreciate a suggestion that a particular passage may contain an

error of either proofreading or technical content, but an occasional

error of this kind does not necessarily reflect on the integrity of an

entire book as Dr. Poll originally tried to suggest.

A completely erroneous statement is attributed to me by Dr. Poll

on page 7 of his critique. He says: "Skousen’s own excuse for

inaccuracies which have been pointed out to him is that the important

job , after all, is to alert people to the Red menace." This is ridiculous.

Not at any time have I condoned errors in this book or any other.

Dr. Poll claimed I had made this statement at his home. I have

talked with several persons who were there and they state that noth-

ing was said on that occasion which could have given Dr. Poll

the excuse for such an unwarranted conclusion. In fact, 1 repeatedly

invited several critics who were present to point out any errors in

The Naked Communist and assured them that I wanted this book

to be as accurate as possible.

3



THE QUOTATION FROM OTTO RUHLE

Now what about Dr. Poll’s charge that one quotation from Otto

Ruhle was “substantially distorted by omitting part of the passage?”

What is this distortion? Dr. Poll doesn’t tell us. Here is the precise

statement in The Naked Communist to which Dr. Poll is objecting:

"At one moment Marx would be called 'the greatest genius* of his

age/ and a moment later even his disciples would feel forced to call him

‘a violent, quarrelsome, contentious man, a dictator and a swash-buclder,

one at feud with all the world and continually alarmed lest he should

be unable to assert his superiority.’
”

Is Dr. Poll objecting because I didn’t include all of Ruhle 's

pleasant comment about Marx’s gentleness, kindliness, and capacity

for self-sacrifice? This is not part of his admission against interest.

I was simply pointing out that even a disciple of Marx was forced to

admit that he was a violent, quarrelsome, contentious man, etc. I had

already indicated that many admired him and considered him the

greatest genius of his age. Where is the distortion. Dr. Poll? In fact,

just so the reader would know that I was not over-emphasizing this

criticism of Marx by one of his disciples I also cited in the footnote,

page 308 of the book, where Ruhle says:

"If Marx were to fulfill the task which he believed to be his historic

mission, he had to take his course straight ahead, relentlessly, brutally,

regardless of feelings and sentiments, honour and morality, ties of friend-

ship or affection."

This is Ruhle’s attempt to justify the behavior of the “violent,

quarrelsome, contentious man,” he had previously described. And

notice how this passage contradicts Ruhle’s previous sentimentalities

about Marx’s “kindliness” and “friendliness.'' I think an unbiased

reader will find that I treated this passage fairly and without distortion.

THE TEACHINGS OF DIMITRY Z. MANUILSKY

Dr. Poll objects to my using a quoted summary of the teachings

of Dimitry Z. Manuilsky because, he says, it cannot be documented.

4



This is the famous quotation in which Manuilsky is quoted as

teaching the following:

"War to the hilt between Communism and Capitalism is inevitable.

Today, of course, we are not strong enough to attack. ... To win

we shall need the element of surprise. The bourgeoise will have to be put

to sleep. So we shall begin by launching the most spectacular peace move-

ment on record. There will be electrifying overtures and unheard of

concessions. The capitalist countries, stupid and decadent, will rejoice to

cooperate in their own destruction. They will leap at another chance to

be friends. As soon as their guard is down, we shall smash them with

our clenched fist!"

For some time this quotation was cited from Pravda but the

Legislative Reference Division of the Library of Congress could not

find it. The history of this quotation has now been ascertained

and it is set forth in the 1 1th edition of The Naked Communist as

follows: "Quoted by Joseph Z. Komfeder who was a student at the

school. In a letter to Dr. J. D. Bales dated March 7, 1961, Mr.

Komfeder said: ‘Enclosed is a copy of the quote you asked for. It

is a part of what he (Manuilsky) said to a group of Senior Lenin

School students at the Conference held in Moscow, March, 1930,

at which I as one of the students was present.’
’’

THE COMMUNIST TIMETABLE OF CONQUEST

Even Dr. Poll admits that Communism is a danger but he

criticizes Americans who point back to Mao Tse-tung's memorandum

to Moscow in 1953 outlining a program of world conquest. He dis-

parages the prediction of Mao Tse-tung that "twenty years from now

(which would be 1973) world revolution will be an accomplished

fact.” (Congressional Record, Volume 100, p. 5708)

Dr. Poll assumes that Khrushchev's admission that Russia can-

not catch up with the United States until 1980 as an indication that

he expects to co-exist until at least that time. This interpretation is

bluntly contradicted by Dr. Stefen T. Possony, author of A Century

of Conflict and one of America’s foremost authorities on Communist



strategy who teaches at Georgetown University. Here is how Dr.

Possony described the situation when he appeared before the Senate

Internal Security Sub-Committee on June 16, 1961:

"The Communists believe that the final decision of the world struggle,

and specifically the victory of world communism, will be attained in the

present era of history. In their conception, this era seems to extend to

1975 approximately." (Analysis of the Khrushchev Speech of January 6,

1961, Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C., p. 49)

Even Dr. Poll admitted in his talk at the University of Utah on

February 24, I960, that the Communists might isolate the United

States. At the Great Issues Forum he declared:

“Overt war, for reasons suggested earlier, will probably not he used,

but subsidies, subversion, propaganda and threats arc potent weapons. It is

conceivable that what Hitler called the ‘artichoke method' of conquest

may in time strip so many leaves from the free world plant that exposed

America must fight or be devoured."

This is exactly what Mao Tse-tung was talking about in 1953,

but Dr. Poll says "As prophecy, the 'Red Timetable' hardly seems

worth the attention which Skousen accords it." (p. 4 of his critique)

DR. POLL ENTANGLES HIMSELF IN COMMUNIST THEORY

Dr. Poll exposes his own superficial concepts of Communism

when he attempts to attack the theories of Communism as outlined

in The Naked Communist.

For example, he cites this statement as inaccurate: "Communism

undertakes to replace Judaic-Christian morals with a complete absence

of morals." Dr. Poll then takes the position that this isn't true be-

cause Communism "argues that morals are relative to the stage of

development of human society and has different sets for capitalist

and Communist Societies." (p. 5)

Anyone who has studied the most elementary aspects of Com-

munism should know that the Communist code of conduct has nothing

to do with abstract "right" or “wrong” at any stage of development.
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It is easy to demonstrate that the Communist morality is pure cx-

;

pediency. As Lenin said: "We say that our morality is wholly sub-

ordinated to- the interest of the class-struggle of the proletariat,"

which is the Communist rationalization for the justification of im-

perialistic conquest, mass-murder, mass-starvation and mass-deceit.

|
This is the way William Z. Foster, head of the Communist Party,

explained it:

! "With him (the Communist) the end justifies the means. Whether

j

his tactics be 'legal’ or ‘moral’ or not, does not concern him, so long as

J they are effective. He knows that the laws as well as the current code of

‘ morals are made by his mortal enemies. . . . Consequently, he ignores

them insofar as he* is able, and it suits his purposes.” (Syndicalism by

William Z. Foster, p. 9, which is quoted on the same page of The Naked

Communist as the statement to which Dr. Poll is objecting and certainly

should have helped him understand the point I was making, if, indeed, he

wanted to understand it.)

During a recent conversation when I questioned Dr. Poll on this

point he argued that theoretically the Communists expect to have

their own system of morals after they establish their stateless society.

I imagine Dr. Poll hopes they will have some system of morals if

they ever reach that stage but Engels supports my position of "no

morals at all” when he says: "We therefore reject every attempt to

impose on us any moral dogma whatever. ...” (This is also quoted

on the same page of The Naked Communist as the passage to which

Dr. Poll is objecting.)

As far as the prospect of a stateless society is concerned. Dr.

Carew Hunt (whom Dr. Poll properly recommends) says: "... all

the talk of the disappearance of the State and of the future communal

society in which men will work for the good of all, and coercion will

no longer be necessary, is pure mythology." (Carew Hunt, The

- Theory and Practice of Communism, MacMillan, New York, 1957,

p.6)

7



j
J WHAT ABOUT HISTORICAL ACCURACY?

|

Dr. Poll objeqts to my calling 46,000,000 Russian peasants

j

"serfs’* as of 1885 because he says they had been emancipated by

j

the Tsar in 1861. I gave this exact explanation for this terminology

|

just a few lines later when I said:

"Between 1861 and 1866, Tsar Alexander 11 sincerely attempted to

do away with the institution of serfdom by approving several octs of

emancipation. However, for all practical purposes, the impoverished lives

of the peasants continued to be insecure, harsh and austere. Circumstances

leading to a revolution were in the making.” (p. 91)

This is precisely the same view expressed by the Russian au-

thority, Sidney Harcave in his Russia, p. 253.

And just so Dr. Poll will know that my use of the word "serf”

was appropriate even though these peasants had been technically

liberated I refer him to Webster who says a serf "is any person who

is oppressed.”

Dr. Poll also objects to "identification of Bakunins anarchism

and the Russian Populist movement with Marxism
"

(p. 5 of his

critique.) Is Dr. Poll trying to say Michail Bakunin was not a

disciple of Marx? What will he do with this statement by Bakunin:

"You ask whether I am still your friend. . . . Yes, more than ever,

my dear Marx, for I understand better than ever how right you were to

walk along the broad broad road of the economic revolution, to invite us

all to follow you. ... I am now doing what you began to do more than

twenty years ago. . . . My fatherland is now the International, whose

chief founder you have been. You see, then, dear friend, that I am your

pupil—and I am proud to be this. I think I have said enough to make

my personal position and feelings clear to you.” (Otto Ruhle, Karl Marx.

New Home Library, New York, 1929, p. 280)

Bakunin disagreed with Marx on setting up a Communist dic-

tatorship but he so admired the basic concepts of Marx that he

translated Capital and other Marxist writings into Russian where they

had their influence on the Populist movement in Russia.

8



CRITICISM OR DISTORTION?

No author should object to an honest criticism of his work,

but what of a distortion?

On page 6 of his critique Dr. Poll tries to make the reader

believe that I over-simplified the significance of U. S. recognition of

the USSR in 1933 by giving this single act almost exclusive credit

for saving Stalin from being overthrown.

If the reader will turn to page 124 of The Naked Communist

and read through to page 126 he no doubt will wonder why Dr. Poll

can’t understand ordinary English. I stated:

"Future circumstances (plural) did offer Stalin a solution to

his crisis.” Then I began discussing some of these circumstances:

"The first thing that happened was Hitler’s rise to power in

January, 1933. . . . The second factor which helped Stalin was the

recognition of his Communist regime by the great leader of world

capitalism— the United States. This last factor was a singular

development.”

I then discussed how recognition of the USSR came about and

then go on to discuss a number of subsequent developments which

boosted Stalin’s political stock in Russia.

Specifically, where is the historical inaccuracy? Dr. Poll doesn’t

say, but he tries further to prejudice the reader with the amazing

statement that anyone reading The Naked Communist must make a

"distinction between Skousen's devil theory of history and objective

analysis of the multiple causes of important historical developments.”

What devil theory? Furthermore, 1 had discussed multiple causes.

Later (p. 7) he accuses me of using the "scapegoat theory” of history.

So long as he is going to resort to smear terms he might at least be

consistent and stick with one theory or the other.

WAS WORLD WAR II FOMENTED BY THE RUSSIAN LEADERS?

Dr. Poll takes strong exception to my statement that "World

War II was fomented and used by the Russian leaders” as part of

their strategy of Communist expansion. For a professor of history

9



|

! and political science to be so completely unacquainted with such

|

basic facts is astonishing.

The following statement from Dr. Stefen Possony of Georgetown

j
University may be helpful to Dr. Poll:

|

. "They (the Communist leaders) always considered that war would

,
mate possible the spreading of bolshevism." (Century of Conflict, p.

j

244)

j

"Stalin attempted to apply the strategy of 'let-the-Gther-fellow-do-

the work’ during World War II. By concluding a nonaggression pact with

Germany (August 1939), Stalin induced Hitler to go to war against Britain,

France and Poland. ... By means of another nonaggression pact, Stalin

later encouraged the Japanese to fight the western powers. ’’ (p. 243)

"The pact of August 1939 between nazism and bolshevism was the

most far-reaching decision made by Stalin during World War II. This

pact was Stalin's, and not Hitler’s, brain-child. Without Stalin's promise

not to attack Germany in the rear, Hitler hardly would have dared launch

into the adventure of World War II. Whatever Stalin’s true motives may

have been, his behavior contributed nothing to the maintenance of peace

and everything to make war inevitable. Without war, sovietism could not

, spread, and the Soviet Union could not grow.” (p. 248)

All of the above theses are carefully documented by Dr. Possony

and are identical with my presentation in The Naked Communist.

I have told Dr. Poll on a number of occasions that he is not

adequately informed on the Communist conspiracy. This serious

error in his critique of The Naked Communist demonstrates his need

for further study.

CRITICISM OUT OF CONTEXT

For a person who is always urging scholarly objectivity I must

point out one of Dr. Poll’s many violations of his own rules on page 6

of his critique where he quotes the following statement out of con-

text from The Naked Communist:
1

’Anyone familiar with the Com-

munist Constitution of Russia will recognize in the United Nations

Charter a similar format.” By leaving out the next sentence he
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prevents the reader from learning what that format is. In the next

sentence of The Naked Communist I pointed out that the technique

used in both documents is to begin with a "fervent declaration of

democratic principles which are sound and desirable; this is then

followed by a constitutional restriction or procedural limitation which

completely nullifies the principles just announced.” I then give several

specific examples of this in both documents. I first point out that

the Russian constitution provides for universal suffrage and then

makes it meaningless by allowing only one party to submit candidates.

It promises freedom of the press and then makes it meaningless by

providing censorship to make sure that everything is "in the interest

of the workers." I point out that in the same manner, the UN
Charter promises the "sovereign equality of all its members" and

then makes it meaningless by setting up certain monolithic powers

in the Security Council where five big nations become superior to all

the other member nations. It provides for a General Assembly where

each member is given one vote and then makes it meaningless insofar

as problems of war are concerned by stripping the General Assembly

of any legislative power to deal with war and delegating that authority

exclusively to the Security Council.

I think an unbiased reader will agree that this format of making

promises and then nullifying them is characteristic of both the UN
Charter and the Russian Constitution. Apparently Dr. Poll dis-

agrees and justifies his conclusion with an incredible statement. He

says these nullification clauses in the UN structure are comparable

to the "checks and balances” in our own U. S. Constitution! It

seems to me that even an elementary course in political science should

clearly demonstrate to Dr. Poll the distinction between the checks

and balances in our own Constitution as compared with the undemo-

cratic depository of monolithic powers in the Security Council where

collectively or by the action of a single nation’s veto this body can

paralyze the wishes of all other members and do it without any

opportunity for recourse or appeal Surely this has nothing in com-

mon with the U. S. Constitution.



DR. POLL ON THE LOSS OF CHINA

Dr. Poll takes up his favorite China theme on page 6 of his

critique. For some inexplicable reason he wants to rationalize that

needless tragedy in terms of what he describes as “circumstances

beyond control, dilemmas, or even honest errors in judgment.’' (p. 6)

I will accept the fact that some honest errors in judgment were part

of the picture but not
“
circumstances beyond our control’’

The tragedy of the China debacle was the fact that we jvere in

control Dr. Poll seems to agree with certain people he doesn't name

who hold that the loss of China could not have been prevented “by

anything less than a military intervention so great as to have been

against our national interest. ...” This preposterous thesis is con-

tradicted by every Congressional investigation which was ever con-

ducted on the loss of China. I particularly recommend that Dr. Poll

read the Congressional hearings on the Institute of Pacific Relations.

If he wants to get the picture in briefer form I recommend he read

Wedemeyer Reports, chapters 20-25. (Holt & Company, New York,

1958)

The plain facts are that the Nationalist government was perfectly

capable of holding China so long as it received American aid. In

1946 General Wedemeyer declared: "The Nationalist government

has the capacity to defeat, to crush militarily, the Communist forces

right now. Most of the equipment of the Nationalist Government

forces is American. If we do not continue to sell them ammunition

to maintain or implement that equipment, they will be very greatly

crippled in their military campaigns.” (Wedemeyer Reports, p. 380)

When General Marshall imposed an embargo on Chiang Kai-shek in

1946-47 the eventual Communist victory became inevitable. When

General Wedemeyer sent his report to Washington and oudined how

to save China the report was buried and he was muzzled. In sorrow,

be later wrote:

“Perhaps I made a grave mistake and was derelict in duty to my
country when 1 returned to military duties following the suppression of

my report on China and Korea. Maybe if I had resigned and spoken my
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mind 1 might have brought the truth home to the American people and

saved China from the Communist conquest. .
.

(Wedemeyer Reports,

p. 402)

r - Obviously General Wedemeyer would never make such a state-

i\ ment if circumstances had been beyond our control.

Now what about Dr. Poll’s contention that if we had followed

;

any different course to save China it would have involved our

country in "military intervention so great as to have been against

our national interest.” (p. 6) I wonder if it will come as a great

surprise to Dr. Poll to learn that General Wedemeyer recommended

against U. S. military intervention? General Wedemeyer, our World

War II commander in the China theater, knew that China could be

saved without U. S. military involvement. In fact, to make this point

vigorously clear he said:

"Moreover, to avoid any possibility of being involved in the internal

affairs of China, it would appear sound to remove all U. S. military forces

from China proper." (Wedemeyer Reports, p. 457)

WHAT ABOUT CUBA?

Dr. Poll doesn’t like my criticism of Washington officials who

master-minded the policy which resulted in the tragic loss of Cuba

to Communism. In his anxiety to discredit my presentation of the

Cuban situation be implies that I rest my case on “treason” with

"Batista being described in very apologetic terms.” Anyone who has

actually read this chapter on Cuba in The Naked Communist will

probably wonder what Dr. Poll is talking about. Here is the way

I describe Batista:

‘‘Politically, Batista’s administration was typical of Cuba's past. The

Batista regime indulged itself in certain quantities of graft; when there

j
were armed insurrections, Batista met violence with violence; when there

; were minority uprisings he suspended civil rights and established full

t military control. Nevertheless he insisted that once conditions were

stabilized, he would submit himself to the people in a popular election

and would be willing to stand by the results just as he had done in 1944.

13



j

( His opponents, particularly Fidel Castro, jeered at such promises and ac-

j

' eused Batista of being opposed to constitutional government. The record

! ! shows that several times when Batista tried to slacken the reigns of control

- there were immediate outbursts of violence and he would therefore tighten

'I : them again.” (pp. 244-5)

|
Then I point out that Batista did offer to submit to a popular

election and scheduled one for June 1, 1958, but it was prevented

:
by Castro who said candidates for the elections must withdraw or

,
suffer "ten years imprisonment to the death sentence." Former U. S.

ambassador to Cuba, Arthur Gardner, strongly recommended that

we support Batista in demanding that the revolution be suspended

!
and a popular election held. Nothing ever came of it.

. Now if Dr. Poll isn’t going to accept this as an accurate and

objective presentation of what happened, I challenge him to produce

‘ evidence of its inaccuracy.

j

I fear Dr. Poll reflects outright prejudice when he closes his

critique on the Cuba chapter by saying: "The fact that the United

,

: States can crush Castro by force if it becomes in our vital interest

i
to do so, argues against panicking while we are trying to help his

! own follies to destroy him and the Communist beachhead in Latin

America.” (p. 6) What kind of innuendo is this? This statement

j
,

could only imply that somewhere in The Naked Communist there

! must be some hair-brained plan of action against Cuba which reflects

|

"panicking.” Since absolutely no plan of action for the present

; Cuban problem is even suggested in this book I sincerely wonder

j
how Dr. Poll would justify this kind of unethical implication.

|

WHAT SHOULD WE DO ABOUT COMMUNISM?

;
i In his critique, Dr. Poll is antagonistic toward any of the eco-

|

nomic or political sanctions recommended by Thomas Jefferson or

I Woodrow Wilson. Yet these are precisely what we are using in Cuba

! to help reverse the trend of Communist conquest. Dr. Poll drums
' on the womout theme of don’t disturb the Communists, they may

change.
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In view of this it would be expected that Dr. Poll would resist

any and all of the suggestions for massive peaceful pressures which

I make in The Naked Communist, because they are based on the

realistic acceptance of Khrushchev’s boast that the Communists have

not changed in their resolution to conquer the world.

Because Dr. Poll apparently has not been following the reports

of Congressional committees investigating Communism, he did not

recognize many of the facets of the Communist Party Line which I

listed. He pointed out particular items as "incredible” which only

further demonstrated his need to learn his subject better. He assumed

that since my list did not correspond precisely with that of
J.

Edgar

Hoover that mine was
s
deficient. Had he known Communist strategy

better he would have recognized that
J.

Edgar Hoover was speaking

in generalities whereas I was dealing in specifics. And because Dr.

Poll appears unfamiliar with the specific strategy techniques which

the Communist Party is presently using I would expect him to see

little merit in many of the suggestions which I made to combat this

strategy.

HOW WOULD DR. POLL FIGHT COMMUNISM?

When Dr. Poll gave his speech at the University of Utah, Feb-

ruary 24, 1960, he revealed a position of soft, negative neutralism

toward Communism. He said he wanted just enough
"
will to resist

among free peoples as may in time transform an expedient ‘peaceful

co-existence’ into a durable modus vivendi.” In other words, maintain

the status quo, perhaps the Communists will change.

How will he achieve this?

He speaks of the
"
reasonableness

”

of crossing our fingers and

exploring "disarmament possibilities with the Kremlin. . .

He speaks of the
"
reasonableness” of facing

"
the prospect of

contact with Peking,” which is just another way of suggesting that

we recognize Red China.

He speaks of the “reasonableness” of improving the lot of the

people behind the Iron Curtain rather than putting economic and

political pressures on them. Here is the way he describes it: "Since
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amelioration of the lot of the people behind the Iron Curtain is more

likely to result from economic growth and the relaxation of interna-

tional tension than from external deliverance, a policy of reasonable-

ness rather than belligerence may, in fact, be morally as well as poli-

tically sound."

Here Dr. Poll is begging for the ''reasonableness” of building a

stronger Communist society as the means of stopping Communist

aggression! Does he think this would have worked with Nazi Ger-

many? Did this kind of reasonableness work when we sold oil and

scrap iron to Japan just prior to World War II?

And how does he propose to
"
ameliorate” the lot of the people

behind the Iron Curtain? Is it his proposal that the U. S. promote

economic growth behind the Iron Curtain? And does he want to

reduce ''international tensions” by further U. S. appeasement? If not,

how else does he propose to reduce these Communist-made tensions?

He is talking as though Communism will die by feeding it to death,

appeasing it to death and accommodating it to death. Is not this

identical with the Roosevelt-Hopkins-Acheson theory of dealing with

Stalin which undoubtedly will be remembered as one of the most

catastrophic miscalculations in diplomatic history?

Dr. Poll is alarmed when any American suggests that we use

Jefferson's program of breaking off diplomatic relations with nations

which treat us "atrociously,” or Woodrow Wilson's concept of

political and economic sanctions against war-making nations. (See

The Naked Communist, pp. 270-277)

Almost as though he were completely oblivious of the unrest

among the satellites and Khrushchev’s admissions of food shortages

and other economic failures, Dr. Poll critically opines: "But there are

still among us those who hold that the Communist bloc is a hollow

shell which will collapse under sustained and increasing pressure.

For them defense is defeatist. Liberation is the goal, and political

isolation, economic war/are and subversion are the methods.”

Well, to Dr. Poll, apparently
"
liberation

”

is not the goal. For

him the Soviet violation of every important treaty, the vast program
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: of slave labor camps, the admitted execution of millions of Chinese,

,

(

the illegal conquest of free Hungary, the world-wide network of

Communist subversion— all this must somehow be overlooked. In-

stead, he suggests that we
"
accommodate

”

ourselves to the realities

: of the situation and work for the day when the free nations can lie

1
down with the Communists like Iambs with the lions. Of his pro-

*. posed marriage between freedom and slavery he casually comments:

"With no more good means than is required for imperfect husband

Tj] and imperfect wife to live together in reasonable accord, Americans

’jj
can accommodate themselves to a world in which millennial peace

must await the millennium/'

Dr. Poll’s proposals are exactly what Khrushchev is asking for

because the Communist leader knows that in such a relationship

his machinery for subversion is most likely to succeed. Said Khrush-

chev:

"Peaceful coexistence helps to develop the forces of progress, the

forces struggling for Socialism, and in capitalist countries it facilitates

the activities of communist parties and other progressive organizations of

the working class." (Italics added. Analysis of the Khrushchev Speech

o//anua7y 6, 2961, U. S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C.,

1961, p. 38)

If Dr. Poll knows how we could win the cold war in an atmos-

phere of co-existence then he will prove himself more clever than

the combined efforts of four American presidents who have thus far

explored this possibility. All they got for their trouble was the loss

of 750,000,000 allies and the reduction of American prestige to its

lowest level in our lifetime.

Dr. Poll's Claim to "Responsible Conservatism"

In his critique of The Naked Communist Dr. Poll disclaims any

sympathy for left-wing philosophies or policies. He then footnotes

his disclaimer with this interesting statement concerning himself:

1 "I have been a delegate to the Utah State Republican Party Con-

,

ventions in 1952, 1954, 1956 and 1960, and I am convinced that the
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need fox a responsive conservatism was never greater in America."

(Italics his, see p. 11 of his critique.) What kind of "responsible

conservatism" is Dr. Poll attributing to himself?

Recently when I read Dr. Poll’s speech which he gave at the

Great Issues Forum, University of Utah, 1960, I was struck by the

singular similarity between the ideas of Dr. Poll and some of those

advocated by his famous contemporary at Harvard, Dr. Arthur M.

Schlesinger, Jr. Of course, Dr. Schlesinger has never posed as a

"responsible conservative.” In fact it was he who said:

"There seems no inherent obstacle to the gradual advance of socialism

in the United States through a series of New Deals." (The Future of

Socialism, Partisan Review, May-June, 1947, reprinted in the Congressional

Record, September 26, 1961, Volume 107, p. 20122-5)

In this same article he said:

"If socialism (i.e. the ownership by the state of all significant means

of production) is to preserve democracy, it must be brought about step

by step. . .

.”

He then goes on to describe how "step by step” socialism can

save the world from Communism. His idea is that all capitalist

nations must be induced to coexist with the Communist bloc but

maintain sufficient strength to contain the Soviet Empire and prevent

further military expansion. Under these circumstances he thinks two

things will be accomplished: the free world will gradually go socialist

and the socialist Soviet bloc will gradually lose its appetite for world

conquest. He thinks we might eventually end up in a centrally con-

trolled socialist society which will plan peace and prosperity for the

whole world.

Except for military containment, Dr. Schlesinger wants us to

avoid any action which might be interpreted as hostile or provocative.

He wants to get along with the Communists and hope that they will

change. Now note the similarities between the following statements

of Dr. Poll and Dr. Schlesinger:
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CO-EXISTENCE

Dr. Poll Dr. Schlesinger

Imagination, money, reasonableness, The United States must maintain a

science, patience— these applied in a precarious balance between a com-

spirit of enlightened self-interest can plete readiness to repel Soviet ag-

bring such strength to the will to gression beyond a certain limit and

resist among free peoples as may in a complete determination to demon-

time transform an expedient "peace- strate within this limit no aggressive

ful coexistence" into a durable U.S. intentions toward the USSR.

modus vivendi. ... It must commit itself economically.

|

With no more good sense than is politically, and militarily, to the

required for Imperfect husband and maintenance of this balance over a

imperfect wife to live together in long period,

reasonable accord, Americans can

accommodate themselves to a world

in which millennial peace must

await the millennium.

USE OF APPEASEMENT - THE COMMUNISTS MAY CHANGE

Since amelioration of the lot of the Given sufficient time, the Soviet in-

people behind the Iron Curtain is ternal tempo will slow down. The

more likely to result from economic ruling class will become less risk-

growth and the relaxation of inter- minded, more security-minded. Great-

national tensions than from external er vested interests will develop in

deliverance, a policy of reasonable- the existing order; Russia itself will

ness rather than belligerence may, begin to fear the revolutionary tend-

in fact, be morally as well as poli- encies which modern war trails in

tically sound. its wake.

NO HOPE OF FREEDOM FOR THE SATELLITES

Surely it is not "right thinking” to At the same time, the United States

expect that the Soviets will submit must not succumb to demands for

to the division of their empire or an anti-Soviet crusade nor permit

the subversion of their system with- reactionaries in the buffer states to

out a fight. One can feel profound precipitate conflicts in defense of

sympathy for the oppressed in satel- their own obsolete prerogatives,

lite Europe and South Africa and (Note that the yearnings for freedom

Franco's Spain and still regard their in the satellites are counted as "ob-

immediate deliverance as an infeasible solete prerogatives” bv Dr. Schle-

goal for American foreign policy. singer—WCS)
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Dr. Schlesinger claimed that as of 1947 these basic ideas had

been secretly adopted as official polity in the State Department and

were specifically designed to guide humanity toward the day when

the whole world would be socialized. This may help explain the

postwar policy of sponsoring left-wing governments and even Com-

munist coalitions in many parts of the world. Here is the way Dr.

Schlesinger describes it:

"Though the secret has been kept pretty much from the 'readers

of the liberal press, the State Department has been proceeding for

some time somewhat along these lines. Both Byrnes and Marshall

have perceived the essential need— to be firm without being rancor-

ous, to check Soviet expansion without making unlimited commit-

ments to an anti-Soviet crusade, to invoke power to counter power

without engaging in senseless intimidation, to encourage the growth

of the democratic left. The performance has often fallen below the

conception; but the direction has been correct. Men like Ben Cohen,

Dean Acheson, Charles Bohlen have tried to work out details and

whip up support for this admittedly risky program/' (Congressional

Record, Volume 107, p, 20125)

Throughout his speech, Dr. Poll admits occasional failures in

our policies since World War II but generally defends these policies.

The loss of 10 countries and 750,000,000 allies to Communism

doesn’t seem to bother him. He speaks of "the leadership which our

country has creditably borne since the last great war.” Looking

toward the future he says: "No more imagination wall be required

than launched the Berlin airlift or devised the Uniting for Peace

Resolutions for the United Nations. No greater share of our national

income will be needed than brought Marshall Plan recovery to Western

Europe and today supports 'ugly Americans’ m many blighted regions

of the earth. No more reasonableness is demanded than that which

buried hatred of Japan and Germany in half a decade and now, with

fingers crossed, explores disarmament possibilities with the Kremlin

and even faces the prospect of contact with Peking.”
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This will help the reader gain some idea of what Dr. Poll con-

siders "responsible conservatism."

Now we come to Dr. Poll’s attitude toward the problem of

creeping socialism.

DR. POLL AND CREEPING SOCIALISM

Just as with Dr. Schlesinger, Dr. Poll can see no threat of a

Communist takeover just because a country moves over toward

socialism.

On page 12 of his critique, Dr. Poll challenges me to "name

a single nation in human history which has traversed the Ambush

Trail from democratic 'welfare statisnT to Communism.” He stated

his position even more t
clearly in a letter to me: "I hold that there

is not a single Communist country in the world today that became

Communist by the gradual extension of governmental authority in

welfare state and socialistic directions."

I believe that here again Dr. Poll is reflecting an opinion which

a scholar of his capacity would not be expressing if he had taken

time to probe the problem more thoroughly.

In the spirit of wanting to be helpful 1 suggest that he start out

by reading The Socialist Tragedy, by Ivor Thomas, (The MacMillan

Company, New York, 1951). Mr. Thomas, as a member of British

Parliament, helped put the Socialists in power in England following

World War II and served as one of its important officers. He is

thoroughly familiar with socialist theory and socialist history. Chap-

ter 4 of this book is a direct answer to Dr. Poll’s challenge.

First of all, Mr. Thomas points out that Marx originally intended

that the Socialist Party would be the main working-class political

force and the Communists would merely be the elite leadership to

spearhead the Socialists into action. The Communists were not

supposed to be a separate party. Marx made this clear in the

Manifesto : "The Communists do not form a separate party opposed

to other working-class parties. ..." In practice, however, they did

finally become a separate party because of the quarrel over methods

and leadership. However, both Socialists and Communists continued
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to use the Manifesto as the inspiration for their policies. In fact,

the centennial edition of the Manifesto in 1948 was not put out by

the Communists at all but was published by the socialist Labour

Party of Great Britain with a glowing tribute to Marx by Harold J.

Laski. Mr. Thomas points out that the Socialists often fight the

Communists but only over the methods and means, not the objectives.

At their root base they both have the same common denominator

of Marxist ideology. Therefore Mr. Thomas says: . . it will be

well to begin by establishing that, although socialism may differ

from communism in its methods and in its tempo, the final state of

society will be the same.” (p. 14)

He then documents this proposition which shouldn’t be necessary

for anyone who knows the history of the Social Democrats on the

continent of Europe or of the Fabians in England.

Then Mr. Thomas says: "Let us test the claim that socialism

can be an effective barrier to communism.”

"Where there has been a decisive test, the history of Europe provides

no confirmation oE the view that socialism can be an effective barrier to

communism. On the contrary, the experience of many countries is that

socialism has prepared the way {or communism. Socialists have first under-

mined the effective barriers to communism: and when the communists

have struck at them, the socialists have offered no effective resistance and

in some cases have joined hands with the communism.” (p. 41)

Now lie recites the history of each country where the socialists

came into power and then fell victims to Communist pressures. Only

in those countries where other forces intervened were they saved.

In the interest of brevity I will merely quote the conclusions of Mr.

Thomas as he treats each nation.

Russia:

“The two Russian revolutions of 1917 are the classic example of the

impossibility of maintaining a social democratic position against determined

communist pressure. . . .” (p. 41)

"... the communists could not have come to power if the social

democrats had not first paved tlie way.” (p. 47)
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Poland:

"But the tragedy of the Polish Socialist party will not be understood

unless it is realized that in its fight with Soviet communism it was ideo-

logically compromised. Its partial acceptance of communist ideology con-

stantly imposed upon it dilemmas which hindered the effectiveness of its

action, and led first to common action with, and eventually to absorption

by, the Communist party; and the Communist party in its conquest of the

Polish state found it advantageous to have the facade of an alliance with

the socialists.
1

’ (p. 50)

Hungary:

"There was the same fatal alliance of the socialists with the com-

munists, the same expulsion or suppression of all democratic elements,

and the same acquiescence, with notable exceptions, of the former social

democrats in a totalitarian state.” (p. 56)

Czechoslovakia:

"But the history of Czechoslovakia since 1945 shows that he who

sups at the cabinet table with the Communists needs a long spoon; that

the Communist seizure of power was aided and abetted by the leaders of

the Social Democrats; and that the Communists might not have been able

to seize power if they had not first shared it with the Social Democrats.”

(p. 66)

Italy and France:

"In Italy and France communists have not been able to seize power,

but the history of these two countries since the first world war shows no

less convincingly that socialism cannot be an effective barrier to communism;

they show rather that socialism opens the war' to communism.” (p. 66)

Now let us hear the end of the matter from the official state-

ment of 81 Communist and Workers’ Parties issued in November,

1960, from Moscow;

"The vital interests of the working-class movement demand that the

Communist and Social-Democratic Parties take joint action. . . . Both

in the struggle for the improvement of the living conditions of working

people, the extension and preservation of their democratic rights, the

achievement and defence of national independence, for peace among

nations, and also in the struggle to win power and build socialism, the

Communist Parties advocate cooperation with the Socialist Parties. (Cont-
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munist and Workers' Parties' Manifesto adopted November - December,

1960, Government Printing Office, Washington, D C., p. 92)

And so, Dr. Poll, I have not only shown you “'a single” nation

which became Communist through experimenting with Socialism,

but I have shown you four. In addition I call to your attention this

forthright statement by the Communists themselves that Socialists

are considered their allies and tools for the "struggle to win^ power

and build socialism,” all of which verifies the conviction of these

realistic Red strategists that socialism does indeed open the way for

a potential conquest by the Communist leadership.

WHAT OTHERS HAVE SAID ABOUT THE NAKED COMMUNIST

In closing it might be mentioned that The Naked Communist

has been reviewed a great many times by educators, political scientists,

newspapers, magazines, news analysts, military specialists on Com-

munism, former FBI officials, authors of texts on Communism and

the faculty of the War College in Washington, D.C. All of these

reviews have been favorable except two. One was a review by a

person whom I would consider to be from the so-called extreme

Right who said I had been too restrained. The other negative review

was by Dr. Poll.

Nevertheless, I attribute to Dr. Poll a sincerity of purpose but

I am hopeful that someday he will take the time to really learn the

ramifications of the Communist conspiracy not only for his own

sake but, more important, for the sake of his students.

Examples of reviewers who had a completely different reaction

than Dr. Poll to The Naked Communist include the following:

Stanley J. Tracy, Former Assistant Director of the FBI and presently

the Vice President of the Foundation for American Research: "This is

the most powerful book on the subject of Communism I have ever read. It is the

logical sequel of
J.

Edgar Hoover’s book, 'Masters of Deceit.’ It is the perfect

book for college professors to teach from, and it belongs on the library shelves

of every university and public library in the country."
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Florida State Department of Education: "Each high school senior should

read this book to see the contrast between the Communist dogma and the moral

and spiritual values which have always been, and remain today, the strength of

our nation. Any teacher could utilize the content of this book in presenting

the evils of Communism." (Florida School Bulletin, June, 1959, p. 37)

Educational News Service, Nov. issue, 1959, p. 19. "To those who do not

have in their home libraries the numerous reports of the Congressional and State

Investigating Committees this book will bring the essence of them to you in a „

volume that has an excellent topical index and extensive bibliography.’’

Dr. George Benson, President of Harding College: "The most valuable

book on Communism since publication of Whittaker Chambers’ Witness. ... Its

great value lies in the fact 'that (1) it was written specifically for high school

seniors and is extraordinarily concise and understandable; (2) it deals with the

whole subject of Communism; (3) its author . . . knows that for America to

hold back the Communist menace her people must first understand the consti-

tutional requirements needed to perpetuate our American freedom system. ..."

George E. Sokolsky, Washington Post, Washington, D. C.: "I recommend

this book as rewarding to those who really wish to know what they are talking

about."

Rosalie Gordon, America's Future; “This is truly a remarkable book. . . .

We can think of no greater service Americans could perform for themselves,

their children and their country than to see that at least one copy of this book

is in their local high school library."

Paul Harvey, ABC News Analyst; "I have never given any volume such an

unqualified endorsement."'

Rodney Gilbert, author of Competitive Co-existence—The New Soviet

Challenge: "Anyone who thinks that the Communists can be brought to

abandon their program of world conquest . . . should read this book. . , . This

book is, in short, an encyclopedic treatment of Communism in all its manifesta-

tions, theoretical and applied."

Roscoe Drummond, New York Herald Tribune: "It is packed with the

most revealing research . . . the chapter "What Do Defenders of Communism

Say' is itself more than the price of admission."
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Brig. General H. L. Ostler: "1 cannot praise this book too highly. It is some-

thing that has been needed in this country and the free world for a long time

because it covers Communism in its entirety.”

Adolphe Menjou, Chairman, The American Academy of Public Affairs

"I have already read ‘The Naked Communist/ and consider it one of the finest

books on the subject that I have so far seen.”

Captain Don W. Dillman, Military Intelligence, in the Intelligence

Digest: “Here is a whole library on Communism condensed into a single volume.

. . . After reading the opening chapters a person feels opposed to Communism-

riot because he hates it, but because he understands it.”

Sixth U. S. Army Intelligence Newsletter: “The author asks questions and

provides an impressive and lucid compilation of answers which enables the

reader to understand why intelligent and well educated Americans embraced the

Communist ideology. One chapter is entitled, The Future Task’ and answers

the question of what can be done to stop Communism."

Additional copies of this pamphlet may be obtained by writing

to the Ensign Publishing Co. at P. O. Box 2316, Salt Lake City, Utah.

The price, postpaid, is thirty-five cents per copy.
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*UNITED STATES G£

Memorm
T0 : Mr. DeLoal

.FROM Mf

date: 6-22-62

subject: W. CLEON SKOUSEN

The Director is in receipt of a letter dated 6-12-62, from the above

captioned. Skousen, as you know, is a former Bureau Agent who has been lecturing

extensively on the subject of communism. He is the author of a book entitled "The

Naked Communist. ”
* /fe,/ / A

\ In his letter Skousen makes reference to a controversy which he is

\ currently having with a Dr. Richar^fioll.. Poll, sometime past, wrote a criticism

of "The Naked Communist" entitled "This Trumpet Gives An Uncertain Sound. " For

criticism Poll attacks Skousen’ s book as inaccurate, inadequate and extremely

partisan. Skousen has now prepared an answer to Dr. Poll in which he (Skousen)
( ^

attempts to prove that Poll is wrong in his criticisms. Skousen encloses with his letter
a copy of his reply to Poll as well as a mimeographed sheet dated 6-2-62, concerning

the controversy.

1

94-47468 reflects that the Bureau has previously been aware of Dr. Poll’s

criticism of Skousen. Poll is a history professor at Brigham Young University. ^

/

y
Apparently Poll and Skousen have both lectured about communism but disagree on a

number of points. Salt Lake City Office has advised that Poll is considered opposed

to communism but is also opposed to Skousen’ s approach. The controversy between

Poll and Skousen has been under way for quite sometime. A review of Skousen1 s

hanswer to Poll’s criticism reflects that the FBI is mentipned. On page 2 Skousen

I indicated that he did his research on the theory and early history o^communism while

j|he was in the FBI from 1935 to 1951; on page 15 he makes passing mention of the

I

.Director in relation to the Communist Party line; and on page 24 he comments that "The
jNaked Communist” has been favorably reviewed by "former FBI officials." In this

Jconnection he quotes briefly from Stanley J. Tracy, former Assistant Director of the

,

FBI and identified as Vice President of the Foundation for American Research.

Skousen, as you know, entered on duty with the Bureau on 10-24-35 as

a Messenger, was appointed an Agent on 6-17*40 and resigned 10-5-51, services

satisfactory. He has been identified as associated with the extreme right-wing {f'G
element in the field of anticommunism.

^ J j\

Enclosure

S:ear^ J

WVVL8$ iSf

,0 JtW^r.19K



Jones to DeLoach
Re: W. CLEON SKOUSEN

#

I

lt is felt we should be most circumspect in our answer merely
acknowledging receipt of this material. This will prevent the Director from
becoming involved in any way in the controversy between Skousen and Dr. Poll.

RECOMMENDATION:

That the attached letter be sent to Skousen.

- 2 -
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Mr. liusa^Bullock

693 Santa Coleta Court

Sunnyvale, California

Dear Mr. Bullock:

September 12, 1932
,

Your letter postmarked September 4th has been

received.

M

Mr. W. Cleon Qkousen entered on duty with the

FBI as a clerk on October 24, 1933, In which capacity he served

until June 17, 1940, when he became a Special Agent. He volun-

tarily resigned the latter position on October 5, 1951. Mr. Skousen

is no longer associated with the FBI and his opinions are strictly

his own and do not represent this Bureau in any way.

The FBI is strictly an investigative agency of the

Federg Government and neither makes evaluations nor draws
conclusions^ to the character or integrity of any organisation,

publicSSon ^^ndivldual. In view of the foregoing, 1 am unable

to consent di^the manner you requested.

•'00H

OfiftlViln



' v i i *
Mr. Russ Bullock

r NOTE: Neither Correspondent nor ’’Christians Confront Communism”
identifiable in Bufiles. Geren is a career Foreign Service Officer.

He received recess appointment as Deputy Director of the Peace Corps.

Information indicates Geren took a tour in 1959 including 30 days in

Russia. He was accompanied by one Gerome Dwight Davis, a concealed

communist in 1936 and as late as 1944. Geren indicated membership
f in the American Council Institute of Public Relations. Carl Prussian

is former security informant of the San Francisco Division who was
discontinued in 1958 after he disclosed his informant’s status to the

newspapers.

2 .
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September 2, 1962

J.. Edgar Hoover

Federal Bureau of Investigation

Washington 25, D. C.

Dear Sir,

During this past week, we have had a study course

on communism at our church. . The basic book used way^Christians
Confront Communism” by Pau^QeTen. i/js.A e/

s

The layman instructor .Bill Hunt, was using

"The^aked Communist” by W. CleorrSkousen for much of his

teaching. I took exception to several things that came out of

Skousen' sJ>ook.

I would appreciate any background material you

could send me concerning Skousen, as I am interested in finding

out if his writings are in the best interest of fighting communism.

Since I am writing, I
r d like any information available on

a Carl Prussian concerning anti-communism.

Russ Bullock

693 Santa Coleta Ct

Sunnyvale, Calif

P. S. I am a member of Fairoaks Park Southern Baptist Church in

Sunnyvale.

RB / /
EEC- 8 (?(.

9 SEP 18*962
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>
Mr. J. Edgar Hoover,

Dear Sir,

2912 - B - Pepper Tree Lane.

Costa Mesa, Calif.

Sept. 7, 1962.

k/
Will you help to clear my thinking regarding Dr. Schwaltz of the

^Christian Anti-Communism School and the John Birch Society?- AlsolLeoa-
^Skouson. Cl* 6 1

.
' i-iiL .

Having read some articles regarding the John Birch Society my
conclusion is that their aims are American, but some members are "extremists.

ci

in

o

I have listened to Dr. Schwartz 1 School of communism and also

last week heard Dr. Schwartz on "Meet The Press." I feel he is presenting a

cause, not personalities.

I have read MiySkouson's look "The Naked Communist" andhave
been greatly enlightened. DjjfFifield of a Los Angeles church brought these]

people to our attention and'we truly thank him.
' 11

As "Spiritual Life Secretary" I have brought some of Mr Sjd&uson’s

and Dr. Schwartz r information to our ladies through our worship servic^y Our
ministers 1 wife and one member have brought me up sharply because p/his. They

said that Mr. Skouson is not all he seems to be - has no right to give suggestions

that will help different groups to spread the proper information— thaiMr. Schwartz

has been proved out of line. I cannot understand the attitude of our church officials

regarding extremists. Many of our ladies feel as I do, but I am greatly dis-

turbed regarding the lack of knowledge of these vital issues.

I hope you will give me reason to continue, to speak gently, firmly

and with love and Christian conviction. Now I feel quite out of step.

{a^ --f-1

n ,b .cu '

0

'

ijr .*

%%*^
EP 19 1962

Sincerely and respectfully
*Trn— r, l.j ra-5,

/s/ (Mrs F. E) Dorothy E|

REC- 60
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November 29, 1962

.4tc-4k

Mrs. Jokn\Barraclough
1707 Hervey Street

Boise,Jdaho - ^

Dear Mrs. Barraciough: ^
. . .

" ~
.

»
' o

Your letter postmarked November 24, 1962, has been *

received, and the thought prompting your communication is appreciated.

Although I would like to be of service, the FBI is strictly

an investigative agency of the Federal Government ami neither makes
evaluations nor draws conclusions as to the character or integrity of any

organization, publication or Individual. Therefore, I am sure you under-

stand why I am unable to comment in the manner you suggested concerning

.Mr. Garfield and the United Nations. With respect to Mr. W. Cleon

^Skousen, however, he entered on duty with the FBI as a clerk on
October 24, 1935, in which capacity he served until June 17, 1940, when
he became a Special Agent. He voluntarily resigned the latter position

on October 5, 1951. Since resigning from. this Bureau, Mr. Skousen's

activities are strictly his own. Based upon my policy explained above,

X am not ina position to offer any evaluation of Mm.

Sincerely yours,

0o Edgar Hoover

John Edgar Hooyer
Director

«£rf

"
'

yrtji \ jj p
NOTE: Correspondent is not identifiable in Bullies. " J/]

t?»s3 a-2HM.2v :
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Director of federal Bureau ' of Investigation
Department of Justice
Washington 25, D. C.

Deirr Sir:

The day that Cleon Skousen was scheduled to speak in our fair-citjry my daugh-
ters Junior Hi History Teacher began asking the class whether or not theyliked
the U K. Then he proceeded to malign Mr. Skouse, saying he had been fired from
the FBI. I would like to disprove this accusation and I hope your files will
enable me to do so. It was my understanding thathe left the F8 I to accept

a position at the Brigham Young University in Provo, Utah.

Another factor which has been quite disgusting—this teacher, Mr. Garfield,

hasbeen making derogatory remarks about some of the students whose views were
against the U N.

I hope to hear from you soon

Sincerely

Mrs. John Barra dough

.a
REC-4Y

iz NOV 30 1962
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Decembers, 1082

‘Ti.H'lW- £3

Honorable ^©aaard L. Holland

United states Senate

Washington 25, 0. C.

My dear Senator:

X received your communication of November 28th,

with enclosure, and It Is a pleasure to tarnish the information

requested.

o
Mr. W. Cleon Skouson entered on duty with the

FBI as a clerk on October sC iMST"b* which capacity he served

until June 11, 1040* when ho become a Special igent. He volun-

tarily resided the latter position on October 5, 1051. 1 would
like to point out that Mr. Reason*o activities, opinions and com-
ments are strictly his own and do not represent this Bureau in

any manner.

X hope the above will bo of assistance to you, and

I am returning Mr. Melton*s letter.

Sincerely yours,

J* £dgar Hoover

Enclosure

,

T’ -f.Tr;-- 1.S5Z' »

“1 CDMWl-FBI _J ;

NOTE: Bufiles indicate we have had cordial relations with Senator Holland

_who is on the Special Correspondent List. Mr. QuimbJ^elton, Sr.
,

:

"Editor of the Griffin Daily News, Griffin, Georgia, is^tfso' on the Special
- Correspondents* List,

1 $ 5 S3 h*
3(

: JH:rap (6)
a

î
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~^e: Quimby Melton, Sr,, Publisher

.
Griffin Daily News

srrr

Griffin, Georgia

QlCniteb J&enale

November 28, 1962

i/I
kLL/ r

!'••• t-ri--?

M r. Iiogeft/1-

ftfr. aiUi^itJ

jtfr. Tavel

Uw Tr;>ttei‘

T •!•••. Room

H'3s

JSfisa Gandy.

Respectfully referred to

Honorable J* Edgar Hoover, Director, Federal Bureau

.Of..lny.e.sXi 4̂tion,_ Washington

for such consideration as the communication

herewith submitted may warrant, and for a report

thereon, in duplicate to accompany return of

By direction of

epo ii-73®-i fffl/1 *1iv . i

_s:LH/f J J
> !)
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QUIMBY MELTON,
r
9R,

* * H5IMFFIW IEDAH1.Y
SENATOR s7lTH0aAND

E8TABLISHED ,07 '

(GJeOROIA
H';sr.N0V 2 H 1962 III! pov# 27,1962

Rear SpeW^WP-°^ Pja

I am not a "constituent 1
* of yours.

Rut 1 am a fciend and have the greatest con-
fidence in you. So I turn to you for some information.

Last night a Cleo Skousen spoke here at a meeting
sponsored by a new organization that calls itself "The Con-
servatives." He ?poke on the dangers of Communism. During hisA
speech he practically charged that our government is a set^erlte
of Russia; that our officials are dupes of Krishchev; that
Ud have entered a secret agreement with Russia over Cuba and !

all that.
He is a forceful speaker and knows how to rouse

enthusiasm. He is skilbfed in taking some small fact, blowing
it up out of all proportion, and presenting it as a fact.
X am certain you know others like h^;

[jCb

The Conservatives played up the fact£ that he
was a former FBI man 7- a specialist on communism—and that Ills

hook "The Naked Communist !fc is a best seller. (( understand
he was paid $500 for his visit here.) A charge was made for
admission and the local sponsors probably came out with no loss.

Now Spcssard I don*t like anyone jumping on our
government and making blanket charges that we are going to the
dogs are communist dominated and 3uch ridiculous charges.

Here is what I an asking you to do for me:

Please establish the fact that he wqd with the FBI;
1 and in what capacity. Please find out why he left the FBI.
Please find out if he has ever been associated with ^Itra-
conservatives such as the Birch Society, even to the extent of

i
being "fellow traveller."

My purpose in asking this information la that
I am afraid a lot of our good people are being "brain washed".
Some of the key persons in thjft- new organization are so

"conservative11 that if I were inclined to say so, 1 might ^

say they are Fascists.

ENCLOSURE
Any information that you will getufor me will, not

be attributed to you — ^jwit

Thanks—and a Merrv Christmas



January 4, 1963

Mrs. ShirleCPatterson

Solvang, daufornia

Dear Mrs. Patterson:

I have received your letter of December 30th,

with enclosure, and appreciate the .interest prompting you to .

write.
*

'

/
'

'

In response to your, request, Mr. W. Cleon
1

Skousen

entered on duty with the FBI as a clerk on October 24, 1935, in

which capacity he served until June 17, 1940, when he became a

Special Agent. He voluntarily resigned the latter position on

October 5, 195.1. His personal ventures as well as his opinions

and comments since he left the Bureau are strictly his, own, and

I am sure you will understand why it is not possible for me to

comment on these in any way whatsoever.

be of interest.

. Enclosed is some literature I trust you will find to

Sincerely yours,

.
Jk Edgar Hoowec ....

"John Edgar Hoover

! Director V

^ Enclosures (5)
^

Z°J (Ustednext page)
.
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Mrs. Shirley Patterson

Enclosures (5)

Let's Fight Communism Sanely

You Versus Crime
Bulwarks of Liberty

An American’s Challenge ^
Communism and the Knowledge to Combat It

NOTE: Bufiles contain no information Identifiable with correspondent

,

Mr. Paul D. Raymond, or the Midland School of Los Olivos, California.

-2 -
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Dec 30, 1962

Dear Mr Hoover,

This letter was written to the Editor of our small

local weekly paper, Santa Ynez Valley News, several weeks ago.

I am deeply concerned over this article because I

have always felt Mr Skousen to be an excellent authority on the

Communist threat to our country, and as a member of our local

Speakers 1 group, we were so pleased to have Mr Skousen here.

This writer, Mr Raymond is a teacher at Midland

School, a private boys* school here in the Santa Ynez Valley.

Certainly this letter will undo some of the good
that was done thrucMr Skousens 1 speech. This area seems to

be quite “liberal" in thinking any way, due to the influence of

the Santa Barbara News-Press (we are located 30 mi no. of

Santa Barbara)

Can you please answer me in such a way that your

word on Mr Skousen could be published. This could refer to his

character, back ground, anything in favor of him. The reference

to U. S. History texts is understandably out of your particular

dep’t.

Many thanks for any help you can give me.

Mrs Shirley Patterson

Solvang, Calif.

Return address per envelope:

S. Patterson

Solvang, Calif.

/> 1
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The Readei^€orner

Skousen Convincing, Dangerous;

Views Need 'Considerable Airing'

I even if Schlesinger could be

I placed in these categories)

;
which he ca^soL 1

Editor, Valley News:

W. Cleon Skousen seems to

have become a center of con--

troversy in our Valley. This is

good because views such as he

expresses require considerable

airing. Usually a light breeze

will blow their substance away,
,

but, unfortunately, the lint

keeps collecting again in a mul-

titude of fuzzy minds.

I did not hear him when he j

spoke in the Valley on Dec.

5, but did the night before in

Santa Barbara' and have heard

him several times on tapes and

T.V. afd have also read his

book, hie Naked Communist,

and sundry-other things he

/'wHtteffiln short, I have done

my homework and have reached i

the conclusion that he is either I

a charlatan or a “nut,” but, in,

either case, is definitely danger-/

ous, in-so-far as he is able toj,

convince others that what hej

l says is true. —v
Two years ago .one of my stu-

dents asked to play a tape by
(

Mr. Skousen on U.S. History as

it is being taught in the Amer-

ican schools (there was no title

on the tape). This tape was

played in my living room be-

fore a group of students.

Mr. Skousen asserted that our

U.S. History ' is being taught

with a Communist slant, that

the major text-books in this

field are filled with Communist

propaganda. Then he described

this propaganda.

Among other things being

taught, he said, is the-idea'that

the FoundingJPathers.were aris-

tocrats—rich men—who sat on'

their verandas sipping mint-

juleps, while being waited on

hanfl and foot by slaves. The

majfir text-books, he said, also

" portray the Founding Fathers

as ihen who wrote the Constitu-

|

tion to serve their own selfish

1 needs - „

The speech was long — he

seems to be given to two hour|

address^^wrthese will servel

as examples.
j

Mr. Skousen is a very con-,

* vincing speaker, and he might-

have swayed even my students.

However, I belled the cat, so to|

; speak; I had the half-dozen,
1

" most-used U.S. History texts,

right ithere in the living roorm

After each outrageous state-'

ment, I turned the tape record-;

er off and had my students ex-

i

amine what the text-books real-

ly said. In every case, what;

they actually said bore no* re-
;

lation to what Mr. Skousen said]

|

they' said.
, |

In his speech on Dec. 4 in

I Santa Barbara (I assume he
' made the same speech here)

1

he utilized several quotations

;
from works by Arthur M. Schle-

*, singer, Jr., to prove that the

l

present Administration is being

l subjected to serious, internal

;

Communist influences. His tech-

nique was subtle and convinc-

;

ing. Nowhere did he directly

assert that Schlesinger is a

' Communist, instead, he used the

' quotations to prove that Schle-

singer is a “social-democrat
,

or “Fabian Socialist.” Else-

where, he indicated that these

are no different from Commu-

i

’ nists about^as fraudulent a

notion as was ever conceived,*

Most glaring, however, wasl

Skousen’s failure to cite any!

sources for the quotations he

was using to slander a great

historian and public figure and

to destroy peoples’ faith in the

loyalty of our Administration.

During the question and ans-

wer session after the speech,

I asked for the sources of these

quotations. I asked for book

titles, dates of publication and

page numbers. Instead of these,

he cited five pages in the 1958

Congressional Record. Intelli-

gent peopled will not need to

be told that Stousen thereby in-

dicated that h^is probably un-

familiar with Schlesinger’s

works — nor will they need to

be told that the quotations were

torn from their context and told

much more about the person

who would use them in this

form than about the man who

j
originally said them. ,

One final word. At the con-

1

elusion of his address — by
j,

j
which time Mr. Skousen had

|

;
“proved” pretty conclusively

[
that America was sold out to

;

!

the Communists — the master
j

f of ceremonies leapt to his feet
|and said, “Wasn’t that great!!
Wasn’t that thrilling! !

” AM the
jipdience cheered.

iAmerica will not be sLed
however, by those who arelble
t? cheer after hearing that their
country has heepjetti out

.M,dJ^yYM0ND

Los Olivos, California

f
/nclosueb



h 22, 1963

Aism 4 wm trnra*i»B
1 - Hr. Winnail
1 - Mr. Mullins

To: SAC, Salt Lake City

7ro»: Director, 7B1 (94-47468)

f. cuosamim
M18C*LLAH*0nS - IKTOBMATIOH COMCKRNING
(NATJQHALITISS 1NTXUJQKNCB)

The 3/19/03 Congressional Record shove Senator Moss of
Utah spoke concerning a booklet entitled "Has Cuba Been Abandoned
to Communism?" which was authored by Skousen and which Moss Indicates
had been sent to him with the compliments of the Citizen 1 s Information
Committee of Salt lake City. Moss further stated he suspected the
Committee is a front for the John Birch Society.

Bureau has been unable to locate copy of this booklet and
desires that you expeditiously forward copy by alrtel for review by
Bureau.

Information concerning booklet contained in memorandum
N. P. Callahan to the Director 3/20/63 entitled "The Congressional
Record." All logical Bureau facilities' have been checked concerning
this publication, and no references to it could be located. There
is also no indication that outside sources which normally could
provide publications of this nature have access to it. Nationalities
Intelligence Section has. been instructed to review booklet and
prepare analysis of it.
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AL ANYTHING written by Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr., is

important for at least two reasons: First

,

he is considered one of

the most influential advisors to President Kennedy on the White

House staff, and second,
he is a leader in the group of strategists

who have controlled American foreign policy for over twenty years.

Before coming to the White House, Mr. Schlesinger was teach-

ing history at Harvard University. He had attracted the atten-

tion of Harvard liberals early in his career and had been made a

full professor of history in 1954 without ever having earned either

a Master’s degree or a Ph.D. degree. His title of “Dr.” is honorary

only and not from Harvard. His three honorary degrees have been

from Muhlenberg College (1950), Bethany College (1956) and

the University of New Brunswick (1960).

Mr. Schlesinger has been active in politics all of his adult life.

He served as speech writer for Adlai Stevenson, was chairman of

the ADA (Americans for Democratic Action), and serves as a

top official in the American Civil Liberties Union, the Council on

Foreign Relations, the American Committee on Africa and the

Twentieth Century Fund, Inc.

Dr. Schlesinger is recognized both by friends and opponents

as a skillful strategist and brilliant writer. His writings may be

roughly classified in two categories, those writings which deal in

generalities and are designed for popular consumption, and then

those writings which are aimed at the exclusive inner circle of

which Mr. Schlesinger is a member. The mind of Arthur M.
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Schlesinger can best be understood by studying his “inner circle”

writings.

The Schlesinger Manifesto — 1 947

One of the most complete exposures of Dr. Schlesinger’s think-

ing is set forth in an article which he wrote for the “inner circle”

in 1947. It appeared in the Partisan Review for May-June, 1947,

and is referred to by Congressmen as the “Schlesinger Manifesto”

because it sets forth the grand strategy of the men behind the

scenes. This entire article was reprinted in the Congressional

Record for September 26, 1961 (See Volume 107, pp. 20122-20125).

In this article Dr. Schlesinger boldly asks his colleagues: “Is

Democratic Socialism possible?” With equal boldness he assures

them that it is, not only for the United States but for the whole

world.

But what is Democratic Socialism? What is Dr. Schlesinger

advocating?

A standard reference book on this subject is the Fabian Essays

in Socialism which was originally published in 1889 but was re-

printed by Doubleday in 1961. The seven writers who prepared

these essays state in the introduction that they “are all Social

Democrats” (p. 6). They then describe some of their ultimate

goals:

Diminishing and then eliminating private ownership of prop-

erty, p. 16.

Government ownership or control of all land, pp. 82, 191, 194.

Government ownership or control of industry, p. 191.

Government control of labor, p. 191.

Government control of communications, p. 191.

Government ownership or control of transportation, p. 191.

Government ownership or control of the banks, p. 195.

Government ownership or control of insurance, p. 42.

Gaining economic control nationally and then expanding it

internationally, pp. 170, 173.

Diminishing the significance of the family, pp. 183, 245.
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Diminishing the significance of religion, p. 43.

Central government control over the whole educational sys-

tem, p, 75.

Of course, all of this closely parallels the doctrines of Karl

Marx but the Social Democrats point out that they expect to

achieve their goals of a collectivized society by peaceful means.

They will do it by “gradualism” or “piece-meal,” as Dr. Schlesinger

calls it, so the people will not be aroused to resistance through

resentment.

The Social Democrats visualize several stages of transition.

The one they are working for now is a “mixed society” or a com-

bination of socialism and capitalism. The squeeze would then be

gradually tightened on private enterprise until it is eliminated.

This is described on page 196 of the Fabian Essays in Socialism.

Now let us take a look at the so-called Schlesinger Manifesto

which reflects the thinking of this important “man behind the

scenes” who sets out to answer the question “Is democratic so-

cialism possible?”

Schlesinger on the Coming of Socialism

Although the sentiments of the people may be opposed to

it, Dr. Schlesinger says Democratic Socialism is possible:

“Abstracting the question for a moment from current political

actualities, one must answer that there is no inherent reason why
democratic socialism should not be possible.” (Paragraph 6 of

Dr. Schlesinger’s Partisan Review article.)

But how can it be brought about without arousing the people?

Dr. Schlesinger believes the strategy of “gradualism” is the answer:

“If socialism (i.e. the ownership by the state of all significant

means of production) is to preserve democracy, it must be brought

about step by step in a way which will not disrupt the fabric of

custom, law, and mutual confidence upon which personal rights

depend. That is, the transition must be piecemeal; it must be



parliamentary; it must respect civil liberties and due process of

law.” (Paragraph 7.)

Here is the real key to the strategy of the Social Democrats

—

to get control of the people and their property by “due process

of law.”

But won’t the people resist? In advanced countries like the

United States and Britain where most people have substantial

property holdings, won’t they fight rather than give up their

rights? Dr. Schlesinger thinks not:

“There is no sign in either nation that the capitalists are

putting up a really determined fight.” (Paragraph 8.)

Now Dr. Schlesinger outlines how the United States will be

gradually socialized. He starts out with this assurance:

“There seems no inherent obstacle to the gradual advance of

socialism in the United States through a series of New Deals.”

(Paragraph 9.)

He feels that the next depression will panic the people into
1 demanding more socialization:

. the next depression will certainly mean a vast expansion

|
I

in Government ownership and control. The private owners will

not only acquiesce in this, in characteristic capitalistic panic, they

will demand it.” (Paragraph 9.)

* Notice that in this sentence Dr. Schlesinger has expanded

his original definition of Socialism. In paragraph 7 he defined

Socialism as “the ownership by the state of all significant means
of production.” Now he starts talking about “ownership and
control.” The Social Democrats have always felt that getting

“control” of industry is the important thing. It is then easy to

squeeze out the operators and “nationalize” the industry when-
!

' ever it seems expedient. Dr. Schlesinger even goes so far as to

state that it may be desirable to have different types of “owner-

j

ship” so long as it is tightly administered by government control:

s
'[

“Government ownership and control can take many forms,

ij The independent public corporation, in the manner of TVA, is one;
' State and municipal ownership can exist alongside Federal owner -
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ship; and techniques of the cooperatives can be expanded; even the

resources of regulation have not been fully tapped” (Paragraph

10.)

i Undoubtedly this is the most significant sentence in the early

]
part of Dr. Schlesinger’s article. It exposes the whole socialist

,a,, strategy to seize power over a free society by Government “regu-

lation.” This was Benito Mussolini’s approach to socializing Italy.

Of course, the Democracies have always looked upon government

“regulation” as a means of preventing monopoly and insuring lair

play in the open market. Now the Socialists come along with a

plan to use Government regulation as the means of getting “Gov-

ernment ownership and control”. In other words, to establish a

Government monopoly which would eliminate free enterprise,

private ownership, and the principle of competition in the open

market.

At this point Dr. Schlesinger feels he has made his point and

so he concludes:

“Socialism, then, appears quite practicable within this frame

of reference, as a long-term proposition.” (Paragraph 11.)

Schlesingeris Idea of

Saving Democracy Through Socialism

At several points in his article. Dr. Schlesinger expresses the

idea that the reason he wants to promote Socialism is so that it

can “save” democracy.

For example, in paragraph 7 he states: “If socialism ... is

to save democracy, it must be brought about step by step,” etc.,

then in paragraph 11 he says Socialism’s “gradual advance might

well preserve order and law, keep enough internal checks and dis-

continuities to guarantee a measure of freedom, and evolve new

and real forms for the expression of democracy.” (Italics added.)

What is a “measure of freedom?” Even the prisoners in

Alcatraz have a “measure of freedom.”

The American founding fathers seem to have contradicted Dr.
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Schlesinger’s thesis. They counted the concentration of power in

government the enemy of democracy. As James Madison warned

:

“Where an excess of power prevails, property of no sort is duly

respected. No man is safe in his opinions, his faculties, or his pos-

sessions.” (Quoted in Christian History of the Constitution, by

Verna Hall, p. 248-A.)

Therefore Samuel Adams declared that the American colonies

proclaimed Socialism to be unconstitutional:

“The Utopian schemes of levelling, and a community of goods,

are as visionary and impracticable as those which vest all property

in the Crown, are arbitrary, despotic, and in our government, un-

constitutional.” (Ibid.)

In 1947, Dr. Schlesinger’s example of Socialism saving a

democracy was Great Britain. Yet that very same year the So-

cialist Labour Government adopted a compulsory labor law giving

the Socialist Government the power to assign any British worker

to any job that it saw fit—and for any length of time. (See F. A.

Hayek, The Road to Serfdom, p. XIII.) This despotic act was

a major factor which cost the Socialists the next election. They
frantically repealed this law at the last moment to try to save

their political skins, but the British voters ousted them.

Later, the Socialist leaders reflected on their experience and

many of them honestly admitted that their experiments had almost

scuttled British democracy. In a spirit of self-criticism, the Labour

Party’s leading intellectual, R.H.S. Crossman, wrote an evaluation

and called it. Socialism and the New Despotism. (Fabian Tract

No. 298, London, 1956.) In it Mr. Crossman admits that Socialist

theory had not led toward the preservation of democracy but had

resurrected the twin relics of the Dark Ages: feudalism and

despotism.

Schlesinger's Views on American Democracy

Throughout his article, Dr. Schlesinger seems to look upon

traditional American democracy as a weak vehicle rattling along

the ruts of a political blind alley. The amazing success story of

the American system is no great achievement to .Dr. Schlesinger.
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I
His manifest contempt for its businessmen, its labor movement,

I its religions, its democratic institutions, are salt and peppered

i!
throughout his article. Here is his caustic comment about democ-

j
,

racies in general and American democracy in particular:

|j

“A democracy is politically unreliable at best; the American

j ) democracy is notoriously unreliable on all questions of maintaining

! a continuous foreign policy. Between the irresponsibility of the

i capitalists, the confusion of the intellectuals, and the impotence

! of the working class, there may arise a state of irresolution which

produces a political vacuum; and a political vacuum inevitably

attracts activists—gangsters, terrorists, and totalitarians.” (Para-

;

graph 45.)

I Here Dr. Schlesinger introduces his favorite bogeyman:

;

Fascism. Starting with a patently false premise that “a democracy

;
is unreliable at best,” he ends up with the equally false con-

' elusion that Socialism is the only plan of salvation since otherwise

we are confronted by the specter of Fascism.

i Dr. Schlesinger sees no salvation in preserving a free and

j

open society such as the founding fathers envisioned. It is too

j

“unreliable.
”

! Schlesinger's Views on American Businessmen

i Not only is American democracy unreliable, but its business*

j

men are irresponsible. He says:

]
“Fearing change, fearing swift action because it might portend

I change, lacking confidence and resolution, subject to spasms of

!

t
panic and hysteria, the American business community is too

J

irresponsible to work steadily for the national interest, or even

for its narrow class interests.” {Paragraph 19.)

* What he especially condemns is the fact that American busi-

nessmen resist Socialism:

“But the American business community continues to resist

radical democracy, like a drowning man threshing out at his res-

cuer. In so doing, it may destroy the possibility of a peaceful

transition to socialism.” {Paragraphs 19-20.)
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Schlesingers Views on Organized Labor

The Socialists have always pretended to be the friends of the

working man and of organized labor in particular. Dr. Schlesinger

strips away the mask of pretense and boldly declares that in a

Socialist society labor unions will be used for disciplining the

workers, not for representing them:

“The beginnings of trade union organization at one time may
have promised a serious future for an organized proletariat. But

there is no point in keeping up the pretense a century later. The
trade union movement is as clearly indigenous to the capitalist

system as the corporation itself, and it has no particular meaning

apart from that system. In a Socialist society its functions are

radically changed: it becomes, not a free labor movement, but a

labor front. . . . Unions inevitably become organs for disciplining

the workers, not for representing them.” (Paragraph 29.)

There is probably no statement by a public figure which

exhibits more contempt for the laboring class than the amazing

declaration by Dr. Schlesinger in paragraphs 28-32 of this article.

A typical barb is as follows:

“Moreover, workers as a mass have rarely had the impulses

attributed to them by Marxism. They too often believe in patriot-

ism or religion, or read comic strips, go to movies, play slot ma-

chines and patronize taxi dance halls; in one way or another, they

try to cure their discontent by narcotics rather than by surgery.”

(Paragraph 31.)

Notice that Dr. Schlesinger equates patriotism and religion

among the “narcotics” of the working class.

This brings us to another interesting quality of Dr. Schlesin-

ger’s mind, his contempt for religion.

Schlesinger's Views on Religion

Dr. Schlesinger not only takes the traditional Marxist posi-

tion that religion is a “narcotic” but he prides himself in the fact

that the intellectual liberals are doing away with the “Christian

myths.” Here is the way he describes it:
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“Official liberalism . . . dispensed with the absurd Christian

myths of sin and damnation and believed that what shortcomings

man might have were to be redeemed, not by Jesus on the cross,

but by the benevolent unfolding of history. Tolerance, free in-

quiry, and technology, operating in the framework of human per-

fectibility, would in the end create a heaven on earth, a goal

accounted much more sensible and wholesome than a heaven in

heaven.” (Paragraph 21.)

Schlesinger's Views on Karl Marx

Throughout Dr. Schlesinger’s writings the student will ob-

serve a continuous projection of Marxist thinking. Nevertheless,

Dr. Schlesinger is critical of Marx on many occasions. Most of this,

however, is criticism of his tactics rather than his theories. Dr.

Schlesinger visualizes attaining Marxist goals more cleverly than

Marx:

“It is clear today that Marx’s method was often better than

his application of it.” (Paragraph 47.)

Dr. Schlesinger then goes on to acknowledge that some of

Marx’s theories did not hold up with the passing of time and that

modem intellectuals should strive toward the goals of Socialism

without being handicapped by the brittle strategy which Marx

advocated for achieving these goals. Dr. Schlesinger declares that

the “politician-manager-intellectual types — the New Dealer —

”

must seize control of political power to stop any combination of

forces which would “block the movement toward democratic so-

cialism.” (Paragraph 47.) Not even Marx, the master teacher,

must be allowed to stand in the way.

Almost as though he were offering the supreme sacrifice, Dr.

Schlesinger says:

“These seem to me the actualities of the day. If their ac-

ceptance means discarding Marx, let us by all means discard

Marx.” (Paragraph 48.) This, apparently, would be the ultimate

in manifest devotion to the Socialist cause.
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Schlesinger's Views on Communism

However, as the student might suspect, Dr. Schlesinger’s basic

admiration for Marx leaves him compromised when it comes to

dealing with the threat of Communism. Not that he doesn't recog-

nize the threat, he does, but the threat he fears is the possibility

that Communism might take over the democracies before Socialism

does! He looks upon the Soviet Union as a competitor which is

striving for the same goals but using ruthless methods to achieve

it. The Soviet Union is therefore not an enemy to be defeated

but an ally that must be forced to cooperate.

Schlesinger says he shares the view of Schumpeter when he

said: "The trouble with Russia is not that she is Socialist but that

she is Russia.” (Paragraph 36.) It is the element of violence in

Communism which is objectionable, not the collectivization of

land and industry, not the bureaucratic dictatorship, not the

diminishing of individual rights, not the disrupting of the family

nor the suppression of religion. If this could have been done

"peacefully,” gradually and subtly, Social Democrats would not

protest. In fact, all of these elements were part of their own plan.

Dr. Schlesinger says: "The crime of the U.S.S.R. against the

world is its determination to make experiments in libertarian so-

cialism impossible,” (Paragraph 35.)

So the U.S.S.R. must be compelled to abandon violent revolu-

tion and conquest as the means of Marxizing the world and turn

to the task of making Socialism work within her own borders.

How can the Soviet be compelled to do this? Dr. Schlesinger ad-

vocates a two-pronged program of containing Communism on the

one hand while preventing it from being destroyed and overthrown

on the other hand. Here is the way he describes it:

“Reduced to its fundamentals, the American problem is to

arrange the equilibrium of forces in the world so that, at every

given moment of decision, the Soviet general staff will decide

against aggressions that might provoke a general war on the

ground that they present too great a military risk.” (Paragraph

39.)

This is the Socialist approach to containment. The scheme is
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not to smother Communism, but herd it back to a posture of

Democratic Socialism. Dr. Schlesinger is quick to point this out:

“At the same time, the United States must not succumb to

demands for an anti-Soviet crusade nor permit reactionaries in

the buffer states to precipitate conflicts in defense of their own
obsolete prerogatives.” (Paragraph 39.)

The student may be astonished to discover that Dr. Schlesin-

ger considers the longing for freedom in the satellites to be merely

the dreams of “reactionaries” longing for their “obsolete preroga-

tives!”

Therefore, the Schlesinger plan is to be a “no-win” policy of

co-existence while the United States uses its money and influence

to create Socialist governments all over the rest of the world:

“At the same time (while we are containing the Soviet Union)

U.S. backing to the parties of the non-Communist left and U.S.

support for vast programs of economic reconstruction may go far

toward removing the conditions of want, hunger, and economic

insecurity which are constant invitations to Soviet expansion.”

(Paragraph 40.)

Granting that Americans would like to help remove “condi-

tions of want, hunger, and economic insecurity that are constant

invitations to Soviet expansion,” where does Dr. Schlesinger get

the impression that Americans want to do it by subsidizing slug-

gish, inefficient Socialist regimes? Why not use American money
to promote freedom and prosperity along traditional American

lines which have produced wealth and improved standards of

living faster than any system mankind has ever tried? On this

point Dr. Schlesinger is silent. His plea is for Socialism.

Schlesinger's Theory That

The Communists Will Change

Dr. Schlesinger has a theory in which many Socialists agree

(but experts on Communism like Dr. Gerhart Niemeyer of Notre

Dame do not), that Communism will mellow. Reminiscent of

similar theories concerning Nazism, Fascism and the Japanese mili-
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tary when they wanted oil and scrap-iron, the following statement

by Dr. Schlesinger is a typical of the Schlesinger-Rostow-Acheson

school of political thinkers:

“Experience has shown that a nation can sustain unlimited

objectives for only a limited time. The fervor of a crusade wears

a people out; after a time the country relapses from the messiah

business into its national routine. The problem is to prevent the

Soviet Union from breaking out of the reservation during its

period of messianic intoxication.” (Paragraph 38.)

“What “experience” is Dr. Schlesinger talking about? More

than 40 years experience with Communism has proven the very

opposite of what he is saying. However, with disdain for the past,

Dr. Schlesinger boldly charts the future:

“The United States must maintain a precarious balance be-

tween a complete readiness to repel Soviet aggression beyond a

certain limit and complete determination to demonstrate within

this limit no aggressive U.S. intentions toward the U.S.S.R. It

must commit itself, economically, politically, and militarily to the

maintenance of this balance over a long period. Given sufficient

time, the Soviet internal tempo will slow down.” (Paragraph 40.)

Schlesinger Claims U. S.

Secretly Following His Theory

In 1947, Dr, Schlesinger rejoiced in the fact that the State

Department was secretly following the “risky program” which is

outlined above:

“Though the secret has been kept pretty much from the read-

ers of the liberal press, the State Department has been proceeding

for some time somewhat along these lines. Both Byrnes and Mar-

shall have perceived the essential need—to be firm without being

rancorous, to check Soviet expansion without making unlimited

commitments to an anti-Soviet crusade, to invoke power to coun-

ter power without engaging in senseless intimidation, to encourage

the growth of the democratic left. The performance has often

fallen below the conception; but the direction has been correct.

Men like Ben Cohen, Dean Acheson, Charles Bohlen, have tried



j
to work out details and whip up support for this admittedly risky

program.” (Paragraph 41, italics added.)

It was risky indeed. By the end of 1948 all of Eastern Europe

v
had been pulled behind the Iron Curtain with a loss of over 100

million allies. By the end of 1949, we had lost China with its

teeming population of between 450 and 600 million. Congressional

i testimony revealed that the same tragic policy continued through-

out the Korean War. Even when there was a change of administra-

; tion in 1952, the men master-minding foreign policy behind the

scenes continued to follow the stubborn, almost blind, conviction

that the Communists would change.

The vortex of tragedy was reached in 1956 after the heroic

Hungarians had overthrown the Soviet yoke. In that critical hour

when the Soviet Union was trying to decide whether she dared

to risk a world war by re-conquering Hungary, this shocking com-

munication arrived (via Tito) from the American State Depart-

ment:

“The Government of the United States does not look with

favor upon governments unfriendly to the Soviet Union on the

borders of the Soviet Union.” (Congressional Record, August 31,

1960, p. 17407.)

With this assurance, Russia charged into Hungary with ap-

proximately 200,000 troops and 5,000 tanks. The Hungarians were

shot down by the tens of thousands. In a matter of days the

magnificent freedom thrust of the Hungarian people had been

smothered in a blood bath which violated the UN Charter, the

Warsaw Pact and the Yalta Agreement. It now became clear what

Schlesinger meant when he wrote in 1947

:

. . the United States must not succumb to demands for an

anti-Soviet crusade nor permit reactionaries in the buffer states

to precipitate conflicts in defense of their own obsolete preroga-

tives.” (Paragraph 39.)

Schiesinger's Retreat to a "Mixed Society"

The article which Dr. Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr., wrote for
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the “inner circle” in 1947 actually exposed the inner sanctum of

his mind. As a result, it returned to haunt him over and over

again.

From a strictly strategy standpoint, it was a dangerous mis-

take for a man like Dr. Schlesinger who describes himself as the

“politician-manager-intellectual type” to so completely identify

himself with Democratic Socialism when time was liable to expose

it as weak and fallacious. To be sure, he never has wanted to

press his brand of Socialism to “a close-knit grip of collectivism”

and said so, even in 1947 (Paragraph 10) but then he went on

to subscribe wholeheartedly to the British brand of Fabian Social-

ism saying that “the victory of the Labour Party in the summer of

1945 brought new hope to all the people of Europe who still had

freedom of political expression.” (Paragraph 34.) As we have

already mentioned, this experiment in socialism was turning Bri-

tain toward feudalism and despotism and was finally thrown

out by the British electorate.

Of course Dr. Schlesinger is a master artist in the use of words,

and since “Socialism” and “Social Democracy” have recently be-

come semantic bullets which were shooting him down, he finally

decided to retreat to higher ground by denouncing Socialism per se.

He then went right ahead using new words that the initiated

would quickly recognize as meaning the same thing. In his latest

book, The Politics of Hope (1962, Houghton Mifflin Company,

Boston) he flourishes the pages with his new terminology: “the

mixed society” and “the champions of the affirmative state.”

Way back in 1952, Max Eastman, an old-time Socialist who
in recent years had been converted to the open society of tradi-

tional Americanism, challenged Dr. Schlesinger. He charged Dr.

Schlesinger with changing his words but not his ideas. He says

Dr. Schlesinger became “quite savagely angry at me” for thus

exposing his semantic ring-around-the-rosies. “Hhe thought I

should have known that he did not mean what he said.” Max
Eastman, as a former Socialist strategist himself, knew precisely

what the nimble mind of Dr. Schlesinger was up to, and said so.

Dr. Schlesinger retorted: “I am tired of Max Eastman and his

present conviction that liberty resides in the immunity of private
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business from government control. I wish he would grow up. . .

(Max Eastman, Reflection in the Failure of Socialism, 1962, Devin-

Adair, New York, pp. 25-26, note.)

i»

This is exactly what Max Eastman felt he had been doing as

he progressed over a 30-year period from pro-Bolshevik to Social

Democrat and then from a Social Democrat to a free-enterprise

American. He hoped Dr. Schlesinger who had been caught for so

many years on the middle prong, could break loose and some day

follow Eastman “in growing up.”

Additional copies, 25 cents each or $15 per hundred. Write to:

The Ensign Publishing Co., Post Office Box 2316, Salt Lake City

10, Utah
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T
J_n all the excitement over the October, 1962, crisis in Cuba,

many Americans apparently missed the fact that the President of the

United States paid an appalling price for the Russian promise to

dismande the Cuban missile bases.

Nearly all die newspapers carried headlines such as "Khrushchev

Backs Down," or "JFK Gets Russian Accord.” Down in the small

print—which too few people read—was the shocking disclosure that

President Kennedy had made two commitments to Khrushchev which

Cuban freedom fighters could scarcely believe:

1 . A personal guarantee by the President that the United States

would not attempt to liberate Cuba

.

2. A personal guarantee by the President that the United States

would not allow any other Western Hemisphere country to

liberate Cuba.

Khrushchev's Victory

The New York Times for October 29, 1962, carried the full text

of Khrushchev’s reply to the Kennedy commitments. He shrewdly

spelled out the embarrassing details of the amazing and completely

unnecessary capitulation which President Kennedy had made in his

secret letter to Khrushchev two days earlier. Said Khrushchev:

"I regard with respect and trust the statement you made in your

I



message on October 27, 1962, that there would be no attack, no in-

vasion of Cuba, and not only on the part of the United States, but

also on the part of other nations of the Western Hemisphere, as you

have said in the same message of yours.” (The New York Times,

Western Edition, October 29, 1962, p. 4.)

Those who caught the full impact of this tremendous legal and

diplomatic victory for Khrushchev wondered how the President and

his advisors could have been so completely outmaneuvered. Only a

few days before, President Kennedy had made himself a world hero

by standing up to Khrushchev and commanding the military might

of the U.S. armed services to throw a blockade around Cuba. Khrush-

chev had immediately tried to conciliate the President by promising

that the Soviet Union would not indulge in "any rash act.” It was

obvious that Khrushchev was afraid of the brink.

Note: For a brief background on Castro’s original conquest of Cuba see

The Naked Communist, chapter 1 1

.

Military authorities had already advised the White House that

the Soviet leaders would not dare make a war issue out of Cuba be-

cause of America’s vast superiority in fire power. Latin American

countries had assured the United States of their complete support in

this new posture of U.S. firmness. Thousands of Cuban freedom

fighters had been encouraged to join Spanish speaking units of the

U.S. Army with the confidence that the liberation of Communist-

conquered Cuba was only days away. Members of Congress openly

assured the President that this was the hour to invoke the Monroe

Doctrine and the Rio Pact to show the Soviet Union that foreign

conquests of independent nations in North and South America

would not be tolerated.

With such manifest forces of unity and strength behind the

United States, why did the Administration allow Khrushchev to extort

from it a promise that there would be no attempt to liberate Cuba if the

Soviets would just dismantle their illegal missile bases? And by

what authority did the President commit the military might and

2
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i

prestige of the United States to a policy of preventing any other

country in the Western Hemisphere from liberating Cuba?

j

There was also the very serious possibility that the President had

^
entered into a secret pact which amounted to a treaty agreement with-

:* out providing any opportunity to have the Senate approve it as

j
required by the Constitution. The treaty approving power of the

j
Senate was intended by the founding fathers to bring the facts out

in the open where the people could have a chance to examine the

issues before any sweeping commitments were made. In this spirit

Woodrow Wilson had strongly advocated "open covenants, openly

arrived at.’
1

The merits of such a policy were demonstrated in the

Kennedy-Khrushchev negotiations. If Khrushchev had not published

l

these commitments, the American people might never have heard of

them. Undoubtedly Khrushchev knew he was embarrassing the Ameri-

1 can president by publishing what was to have remained a secret

I agreement between two heads of state.

|

Citizens wondered what was in the President’s mind when he

deliberately tied the hand of the American forces and committed the

United States to a permanent policy of neutrality toward Soviet-

conquered Cuba.

i

Is President Kennedy

Following the Schlesinger-Acheson Line?

Among the closest advisors to President Kennedy is Arthur M.

j
Schlesinger, Jr., who has openly opposed any anti-Soviet policy. He

|
also says the United States can come to socialism "through a series

f of New Deals.” He has referred to the freedom fighters behind the

1 iron curtain as ''reactionaries” and called their lost liberties "obsolete

prerogatives.” As far back as 1947 Dr. Schlesinger boasted that the

State Department was following the policies which he advocated:

“Though the secret has been kept pretty much from the readers

of the liberal press, the State Department has been proceeding



for some time somewhat along these lines. Both Byrnes and

Marshall have perceived the essential need— to he firm without

being rancorous, to check Soviet expansion without making

unlimited commitments to an anti-Soviet crusade, to invoke

power to counter power without engaging in senseless intimida-

tion, to encourage the growth of the democratic left. The per-

formance has often fallen below the conception; but the direction

has been correct. Men like Ben Cohen, Dean Acheson, Charles

Bohlen, have tried to work out details and whip up support for

this admittedly risky program (Congressional Record, Septem-

ber 26, 1961, p. 20125, romans added.)

It was risky indeed. By the end of 1948 all of Eastern Europe

had been pulled behind the Iron Curtain with a loss of over 100

million allies. By the end of 1949, we had lost China with its teeming

population of between 450 and 600 million. Congressional testimony

revealed that the same tragic policy continued throughout the Korean

War. Even when there was a change of administration in 1952 the

men who were master-minding the foreign policy behind the scenes

continued to follow the stubborn, almost blind, conviction that the

Communists would change.

As Dr. Schlesinger pointed out in his book, The Vital Center

(1949), the object is to have Communism mellow and the free

democracies come together with it under peaceful socialism. That is

what he means by stating that we should contain the Soviets but

push the rest of the world toward the ‘'democratic left.” He believes

the Communist leaders should not be looked upon as enemies but

as over-zealous allies whose brutalities must be tempered so that they

behave more like true socialists. And because the Communists are

allies in this sense, Dr. Schlesinger is not in favor of liberating any

of the Communist-conquered countries. He makes this very clear in

his statement:

"At the same time, the United States must not succumb to

demands for an anti-Soviet crusade nor permit reactionaries in
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the buffer states to precipitate conflicts in defense of their own

obsolete prerogatives.” (Ibid.)

Notice that the freedom fighters behind the iron curtain are

referred to as "reactionaries” and their longing for liberty as "obso-

lete prerogatives.”

These views are prevalent among a certain body of powerful

policy makers who serve in the State Department and the White

House. Their influence seeps to the surface on numerous occasions

where it may be easily observed.

The Policy
t
of Softness Toward Communism

In the Cuban crisis of October, 1962, the President was ap-

parently guided by these policy-makers who followed the Schlesinger

line as outlined above. It was characterized by a determination to

remove the threat of Russian military conquest but smother the rising

tide of popular demand for the liberation of Cuba from Communism.

It was the same kind of thinking during the previous administration

which guided the State Department in supporting Castro in spite of

reliable warnings that he was a Soviet agent. Men of this persuasion

do not seem to fear the cunning of Communists the way most ordi-

nary people do. They somehow feel that the Communists can be

controlled, they can be manipulated, they can be forced to "mellow.”

They therefore approach them in a spirit of accommodation and

appeasement which often violates the most elementary aspects of

protecting American interests. This is evident in the following inci-

dents which have occurred during the past 18 months. These incidents

shocked many Americans at the time they occurred, but only on rare

occasions were enough citizens paying attention to do anything about

it. Every one of these incidents created circumstances favorable to

the Communist position and detrimental to that of the United States:

1. Official State Department proposal to disarm the United
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Slates and transfer its military, naval and air force equipment

(including nuclear weapons) to the United Nations.

2 . Refusal by the President to proclaim the third week in July

as the traditional “Captive Nations Week" because it was “an

unnecessary irritant in relations with the Soviets." Public pres-

sure finally prevailed but the proclamation was extremely weak,

making no reference to Communism and the slave states under it.

3 . Ordered the dismissal of charges against indicted Russian

spy, Igor Y. Melekh, to “improve Soviet-American relations."

4 . Ordered tfie release from prison of Communist Party organi-

zational secretary

,

Harry Winston, one of 11 Communist leaders

convicted of conspiring to overthrow the United States govern-

ment by force and violence. Winston immediately went to

Russia with State Department permission where he appeared on

radio and television castigating the United States.

5 . Forced the ami-Copimunist government of Laos to accept

Communists in positions of leadership. Threatened to withdraw

all American aid if the Laotian Government failed to comply.

6 . Ordered the lifting of the ban on the distribution of Com-

munist propaganda through the U.S. mails, allowing it to be

distributed to American citizens postage free.

7 . Forced Dutch New Guinea to become a part of pro-Com-

munist Indonesia in spite of a previous promise to help these

people become an independent country.

8 . Openly promoted a Communist coalition government in the

Congo. Gave financial support to the conquest of Katanga which

had broken away from the Congo in protest against the Com-

munist domination of the government.

9. Sent more than 70 jet planes to the Communist government

of Yugoslavia.



10. Used political pressure to force the Senate to give up its

resistance to foreign aid to Yugoslavia and Poland.

11. Ordered military o/Jicials to submit speeches to the State

! Department for censorship. References to the threat of the Soviet

|

Union and the need for victory in the cold war were deleted.

* 12. Began laying the foundation for the seating of Red China

j

in the United Nations and then hacked away under an avalanche

j

of public protest.

1

1 3. Pushed through the abolishing of the loyalty oath for stu-

dents seeking Federal loans.

14. Sided with Russia in condemning our long-time ally, Por-

tugal for suppressing the Communist-inspired uprising in

Angola. Allies in Europe condemned U.S. for being on the

wrong side.

I 15. Initiated negotiations with Russia to discuss concession of

rights in Berlin when these rights had been previously fixed in at

least five iron-clad agreements.

Soft Policy Shows Up at Bay of Pigs Invasion

In an article entitled, “Kennedy’s Fateful Decision,” the U.S.

News and World Report for September 17, 1962, summarized the facts

surrounding the tragic Bay of Pigs invasion of Cuba. The Readers

Digest reprinted the same article in its November, 1962, issue,

jj

The facts are not pleasant. President Kennedy had approved

j

the invasion which took place April 17, 1961, and he had promised

I the invaders air cover. Two U.S. carriers, their decks loaded with

j

fighting planes, were standing by within easy striking distance. In

|

addition, the invaders had their own planes which they expected to

|
use for their protection. Here is the way the article describes what

j

happened:

!
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j! "Secure in this assurance of air support, the invaders went ashore

IS in the early morning darkness of Monday, April 17. Their land-

ing was successful: 1,400 armed men reached the beaches of a

j.j place called the Bay of Pigs.
!'f

i; “In the battle that followed, Castro’s troops suffered heavy

|!> casualties. Castro's tanks, coming up to the battle, were sitting

j

1 ducks for an attack by air. Confidently, the little invading force

waited for its air support to arrive. Its leaders had assurance of

that support. It was provided in the pre-invasion planning.

“Hours before, on Sunday evening, a small but potent force of

1 B-26s was silting in readiness on an airfield 500 miles away,

\

waiting to take off for the Bay of Pigs. Those were planes of

the invasion force, with Cuban pilots.

"But those planes didn’t take off.

j

"The reason: President Kennedy forbade their use.

“That was the fateful decision President Kennedy made on that

i

Sunday evening. He decided that the anti-Castro Cubans could

i not have the support of their own air force during the invasion.

Without that support, the invasion failed."

h President Kennedy made his decision the night before the invasion

p
and while the invasion force was still on the high seas. Nevertheless,

the Cubans were allowed to continue their course and make their

landing without ever being told that their air cover had been cancelled.

The military aspects of the decision was one factor, the moral ques-

tion of promising these fighting men protection and then removing

it without letting them know, was quite another. It did something

to the image of American leadership in Latin American minds which

may never be forgiven.

I

! Then there is the military aspect of the decision.

!| Even after the landing when officials in charge of the invasion

j

pleaded with the President to change his mind, he refused. Even when

t 8
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they told him the mission was collapsing he remained adamant. In

this hour President Kennedy was the Commander in Chief. No one

could overrule him. Whatever his motives, they must have been

powerful indeed to resist both the advice of CIA officials and the

obvious embarrassment which the collapse of the invasion was bound

|
to bring.

The U.S. News and World Report emphasizes how easy it would

have been to liberate Cuba had the President's promised help been

provided:

"The invaders inflicted close to 2,000 cnsualries on Castro's

forces, suffered only a hundred or so casualties of their own.

But without air support, the invaders could not hold out. Most

of them wound up as Castro captives.

I "American military officials who followed this operation say that

]

it came within a hair’s breadth of success. They say: Given early

air support, the invaders could have destroyed Castro’s air force

and tanks. Defections from his militia, which had started, would

have spread. Underground forces, waiting for word of success

before rising against Castro, would have sprung into action.

When that word did not come, they remained underground”

Soft Policy Shows Up

in Event Culminating in the October Crisis

t

By midsummer, 1962, it was impossible to completely suppress

the reports from Cuba that the Soviets had landed substantial military

forces and were building Cuban bases for the launching of nuclear

missiles. Senator Kenneth B. Keating of New York carried these

reports to the floor of the Senate in August, 1962. He repeated them

during die month of September. On October 10th he declared:

|

"Construction has begun on at least a half dozen launching sites for

i

!
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j

intermediate-range tactical missiles. . . . My own sources on the

j

1 Cuban situation . . . have substantiated this report completely."

The Administration seemed casual if not indifferent to these

|

warnings. It is now known that by October 16th aerial photos had

verified the existence of both offensive missiles and Soviet jet bombers

j

in Cuba but the official line continued to discount charges that a

crisis was brewing in Cuba. As late as October 20, newsmen peppered

i
the Defense Department with questions about the reports of Soviet

missiles and jet bombers in Cuba and were met with flat denials.

|

The U.S. News and World Report later published an article en-

' titled: "How U.S. Newsmen Were Misled About Cuba.” The article

|

stated:

"American news reporters and editors are complaining that they

were deceived by the Kennedy Administraion about the situation

in Cuba.” (Issue of November 5, 1962, p. 8.)

The President, meanwhile, was on a campaign tour, and had

run headlong into a political chill at the grassroots level wherever the

subject of Cuba came up. On the eve of an election the crisis in Cuba

had become an issue with the people. Suddenly, the President termi-

|

nated his tour, claiming he had contracted "a cold,” and hurried back

to Washington.

Two days later President Kennedy went on the air and proclaimed

a blockade of Cuba. A shout of triumph went up all over the free

world. It looked as though the sleeping giant were waking up at last.

But certain aspects of the President’s blockade speech were puzzling:

the Monroe Doctrine was never mentioned, there was no promise of

any help to liberate the Cuban people, the overthrow of Castro's

Communist regime was denitely not on the agenda.

It was on October 27th that President Kennedy sent his secret

|

communication to Khrushchev promising that no attempt would be

!
made to invade Cuba and that no other country in the Western

Hemisphere would be allowed to liberate Cuba if the Soviet Union

10
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would remove its missiles. It was on October 29th that the New
York Times published the full text of Khrushchev’s reply and told the

world what President Kennedy had agreed to do.

It appeared that legally and diplomatically, Cuba had been aban-

doned to Communism.

The Administration team had conducted itself completely within

the framework of the Schlesinger-Acheson doctrine of keeping the

Soviet within bounds but not attempting to liberate any Communist-

conquered territory.

Only one question then remained for Cuba: would the American

people stand for it? Americans everywhere seemed to feel that the

sooner Cuba was liberated the less blood it would cost. The longer

it was postponed the stronger the forces would become which inevita-

bly must be rooted out. They knew it was not just for Cuba that a

new policy of firmness was required—the whole future of the world

depended on it.

i



.UNITED STATES GOVERMEN

Memorandum
m f'olson 1

J Belmont

Wannall, MP~
Js/

subject: CUBA BEEN ABANDONED TO COMMUNISM?” 1 - Ur. Wanna11
(PAMPHLET BY W, CLEON SKOUSEN) 1 - Mr. Mullins'}/)

'Ij^lejMfoosed. .

w<*PS^L
Per memora^ fothe Director 3/20/63,

j

entitled "The Congressional Record," Senator Moss (D-Utah) spoke in
a ^

Congress the previous day concerning captioned pamphlet. The Senator
indicated the pamphlet went far beyond usual distortions in striking t

at our form of representative democracy; said he suspected it had ^
John Birch Society backing; and it implied the President had betrayed Cv
the American people. We had Salt Lake City obtain a copy of the
pamphlet by^Skousen, who, since his resignation as Special Agent on
10/5/51, has^lectured widely concerning communism, published books on yXh
communism, and has generally associated himself with right-wing groupsljv

^ The eleven-page pamphlet accuses the President of paying/ an £
appalling price for the dismantling of Soviet missiles in Cuba iyjx* p
personally guaranteeing the U. S. would not attempt to liberate^/ %
Cuba and also guaranteeing the U. S. would not allow any other Western ^
Hemisphere country to liberate Cuba. Skousen cited 15 instances /which £
he claim! show^the Administration's soft policy toward communis^ g
Some specific .examples cited were placing of U. S. nuclear weapons in
hands of. the United Nations, release of communist leader Henry Winston S
from prison so^he could go to Russia and castigate the U. S., shipping §
planes to Yugoslavia, and forcing small nations to accept communists g
in their governments or to accept a communist type of government. g

: « §
rf President Kennedy is blamed for our failure to giv&T&ir ^

support to the Cuban invasion in April, 1961, and Skousen concludes-
that our policy clearly shows we have legally and diplomatically :

v

abandoned Cuba to communism. Presidential Advisor Arthur m£J

S

chlesinger,
Jr,, and former Secretary of State Dean Acheson are pictured^ asrthe
architects of our present foreign policy.

, <r se ** !
^

April 1, 1963 £!:-
1 - Mr. Belmont sumv™.

1 - Mr. J.P.Mohr Trotter _
1 - Mr. N.P.CallahaiJj^
1 - Mr, DeLoach carST—

1 - Mr. Sullivan
SM?" 1 - Mr. Wannall

1 - Mr. Mullins*}

In a separate pamphlet entitled
r4jArthur_M._ Schlesinger, Jr.

,

Man behind the scene in Washington, ” whic^Salr~take City burnished
with the captioned pamphlet ; Skousen devoted 15 pages to Schlesinger
and Schlesinger *s "democratic socialism." Skousen cites excerpts from
Schlesinger *8. published views on democracy, business, religion, Marxism
and communism, which' he claims shojga "continuous projection of Marxist
thinking."

94-47468
1 _ 67-69602 (Skousen)

O)
7 APRm to5T~
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Memorandum for Mr* Sullivan
RE: "HAS CUBA BEEN ABANDONED TO COMMUNISM?"
94-47468

OBSERVATIONS :

The views expressed by Skousen are similar to many published

I

criticisms of the Administration* It would appear Senator Moss would
have no logical reason to bring up the rather insignificant pamphlet
before Congress except to ingratiate himself with the Administration*
It does appear Skousen has gone off the deep end to some extent*
However t Salt Lake City indicates the pamphlet is being sold for
25 cents there and Skousen did pick a topic which is of wide interest
to the public*

ACTION:
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UNITED STATES GOVEKfiWENT

A, Memorandum
The Director E: aprilio /<? &3

FROM : N. P. Callahan

The Congressional Record

,
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In the original of a memorandum captioned and dated as above, the Congressional
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^
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JL9^3 was reviewed and pertinent items were

marked for the Director's attention. This form has been prepared in order that
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Mr.How^ g^Grant
County Agricultural Agent
Agricultural'Extension Service

Meeker County

Litchfield, Minnesota

# •

November 25, 1063

~n

co

M

Dear Mr. Grant:

Your letter of November 10th has been received.

In response to your inquiry, Mr. Ssousen entered

on duty with the FBI as a clerk on October 24, 1935, which position

he held until June 17, 1940, when he became a Special Agent. He
voluntarily resigned on October 5, 1951. Inasmuch as X am not

fully acquainted with all of Mr. Skousen’s activities since he left

the FBI and the opinions expressed in his writings and publications

are his own, 1 am unable to comment along the lines you suggested.

Sincerely yours,

...—— - -
a. Edgar Hoover

-

^MAIleu. a

NOV 2 6 '963

John Edgar Hoover
Director

COMM-FBL

1 - Minneapolis - Enclosure

Sullivan

Tavel

Trotter

Tele. Room _

Holmes

1/

NOTE: Correspondent is not identifiable in Bufiles.
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Eucultural extension see

Meeker county -

LITCHFIELD, MINNESOTA
Courthouse

Telephone OX 3-8515

University of Minnesota

U. S. Dept, of Agriculture

and Meeker County

Cooperating

November 19, 1963

Federal Bureau of Investigation
United States Bept. of Justice
Washington 25, D. C.

Bear Sirs,

Mr. ToNon

Miy taspei/
_ /

MSfi
Mr. n»llfch__~

/Mr. Evarjs "
I

Mr. Gaje„riz /
Mr. Rosen

___
I

Cooperative Extensir
Taler" I* A

|
»& Trotter ~ I

rj t

°n
. ??!

S3 HoJrees _ I
KAvj :

Mrs., Gandy /

We recently had Mr. W. Cleon Skousen of Salt Lake
City as a speaker on current affairs. We thoroughly
enjoyed his talk and want to have him hack again,
sometime. However, a skeptic in our town wants me to
get an opinion on him from you, as he was with the
F. B. I. for 16 years. May I hear from you, please.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Howard &. Grant ^
County Agricultural Agent
Meeker County

uw A i

REG- si 9y-~

14 N0V^^1963
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November 14, 1963

Mr. Alan L.- Fitzgibbon

World Wide Medical News Service, Inc.

130 East 59th Street

New York 22, New York

Dear Mr. Fitzgibbon:

"5 Your letter of November 8th was received as :Mr. Hoover^
was preparing to leave the city.

"*’
r.o

'

. 0 . V-
With respect to your inquiry, he asked me to ^dvise Jpu

that Mr. Matthew Cvetic furnished information regarding subversive
activities on a confidential basis to this Bureau from 1943 to 1950, for

which he was compensated. He was not an employee of the FBI.

Mr. Howard 1

D. Smoot was a Special Agent of the FBI from March 23,

1S42, to June 15, 1951, when he voluntarily submitted his resignation.

Mr. W-. "Cleon Skousen was a clerical employee of the FBI from
October 24, 1935, until June 17, 1940, when he was assigned as a
Special Agent of this Bureau. On October 5, 1951, he voluntarily

submitted his resignation.
. .

:

Sincerely yours,

Helen W. Gandy
Secretary

Belmont —3r-- New York - Enclosure i 3 '

c«p.7~InOTE: In response to a previous inquiry from the above individual Morrell

;S!!°
h

r to DeLoach memorandum dated 4/4/63 captioned 11Alan L. Fitzgibbon;

Ev^tUjtMisceilaneous'' recommended that 1this individual receive a letter over
/C°H\ Miss Gandy’s signature in view of the fact that Bufiles indicate' - il' f

>FC:cai
Con't next page
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Mr .
5

Alan L. Fitzgibbon

Worl^ Wide Medical News Service,. Inc, has had numerous
1

employees who were in contact with known or suspected
espionage agents. In accordance with this recommendation
the -above reply is. being furnished over Miss Gandy's signature.



Worldwide Medical New Spr

4^-
li*n

worm wiae meatcu* apr

-130 Edit 59tH Street, Neu/ York 22, N. Y. J*
r*

i
•«• Mr. Coftrad

PL 9-6300 '• V Mr. n.iZSCZ;
1

V :
,
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Dear Sir.:' *

I ’would much appreciate knowing the em-

ployment-dates and capacities with your Bureau,

of CleoirSkousen, Dan Smoot, and Matt Cvetic.

Sincerely,

/7 ’N t, .

Alan X. Fitzgibbon
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nrOPDOHAf fORM NO. 10

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

Mr. DeLoach date: 5/24/63

D. C. Morrell

subject: KENNETH.

Sullivan _

Tavol

Trotter _
Tele. Room _

Holmes

, J Gandy

jfWAT.TIER .

^119.CALED0NIA. STREET.,,

X-''
/

BUTTE, MONTANA

Cap&oneTTi^ wrote May 20_tLand enclosed a Xerox dated
^
\h/

5/1/63 circulated byJE^LK Television, Butte^Montana^jyhie h contain^ ythree

paragraph quotation attributed io the Director. Correspondent supportsY/Freedom

University of the^Ai.r.1

! and states that reception for this series of .programs was
^TgooTTnliis area until it became time to buy station tiip£ at which point Mr. Edmond L.

^\Peiss of KXLF TVrefused on the ground thatJW. Cleonfskousen was undeliraEEeT“
5“^

r

'^-WfTTeiss distributed the leaflet and was according to correspondent distributing

)
literature of a known anti -anticommunist. Correspondent does apt believe the...

L/ ! Di^ector^xomments pertain to Skousen and desires clarification./

Bufiles indicate that correspondent wrote the Director 2/2/61_asking

for reprint material and comments that "Masters ol Deceit" is tremendous. He
stated "I am working with the John Birch Society. "

{ ^
.-«••• Hi . <mmS~ ;vU /»«-* b“c

The three paragraphs quoting the Director are from a^iettei^datediK /r,

Novemberjl, 1 962 , from the Director to Mr. J. Alleij^Btijsli^^xecutive 'Vice,,,

President^fdaho Radio. Corporation. Idaho Falls
,
IdaHifc* MrrrJm&m wrote an C,C>

informative, intelligennetter r egardiW^fforts ofNf edonq^Uniye r sity of the Airy*
This series of programs is produced IwAmmr.an ,

and contains ~ Xf
speakers such as Skousen,

|
[Karl Prussion,

Dr. Bella V. Dodd, et al. Jensen stated that he had reservations concerning
individuals who make a living out of being anticommunists and who trade on their

experiences with the FBI. He did not question the reliability of Bureau informants
but stated that he did not feel that after they were exposed and no longer of use
to the Bureau that they became "shining Americans, " that he does not particularly

trust former members of the Communist Party who have left the Party and are
now professed anticommunists and he did not feel that all former Special Agents
were necessarily qualified as experts on communism. He indicated he felt a
real responsibility to the public as to what type of program he. should schedule
and asked for any assistance regarding this series of programs or^other pertinent

background material.. rrf/M ^ ^ ^
. ...

The significant part of the Director’s answer is Quote
points out that the Director is speaking generally and is not r'effefrrnj

specific organization or to quofe " Freedom University of the Air\

Enclosure-^ic*^^^ /u,

lotto
tb any

arly

JH:alk
t\n£) PMS-feUNf

at

/CO

-rr*



Morrell to DeLoach Memo
RE: KENNETH A, WATTIER

Edmond L. Peiss cannot be identified in Bufiles and we have

no derogatory information concerning KXLF TV.
,/>•> - 7 ^ w

"Freedom University of the Air" consists of 65 films of 26

minutes duration^.While produced by the American Forum, Inc.
,

' they are

sponsored by the-American Security Council, an organization operated by

private industrjTas a naffinal^^ information center on subversive

activities. Many of its members are former Special Agents including Skousen.

SAC Mason of the Cincinnati Office had occasion to see a private showing of

a pilot film from this series being used in efforts to sell the program. His

letter dated 1/23/63 indicated he had doubts as to whether or not the films
.

were actually free from editorializing as the producer claims: He stated that

he could not personally subscribe to some of the statements made by individuals

and he took particular offense at the emphasis on Skousen's prior association

with the FBI. SAC Mason pointed out that after leaving the FBI Skousen served
as a Chief of Police at Salt Lake City and a member of the faculty of Brigham
Young University and has engaged in other endeavors, none of which were
mentioned in the film. His advertised former association with the Bureau is

an obvious effort to trade on the Bureau's efforts.

OBSERVATION:

The three paragraph,; quotation in the item enclosed by correspondent ;

clearly states the Director's position. A specific organization is not criticized

but a clear warning is given to carefully evaluate persons claiming to be experts

on communism even though they have prior association with the Bureau.

RECOMMENDATION:
in-absence

That attachedAetter be forwarded to correspondent advising
him that the Director

7

is quoted: accurately and that the quotation clearly indicates

that he is not referring to any specific organization but presents his general views.

- 2 -
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February 5, 1964

0L°I® Dr. Jerry L^Sheaffer
825 South Main Street

Findlay, Ohio

Dear Dr. Sheaffer:

g
3

Your letter of February 1st has been received, and x S
1 want to thank you for your kind comment concerning the work being

done by this Bureau.

In response to your inquiry, Mr. Skousen entered on duty

with the FBI as a clerk on October 24, 1935, which position he held until

June 17, 1940, when he became a Special Agent. He voluntarily resigned

on October 5, 1951. Since I am not fully acquainted with all of Mr. Skousen's

activities since leaving the FBI and the opinions expressed in his writings

and publications are his own, I am unable to comment along the lines you

suggested.

Iam enclosing literature of the FBI on the general subject

of communism, and I hope it will be of interest and assistance in connection

with the program you are planning.

19S4

Sincerely yours,

a. Edgar Hoo\/©r

John Edgar Hoover
Director

Tf
X Enclosures (5)

Deadly Duel

Why Reds Make Friends with Businessmens
What You Can Do To Fight Communism
"Faith in Freedom

-One Nation fs Response To Communism
I NOTE: Correspondent is not identifiable in Bufiles

TELETYPE UNIT CHI



DR. JERRY L. SHEAFFER
Practice limited to Children

6E5 SOUTH MAIN STREET
Findlay. Ohio

February 1, 19&k

J. Edgar Hoover , Director

Federal Bureau of Investigation

Washington? D.C,

Dear Sir?

I would appreciate some- .information in

regard to W. Cleorr*5kousen. the author of

"The Naked Communist." I have recently com-

leted the reading of your books on the subject

|

which were both enlightening and somewhat

frightening,

I would appreciate knowing if you are

familiar with Mr. Skousen and/or his book and

if so, do you feel that this work is based on

good facts and is authoritative.

A group of us are sponsoring a talk on

the subject of communism by Mr. Skousen and

wb would appreciate your views, if any, since

we feel you are undoubtedly the most informed

man in the country on this menace. We are all

deeply indebted to you for the work you are

doing

.

9

a -117

RK-20
Sincerely

,
y Cc -

JLSigm

fl FE6^1n<
j

1SS4 45

0 . s

Mr. Sullivan

Mr, Tavcl

Mr, Trotter....

Tele. Room
Miss Holmes.—
Miss Gandy..—,-

/*'/



February 24, 1864

Mr. William W/^fordan
director
Henry County Civil War

Centennial Committee 03
Post Office Box 341

Abbeville, Alabama

Bear Mr. Nordan:

I have received your letter of February 12th.

With respect to your inquiry, the FBI being an investi-

gative agency of the Federal Government neither makes evaluations

nor draws conclusions as to the character or integrity of any organi-

zation, publication or individual. Therefore, ! trust you will under-

stand why l am not in a position to comment along the lines you have
suggested about the book you mentioned.

It is contrary to my long-standing policy to recommend
literature not prepared by personnel of this Bureau or by me. As a
result, this Bureau does not have a list such as you requested available

for distribution.

Sincerely yours,

% Edgar Hoover

NOTE; Correspondent is not identifiable in Bufiles.

'

' DTP:jf -(3)

FEB 2 4 1964
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^enfty County W
*
7Xwv

(fail ^<w (fattewtial @omntittee

' Mr. Trdsnn—
Mr. BelmontMiS.

Mr. MohOMJl
Mr. CasperjJ__

Mr. Callahan

Mr. Conrad ^

MARGERY Mr. G &lc

Executiv Mr. Rosen

Mr. SuIIivan_.

Mr. Tavel
* Mr. Trotter

|

Tele. Room

{
M i eg Holmes

! Miss Gandy

ABBEVILLE, ALABAMA

February 12, 1961*
'

Hon, J. Edgar Hoover

F. B. I. . jl

Washington, 55. C. i =>
|

!

s

Dear Mr. Hoover; -n ,

rn !

r

C3 :
=

Would you please give ms your opinion of "THE NAKED JL

COMMUNIST" by W. Cleon~5kousen. (£
3

We are in the process of donating anti-communist ££ *

publications to all white and colored libraries within £»•

our county. Within the past three years have reveiwed *

j

several dozen such books including the two that you have 1

authored. We were of the opinion that this publication
was outstanding in subject, outline and simplicity of

,

presentation therefore now have these books on hand ready
for presentation. Some of the opinions we have on this
book and author have put us to wondering if we are correct

in endorsing this book for high school consumption.

One" state* politician -informs- us that- -Skousen was—fi-red - —
as chief of police in Salt Lake City and called "an incipient

Hitler," that tried to run the police department like the

Communists in Russia.

We would certainly appreciate your opinion of this book

prior to further action on our part.

Please furnish us with a list of books and publications .

that you would suggest we should purchase for this project.

nrrr m,
Williain W. Nordan

mi
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UNITED STATES GO 1

Memorandum

DIRECTOR,
(ATTN: C.

FBI
D. DE LOACH)

7SAC, CINCINNATI

subject: USE OF FBI'S NAME

Attached is a clipping of a letter to the editoj

of the Cincinnati & T-frr^g st-a-r.
_
pAhrnary 18 edition,"

Mr.

Mr.

Mr. /ftvans

Mr. Gale..

Mr. R<

Mr.

Mr.

Mr. Trotter

Tele. Room
1

Miss IIoItti- „

Miss Gandj • c

Jb7D

„h6

in part. who formerly served

appeared
On Sunday, February 16, former

in a local Cincinnati telecast over" WCPO-TV. SKOUSEN

was in the community for a speaking engagement,

contact this office.

but

During the telecast, SKOUSEN handled himself rather
well-made no wild statements, and seemed to stay out of the

polifrical'/arena. On the other hand, he referred to Director
HOOVER every three or four sentences, always in a praiseful
way^and did not hesitate to re-emphasize SKOUSEN* s prior
service as^an FBI Agent.

J
3

’ £,7l worry a bit about these presentations because I

think ifr is bad taste for an individual who has left the FBI
to continue to ride on the FBI's reputation and thus create, *

in the ;minds of listeners a feeling that the person is still// - v
possibly affiliated jgith FBI or even endorsed by the organisation^

ar'il- I do ^now how it can be stopped.

2/- Bureau
T - Cincinnati



{Rev. 7-16-63)

.v' if

(Mount Clipping in Space Below)

(Indicate page, name of

newspaper, city and state.)

1 Council of Churches. . •'!

, Once a faithful supporter of the Council of Churches,
{

, I now agree with H. Staib who objected to “a few fuzzy-
;

! minded leaders and self-righteous directors speakmg for

.

;

i the Protestants of America ”
,

|
. I object not only to this, but to the Council s spending. 1

i last summer of $90,000 in. bail bonds for racial demon-

strators I am sympathetic with the Councils hatred of:

1 race prejudice but strongly object to their advocating

! “.forced integration,” and their lobbying for controversial

J issues v

One example of this fuzzy-mindedness: I was in a

I class taught by our present Cincinnati director when he

stated that “we are in no danger from internal Commu-

inism in America today!” And yet, Herb Phdbnck, nine
1

tears an FBI counterspy, stated in the Christian Herald,

She churches have been selected as No; 1 target of the

Communist conspiracy in America and the peace propa*

E

anda being distributed by .
the National. Council 'of

hurches to local churches is the slickest, trickiest, and

tost insidious I have ever seen.” q
JUITH IMHOFF SCHUMACHERr943 1 KeeperJane.

Cincinnati Enquirer— Cincinnati, Ohio
Cincinnati Post &
Times Star
Cincinnati, Ohio

The Citizen Journal— Columbus, Ohio

Columbus Dispatch— Columbus, Ohio

Dayton Daily News—Dayton, Ohio. •

Journal Herald—Dayton, Ohio

2/18/64
Date:

7-Star Pinal
Edition:

Author:

Editor: Dick Thornburg
Title:

ENCLOSES®

Classification:

Submitting Office JUja fcj.

| |
Being Investigated
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Lt^ 9
March 3, 1964

I have received your letter of February 21st. ¥ v c

O 1

.

Mr. W. Cleon Skousen entered on duty with the r

FBI as a clerk on October 24, 1935, in which capacity he served

until June 17, 1940, at which time he became a Special Agent.

His services with our organization were terminated on October 5,

1951, when he voluntarily submitted his resignation. His opinions

are strictly his own and do not represent this Bureau in any way.

I am enclosing some literature I trust will be of

interest to you. It contains suggestions all of us can use in combating
the communist menace. You may also wish to refer to my books,

"Masters of Deceit” and "A Study of Communism. ” These were
written to help Americans gain an insight into the strategy and tactics

of communists, both in this country and abroad. These books may
be available at your local library.

Sincerely yours,
g„ Edgat fctoovag

'

3-1964
John Edgar Hoover

Director

r Enclosures (5) - ^AhA
Faith in Freedom ^0

n -
^

ZZIZ Keys to Freedom
Letl^s Fight Communism Sanely!

t _ .

J

Communist IllusS8? afld
^ ^ ^

J The Communist Menace
-j— 1 " Birmingham -

&}A

y NOTE: (^respondent igg\p
#
t[)identifiable in Bureau files.

/^_ XEROX
MAIL ROOM I I TELETYPE UNIT CZ1 ^

..-nil il 1964



Dear Sir,

Last Tuesday I attended a meeting at which W. Cleon

I

Skousen was the featured speaker. Posters and tickets billed

Mr. Skousen as "former F.B. I. Agent, Assistant to J. Edgar
Hoover; hiss subject was "Retreat Means Defeat" and for almost

two hours blamed every
y
error in judgement on the part of our

government on communism - and praised to the heavens the

John Birch Society, General Walker, and Senator Thurmond.

Before going any further with my complaint to the

"Business and Professional Men’s^Club" which sponsored him,

I would like more information on /why Mr. Skousen is no longer

with the F.B. I. - did he part under favorable conditions?

v
i

His attack on the "softy policy of our government
since 1940 has so irritated me - actually this is my first

exposure to this kind of thinking - that I don't know where to

start to do my part to combat this type of thinking.

1300 people filled that auditorium and devoured
everything he said. Sad to say I couldn’t always separate his

half-truths from the facts and am determined to become better

informed in order to do something positive to counteract his

type of speaker. But where to begin?

£ Sincerely,
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Business and Professional Mens Club

Sponsoring

W. Cleon Skousen
Former F. B. I. Agent, Assistant to J. Edgar Hoover

Author, "The Naked Communist " '

“So You Want To Raise A Boy
"

Editor, Law and Order Magazine

SHADES VALLEY HIGH SCHOOL AUDITORIUM

Tuesday, Feb. 18th - 8:00 P, M.

Door Prize "Retreat Means Defeat” ® l'
00

Tickets Courtesy o£

East End Insurance Agency

SBGDQSUR3

?Y~ we- 73
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March 27, 1964

Mr. Pelayo Riera
1411 Tucker Rend
Macon, Georgia 31204

Dear Mr. Riera:

I have received your letter of March 21st.

v - o '
•

In response to your inquiry, Mr. W. Cleon Skousen

entered on duty with the FBI as a clerk on October 24, 1935, in

which capacity he served until June 17, 1940, when he became a
Sipecial Agent He voluntarily resigned that position on October 5,

1951. It has been my policy over the years not to comment on
anyTnaterial not prepared by me or this Bureau. For this reason,

I am not able to respond in the manner you requested,- The opinions

expressed'by Mr. Skousen are strictly his own and do not represent

thiecBureau in any way.

. . , .

,

•
.

' ^ ' Sincerely yours, !
"

& Edgw: Hasps?

John Edgar Hoover
-Director.

NOTE: Bufiles contain no derogatory information concerning Correspondent.

W. Cleon Skouseh and his book are well known to the Bureau.- .

RR:mc

MAR 27 1964

r hs
-•ji *!«•:?. rr ;;

: utc.a
XEROX

APR 8 1964
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1411 Tucker^bad
Macon, Georgia, 31204

March 21, 1964

Mr, J, Edgar Hoover
The Federal Bureau of Investigation
Washington, D.C.

Mr, TdIsoilkI

Mr. BafcsnffiS

Mr. Mohr
Mr. Caspar
Mr. Cai’n’aixs.

__
' Hr. Gala
t Mr.
Mr.

' Mr. Tarcj)

—

Mr.

Tele. ? rm 3

i

HiSi, li .. :.jo_

Dear dir:

As a Cuban citizen living in the United States I have had occasion
to give talks to civic clubs and church groups describing the many
devious means used by Castro to destroy the principles of freedom
and substitute the ruthless "Dictatorship of the Proletariat".

On one occasion I had cause to refer to the book "The Naked Communist"
by W. Cleon Skousen and wastold that an FBI lecturer by the name of
Sullivan had stated that the author of this book constituted a^sourco
of embarrassment to the FBI 1

*

I Such a statement, if true, wouldtend to undermine the credibility, of
I the auth0» in his~ charges against Communism. ' -

I hope it will be possible for you to give me your opinion of " Thk jk
Naked Communist" and of its author's reliability. E

Siricerely youjrs.

PeljCvo Rlera*

\ 9$*

r



?SCrS&
April 2, 1964

Mr. Robert P, Crosby
Board of Education

The Methodist Church
Post Office Bos 871

Nashville 2, Tennessee

Bear Mr. Crosby;

* \r i
1

Tour letter of March 25th has been received. CP

t—

i

la response to your inquiry, I have repeatedly

stated that the Communist Party in this country has attempted

to infiltrate and subvert every segment of our society. Its efforts

are being thwarted by the FBI’s internal security programs, by

investigation, arrest and prosecution of Party functionaries, and

by widespread, intelligent public opposition to the communist
philosophy. These achievements are being accomplished through

orderly, legal procedures.

Despite the above, the world communist conspiracy

and its advocates in the United States continue to pose a basic threat

to our country. It is important that our citizens educate themselves
concerning the true nature of this atheistic philosophy in order that

they will be able to resist Its eroding influence. At the same time,

opposition to communism must be careful and constructive, and kept

within the due process of law. R is not enough to be merely against

communism. We should exhibit in positive ways the superiority of

our form of government over any foreign ideology.

With respect to Mr. VI. Cleon Skousen, he entered on duty

with the FBI as a clerk on October 24, 1935, in which capacity he served
until June 17, 1840, when he became a Special Agent. He voluntarily

resigned the latter position on October Sy, 1951. Ms personal ventures
and his opinions and comM£nfcp arocsmcfchr his own and this Bureau is

unable to comment on these in any wi#whatsoever.

DTP'.jbaJ
:
,M

\
t t Nf(iT* iM

(3) See note ahd enclosures on next page!/ u * (

MAIL ROOMLW TELETYPE UNITO
\



Mr. Robert P. Crosby

Enclosed is some literature which I hope will

be o£ interest. Perhaps you may wish to read my books, "Masters

of Deceit” and "A Study of Communism. ” These were written in

order to help Americans gain an insight into the strategy and

tactics of communism, both in this country and abroad. These

books may be available in your local library.

Sincerely yours,

3. Edgar Hooves

John Edgar Hoover
Director

Enclosures (5)

Counterintelligence Activities

The U.S. Businessman Faces the Soviet Spy
Lets Fight Communism Sanely!

4-17-62 Internal Security Statement
4-1-61 LEB Introduction

NOTE: Correspondent is not identifiable in Bufiles.

- 2 -



BOARD OF EDUCATION ° THE METHODIST CHURCH
Mr. $&natoirL_

rMrj Conrad ...

DIVISION OF THE LOCAL CHURCH
LEON M. ADKINS. General Secretary

Mr. Gale

Mr. Rosen
Mr. Sullivan—

Mr. Tavel
Post Office Box i^

r Trotter_
Nashville 2, Te* Nftyg: Room

Miss Holmes—
March 25, 1 35ftss Gandy

Mr. J. Edgar Hoover
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Justice Department
Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr, Hoover:

In an article in The Nashville^jg^nnessean on
Friday, March 6, 1964, W, CleonSkousen was
quoted as follows:

"The United States is now in greater
danger than ever from internal Communism,
according to J. Edgar Hoover, Director of

the F.B.I."

Is this an accurate representation of your point
of view? *

Thank you kindly for considering this letter.

Sincerely,

Robert P. Crosby

w cc

RLD SERVICE G E N C Y THE METHODIST CHURCH
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* <W- Hl4<of
May 5, 1664

Mr. J. BalberC^ells

A "HpnSpr ^

cftV,
v
Family Program Division

' ^ '^Michigan Farm Bureau
Foot Office Box 96C 0
Lansing, Michigan 48604

f—

©ear Mr. Wells:

Mr. Hoover received your letter of April 28th,

|

with enclosure, and asked me to thank you for your thoughtfulness

in writing.

While he would like to be of assistance, in view of

the large number of similar requests for this literature, he has

found it necessary to decline as a matter of policy. In addition,

he does not know whether this material is available from the

organizations which originally published his articles, but suggests

you may wish to correspond with them for the copies you need.

Mr. Hoover regrets he is unable to be of assistance in this instance

but trusts you will understand.

Sincerely yours,

MAY 1964 Helen W. Gandy
Secretary

NOTE: Bufiies contain nothing derogatory concerning correspondent and no

prior correspondence with him. In view of the fact that Cleon Skousen is to

lecture at the conference, it is felt that we should not honor this request for

I our material. ‘ -

:

D
fp

pif



MICHIGAN FARlSf BUREAU
MAIN OFFICE: 4000 NORTH GRAND RIVER AVENUE

TELEPHONE 1VANH0E 7-5911 • P. 0. BOX 960 LANSING, MICHIGAN 40904 April 28, 1964

Federal Bureau of Investigation
Washington D.C.

Attention: Mr. J. Edgar Hoover,
Office of Director

Dear Mr. Hoover:

. Michigan.Farm Bureau is. planning a week long .Citizenship Conference for High School

students, this year as per the enclosed agenda.

|
. \

I Our second day will be given to a discussion of Communism, led by Mr. Cleon Skousen.

)

Recently I have been gathering some "take home material" for these students and have
come across five speeches by J. Edgar Hoover that I would like to secure. I would
appreciate knowing whether these are available through your office. If not - what
are the addresses of the publications that might have these for distribution.

The speeches are:

1. Young People Can Help Fight Communism
2. An Army of Free Men
3. Shall it be Law or Tyranny
4. Let's Fight Communism Sanely
5. Storming the Skies - Christianity En-

counters Communism

(Jr .Review)

(The Lamp)

(American Bar Association)
(Christian Herald)

(Christianity Today)

Our conference will consist of two High School juniors or seniors from each county
in Michigan, who will be sponsored to the conference by the County Farm Bureau or by
some business firm. We will have 150 students.

It is our plan to show basically four major ideas within the four days. (1) We want
to show American ideals and principles, (2) We want to show the philsophy of Commun-
ism and how it challenges these American ideals and concepts, (3) We want to show
how private capitalism is only compatible with a system where men have freedom and

(4) We want to show the necessity of a strong two party political system in main-
taining these rights and privileges.

Our organization has put Master of Deceit and The Naked Communist in many of the
Michigan schools (libraries) but we believe that this conference will be real booster
for American ideals

?
£0I'X3 RR 5 *lL5 W-JtVtLLJV*

If possible, please advise soon as possible regarding the available reprints of this

i material either through your office or elsewhere. I will nee<^ 15&¥20g dfiip4es of each
but must knc^the cost before ordering if-' there, is-] a cost to it. Thanks.

(j J. Delbert Wells, Manager

Jh Family Program Divisio»rj®e?^ A l

rc,
^ L/



YOUNG PEOPLE ’ S CITIZENSHIP SEMINAR

k

July 13-17, 1964 ^
1 CAMP KETT W

Registration & Assignment to Quarters
Dinner with Sponsors & Parents
Welcome ° Walter W. Wightman, President of Michigan Farm Bureau
Orientation « Lester Bollwshn, Director of F.B.Y.P, Activities
Talk - UNDERSTANDING _&^RESERiaNGJmJlERlTAGE - Dr. Clifton Ganus,

Vice®Pres. of Harding College

Mixer - "Let’s Get Acquainted"
Meet with Counselors In Living Quarters
Lights Out

TUESDAY - JULY 14
(AMERICANISM)

Morning Call
Breakfaot
Talk - jmTJHEN-IS_TaiS,^EWJm - Dr. Clifton Ganuo
Filmstrip * J.O_NATIONS-ic_THE_U^S^A^ - National Education Program Film
Break
Discuosion Period
Flannel Board Presentation - THIS IS OUR PBOBXEM
Lunch
Talk - THE MORAL FOUNDATIONS OF FREEDOM = Dr. Clifton Ganuo
Filmstrip < THE TRUE REVOLUTION - Knott's Berry Farm
Break
Talk - PYRAMIDS OF FREEDOM - Dr. Clifton G^nuo
Discussion
Adjourn for Swim * Recreation
Dinner
Film - DUST OR DESTINY * Moody Institute of Science
Dlscuoolon
Recreation «• (Planned)
Call to Quarters
Lights Out

OF FREEDOM - Dr. Clifton Ganuo
Knott's Berry Farm

Dr. Clifton G^nuo

Morning Call
Breakfaot

PART I « National Education Program Film

Discussion Period
Lunch

Film - COMMUNISM IN ACTION. Part II
Break
Discussion Period
Let's Strisn 'til Suppertime
Dinner

Recreation /O / , > . /
Call to Quarters zV_ ^7z// f ¥*
u*“°- miosm



THURSDAY * JUX.^6
(CAPITALISM)

6 s 30
7:00
8:00
8s 15

9:15
10:00
10:20

12:00
1:00

Morning Call
Breakfast
Film » MAKE MIME FREEDOM - National Education Program
Talk » WHAT DO WE EHPECT OF AN ECONOMIC SYSTEM - George Dike, Director

Marketing ,'xocm i* Country nnsiness Program, M„S„U„

Film » THE ROLE OF THE MARKET » National Association of Manufacturers
Break
Talk ® HON OUR PRIVATE ENTERPRISE SYSTEM OPERATES » Raseon Dixon,

Field Representative p
N„A 0M,

Diocuooion
T/wnch

Talk - WHAT ARE THE CHALLENGES TO OUR PRIVATE CAPITALISTIC SYSTEM?

Dr»L&7iG Lloyd p Econcadot = Dev? Chemical Company
“Diocuooion

'

2:30 Break
2:45 FUmotrln « CHALSBNGE TO CITIZENSHIP - National Education Program
3:00 Talk ~ POLITICS IN AMERICA - WHAT - WHY • WHO? - D, Hale Brake^BsGC.Setv

Michigan State Association of Supervisors
4:00 Let c o Seim
6:00 Supper
7:00 Talk = WHAT WE SHOULD LEARN FROM CUM » J 0 Peres Sabido, Professor

Lansing Ccalamity College
Recreation

10:45 Call to Qaartoro
11:00 Lighto Oat

FRIDAY - JULY 17

6:30 Morning Call
7:00 Breakfaot
8:00 RE-EARNING FREEDOM THROUGH POLITICAL ACTION ~ J„ Delbert Hello

Michigan Fans Bureau
9:00 REPORT FROM KANSAS TRIPPERS
10:00 Break _ - -

10:20 Group Seooiono
DiSCUDSion on Ideao

12:00 Lunch
1:00 Clooina Resarka - YOU ARB ONLY ONE - BUT YOU ARE ONE

MrDo Marge Barker „ Michigan Form Bureau
Lst°o Go Home

(Thors any bo a £cct minor chongao - but basically this io it)
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September 3, 1064

^ ' Mr. David Black

Route 1, Box 61

Dear Mr. Black: o 3
"71 i

Your letter of August 20th has been receives and
l am always glad to hear from those citizens who are f5fc®sst&§

in combating the menace of communism. MS S

With respect to your inquiry, infomatlonpon^pfned
in the files of the FM must be maintained as confidential

accordance with regulations of the Department of Justice and is

available for official use only. I regret S am unable to be of help

in this instance but trust you will understand the necessary reasons

for this policy. It is hoped you will not infer either that we do or
do not have data in our files relating to the John Birch Society.

In response to your request, enclosed is some
literature which includes suggestions all of us can use in fighting

the evil of communism. Perhaps you may also wish to read my
books, "Masters of Deceit" and "A Study of Communism. " These
were written in order to help Americans gain an insight into the

strategy and tactics of communists, both in this country and abroad.

Copies may be available in your local library.

Sincerely yours,

J, Edgar Ho'oW ^ /

SEP 3 -1964

Enclosures (51 _ ,
Jfr / ^

'

= g8^n?glfli?S!e
I^»Swndle A •

I "Faith in Freedom" // ;
4/1/61 LEB Introduction
4/17/82 Internal Security Statement
NOTE: Correspondent is not identifiable inJBufiles.

fc|0TOB5riflfl(3) i,J . VIH 5
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Route One Box 61

Clyde Texas
August 21, 1964

J. Edgar Hoover
Federal Bureau of Investigation

Washington 25, D. C.

Dear Sir:

During the week of August 10-14 I attented a
Citizenship Seminar sponsered by the Texas Farm Bureau. During

this meeting we heard lectures and saw films on the American
Government and the threat of Communism. W. Cleori^Skousen. who was
one of the speakers, told Us we could get some information from you

on Communism. A^so if you have any information on the John Birch s

Society, I would like to have it. \

Upon returning home I have been asked to speak
to different groups on Communism and what I learned at the

seminar. Any information you would send me I would appreciate

very much.

Sincerely yours,

David Black

kEC 37 7/
> SEP 4 1964

/k'wt
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On Communism
W. Cleoi^Skousen, author <

of the best-seller hook "The_
r

Naked Communist” and for-

( rfier ~ipm “official and police

chief will speak at the Lewis-

ton High School Auditorium

Monday at 7:30 p. m. on the

threat and program of current

Communism, as it applies to

us.

He will tell “why the con-

tradictions between Commun-
ism and Religion are inrecon-

ciiable and what the churches

must do about their mortal

enemy.”
Speaking on "Ret r e a t

Means Defeat’, Skousen will

give unpublished side-lights

and behind-the-scenes infor-

mation accumulated by a pro-

fasrionai investigator. ŝ -—“*

[! Entering the FBI in 1935,

Skousen served as a special

;

agent and later at FBI head-

quarters as an administrator.

He became a member of Brig-

ham Young University faculty

in 1951 and in 1956-60 served

as Chief of Police and reor-

ganized the Salt Lake City

Police Department.

A director of the American
Security. Council, he is also

editorial director of Law and
Order, a national police maga-
zine, and author of a recent

1

book, So You Want To Raise

llOT sfcORDED

46 MAY 131964

&
d 4 JWAV4 / jgc

CLARKSTON HERALD
Clarkston, Washington
April 30, 1964 '

Page 1
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Marcia 12, 1985

y.i'f Mrs. Bardin lodne
StrandqaisHp Minnesota

Dear Mrs. lodae;

lour letter of Marcia l received.

Q) Eg response to your inquiry Mr. W. .Cleon_

Jansen entered on duty with the FBI ao a clerfc on QcfcoBeri&p

T935, in which capacity fee served oofitt&sne 17, 1940, when he
became a Special Agent. He voluntarily resigned the latter

position on October 5, 1951. Us personal ventures and his

opinions and comments are strictly Ms owa and the FBI is not

in a position to comment on these in any way whatsoever.

Enclosed is some literature which I trust will

be of interest.

Sincerely youro,

Enclosures (4)

Our Heritage of Greatness
Let's Fight Communism Sanely!
4-1-61 LEB Introduction

4-17-62 Internal Security Statement

NOTE: Correspondent is not identifiable in Bufiles.

DTP:djg >

(3) M
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Strandquist Minn
Mar 8, 1965'

J. Edgar Hoover
Washington D. C.

Dear Sir:

u -

I am a conservative and many of my friends

regard me as a radical for the simple reason that I am
trying to make them see, how the communists have infiltrated

our government and churchel^ So in order to get them to

believe I must have prop! of j^rerything I say or hear.

Mr. Cleone.SkouiW who formerly belonged to
1

the FBI. just recentljTspokein ouAcommunity . He said there

were quite a number of pastors tharwere either communists or
communist sympathizers in the United States.

On TV a few weeks ago a Lutheran pastor was

|

finding fault with Skousen and said "If this was true why did

j
he not name them?' 1

I told an acquaintance of mine that I would get

proof from the FBI. that Cleone Skousen was a reliable man and
Salt Lake City, Utah

also get the names of pastors that either were communists or communist
sympathizers. There were quite a number of pastors. I do not

know the exact number he said but it was either 3,000 or 4,000.

Could you please furnish me with this information

as I need proof in order to make my friends and acquaintances

believe that what Mr. Cleone Skousen of Salt Lake Utah says is the

truth and that the FBI is behind him.

Mrs. Hardin Hodne
Strandquist Minn.
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March 16, 1965

1/7^

.^^tfroMrs. Boris Ttarneil

p Darnell Accounting Service
Hi North Huntington Street’

Syracuse* Minna 465GT
"'

Bear Mrs. Darnell:

Your letter of March 10th teas been received.

Mr. W. Cleon Sbmoon entered on duty with the

FBI as a Clerk on October 24, 1035, in which capacity tee

served until ta® 17, 1940, when tee became a Special Agent
Me voluntarily resigned the latter position on October 6, 1051.

Inasmuch as Ms present activities are personal ventures of teio

own, l am unable to comment on them or any statements tee may
have mad®.

You may feel free to utilise the above information
in the manner which you described.

MARI' 1965

Sincerely yours,

Jo Edgar Hoover

* NOTE: Bullies contain no information identifiable frith correspondent.

:jWA^des (3) ,

"
- 7
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Mimeo-Printing
Telephone Answering
Office Supplies

H?

OARNELL ACCOUNTING SERVICE

111 N. Huntington St*

Syracuse, Indiana
Ph. 457-4 J 65

Photo-Copying
Public Steno.

Coins

March 10, 1^65

Federal Bureau of Investigation
Washington, D.C.

^1 would like to make a request for information concerning a W. Cleon

^Skousen, who published some kind of book about Communism, the booIT

beVog "published by the Ensign Publishing Co., Salt Lake City, Utah.

The following are my reasons for this request, and my position so

that you may determine just what information you will give me and

under what circumstances:

I live in a very small community, and besides my tax accounting busi-

ness, I also serve as a correspondent for the South Bend Tribune for fi

this communi ty alone. Last night, I attended a School Board Meeting. ft-

Mr. Immel , the School Supt. told us of a request from this man, but v
asked the press not to publish what he would tell us until such a

time that further information could be gathered. I have honored his /
request, but am not too sure what the other two pdpers will do.

He said that this man had asked that he announce there would be

adult meetings on "Instruct! ons about Communism 11

, meetings which
would alert the public as to the methods, etc* Before getting the'

permission, he telephoned several people (Mr, Skousen) saying that

the permission was "imminent in forthcoming". Naturally, Mr. Immel

thought him presumpti ous, and told him, so. The man said that he had

been a Secret Agent for the U.S. behind the Iron Curtain, ,

He now, supposedly, works for some company which furnishes supplies /O
I

been a Secret Agent for the U.S. behind the Iron Curtain,
He now, supposedly, works for some company which furnishes supplies /O ^
for the school syste™ here.

^
' //

I believe in going straight to the source for any i nfgj^aa±fee$¥? SttcF^o

I am appealing to you for the answer to these quest?ons:

1.

Is he a registered Communist? 18

2.

Has he ever been a member of the Communist party?^^

3.

Has he ever been a Secret Agent? ^===3 — c==::::::
^

4.

Has he ever worked in any capacity for the U.S.?

I

lf the answers to these questions are answered, please instruct me
as to the dispensation of same (should the information be published? )

Thank you for your time.

Very truly yours, f
' ' * 1 -' i" 1"""""

Mrs. Doris Darnell
'' DA^ELL ACCOUNTING SERV.ct

U
j .H I NORTH HUNTINGTON STREET 1

V i

J SYRACUSE, INDIANA 46567 ojp'
1



optional form no. 10 5010-1
MAT 1962 EDITION

<J*A GEN. tCG. NO. 27

UNITED STATES Gt^RNMENT

Memorandum
TO Mr. DeLoach

"tOM

DATE: 6-29-65 vi-iz

oft:
subject- W. CLEON SKOUSEN“ J J

FORMER BUREAU AGENT
v SPEECH, JULY 9, 1965,

* TWIN BRIDGES MARRIOTT MOTOR HOTEL
' ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA

Attached are two leaflets that were recently distributed

together in shopping centers in suburban Virginia. One leaflet is a

reprint from the John Birch Society bulletin and the second leaflet

indicates that W. Cleon Skousen will speak on "Law and Order" on

j

Friday, July 9th at 8 p. m. at the Twin Bridges Marriott Motor Hotel
* in Arlington, Virginia.

/ Skousen is a former Special Agent of the Bureau and his

activities are well known to the Bureau. In recent years he has been ; .

atgBd closely with the extreme right wing and has been very active in

speaking ^on communism.

Skousen’ s speech, which is scheduled for July 9t^ will be

held in the same hotel that The American Legion, Department of the

District of Columbia will be holding its Annual Convention. July 9th

will be the second session of The American Legion Convention* however,
Skousen’ s speech is scheduled for the Commonwealth Room which is

located on the floor beneath the auditorium in which the Legion Convention

will be in session.

^
j RECOMMENDATION:

For information.

BMB#/

BOJUL 21

Enclosures
1 - Mr. DeLoach

(4)

JO l 1 a 1965 fe'UHIT.





Commonwealth Room — Twin Bridges Marriott Motel

(14th St. -USD

Friday, July 9 Donation $2.00

8;C0 p.m. Students $1.00

For tickets, call TE 6-4446

SO 5-3741

FL 6-5190

Among Mr. Skousen’s many endeavors, past and present, are

these—
Former special agent, FBI TV Member of faculty,

Brigham Young University TV Reorganization of

Police Department, later Police Chief of Salt Lake

City TV Field director, American Security Council

TV Editorial director, police magazine, Law and

Order Author, THE NAKED COMMUNIST,

which deals with the whole Communist conspiracy;

his latest, SO YOU WANT TO RAISE A BOY?,

concerns youth problems.

— The Public is Invited—



(**T H45 (duiom^ — A
^ UNITED STATES GO^cNMENT

Memorandum

Mr. Deloach date: May 13, 1965

M./a^Juries')

subject: CONGRESSMAN KEN W, DYAL /JK
J (D, - CALIFORNIA) O^^M/P 'n

Congressman Dyal was contacted on 5-5-65 by SA David W. Bowers in Jw

connection with our program to call on newly elected members of Congress. The ^
Congressman, vtae brother Komer is a graduate of the FBI National Academy and \s
currently is serving as Chief Inspector of the San Bernardino, California, Sheriff’s \

Office, was very friendly. He exhibited and expressed a high regard and respect for njJ

the FBI and the Director. i ,-j Av
v-

’’

During the conversation with the Congressman, he stated he represents s

j

San Bernardino County in California which he classed as about the third worst county Q
I in the Nation from the standpoint of "kooks" of the far right. He said San Bernardino, g
f
Orange, Riverside and San Diego Counties, all located in Southern California, contain ^

! large numbers of fanatical adherents to extreme right and paramilitary organizations. 3
The Congressman related that recently Reed Benson, son of former Agriculture Secre-S

tary Ezra Taft Benson, has been extremely active for the John Birch Society in this g
territory.' He. said Benson recently had made the statement that the Birch Society plans

to spend millions of dollars in certain counties in California in an effort to gain control

of them.

Congressman Dyal related that Mrs. Rita Miller, sister of former

|
Special Agent Cleon^ousen . is one of Benson’s closest and most vocal supporters. He

| stated Mrs :

. Miller, who he understands was employed by the FBI in a clerical capacity

for a short time, implies in her speeches that she gained vast knowledge of communist
activities during her FBI employment. Congressman Dyal said she is an accomplished

speaker and a master of emotionally exciting individuals. The Congressman stated

Skousen also is a, staunch supporter of Benson and the Birch Society and both he and his

sister have veryy
a
Mfrowings in San Bernardino County, which is their home.

'-'Congressman Dyal stated his purpose in mentioning this information was
to be sure the FBI is alert to the "dangerous" activities of these individuals and others

like them. He stated he feels we are aware of the situation, since he knows our Agents

in the area are in close contact with local authorities who have very good knowledge of

the activities of the far right element./ The Congressman was thanked for the information.

1 - Mr. DeLoachrvJ \/ /
1 - Mr, Belmont V\i0T RECORDED ^



M. A. Jones to DeLoach
HE: CONGRESSMAN KEN W. DYAL

Rita Skousen, now Mrs. Rita Miller, was employed at Bureau
Headquarters from 9-5-39 to 6-17-40 as a junior clerk typist. Former Agent W.
Cleon Skousen entered on duty 6-17-40 and resigned 10-5-51.

RECOMMENDATION:

For information.

l

- 2 -
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UNITED STATE^JOVERNMENT

Memorandum

subject:

/

DIRECTOR, FBI

SAC, DETROIT

0
CLEON SKOUSEN
MISCELLANEOUS

date: 9/3/65

INFORMATION CONCERNING

By letter dated August 30, 1965, Miss BETTY
WOLFE, 120 Warriner Avenue, Litchfield, Michigan,
advised that she had recently attended a citizenship
seminar at Camp Kett near Cadillac, Michigan, and one
of the main speakers was CLEON' SKOUSEN, described by
her as a former FBI agent. She stated in his lectures
he used some Communist propaganda to prove fallacies
in their ideas and writings. Miss WOLFE stated she
liked Mr. SKOUSEN' s talk and when asking him where to
send for material, he told her to write the Russian
Embassy in Washington and have them put her name on
their mailing list. She said she, had written the
Russian Embassy and had also inc#fuded the name of her
government teacher, a Mr. JACK^FELLER

,
who is concerned

about the Communist threat. ^

Miss WOLFE's letter has been separately ack-
nowledged and Washington Field has been separately
advised of the fact BETTY WOLFE had written the Russian
Embassy

.

The above information is furnished the Bureau
in the event the Bureau wishes to make it a matter of
record in SKOUSEN' s file.

> <P2^- Bureau
1 - Detroit
IRA: sal
(3)

REC-i. $ . y 7_
'/6

^ SEP

* .7f§SEP 161965v'
Buy US. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
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November 10, 1905

V Mr. Douglas Whit©
14032 South Division Street ~ ~

Posen, Illinois i

Dear Mp^Whlte: ,
0

, w

Your postal card of November <&b has been received.

<S>

In response to your request, Mr. W. Cleon tekouasa

entered on duty with the FBI as a clerk on October 24, 1935, in which
capacity he served until June 17, 1940, when ho became a Special

Agent. He voluntarily resigned the latter position on October 5, 1951.

Mr. Gkoasea is no longer associated with the FH and his opinions are
— strictly his own and do not represent tMs Bureau in any way.

Sincerely yours,

Edgas Hoove?

NOTE: There is no identifiable information in Bufiles concerning

correspondent.
/I

far

,

r*¥
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11/4/65

Posen. Ill

Dear Sir:

@ Recently I heard a gentleman by the name of

Cleon Skousen speaking on the communist conspiracy. I found

him to be well informed and a pleasant speaker. Can you
please furnish me with a little background on him in view of the

fact he was once employed as an agent? Thank you

/s/ Mr. D. White

1 TC/rcp/ll/:9/65

Address per postal card:

Douglas White

14632 S. Division St.

Posen, Illinois

31 NOV \5 1965

w i
EEC- Mrr
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^ UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT
J

Memorandum
DIRECTOR, FBI "

date: 8/12/66

: : SAC, SAN ANTONIO (100-0

j

0 .

W. CLEON SKOUSEN
.

IS_C

On 8/10/66, tTPB^exas Farm Bureau held a citizenship
seminar at Baylor University, Waco,, Texas, at which seminar.

,

speeches were made by Dr. CLIFFORlJSfiANUS,' President, I

''

^
<

Harding College, Searcy, Arkansas, ahd by W, CLEON SKOUSEN,
identified as

.
former Bureau A^erit, author and lecturer.

Newspaper accounts of the seminar indicated GANGS 1 subject
was "Understanding ahd preserving our heritage" and
SKOUSEN spoke on "History

f
strategy and tactics of the

Communist Par'tyT" It""waST reported that approximately
* 350 high school students . from sthroughout Texas attended
this seminar which was to conclude on 8/12/66. The*
stated purpose of this seminar was, to teach students
the value of Americanism andTto g^ive them an~understanding
into Communist tactics.

.

The Dean of Students at Baylor University
informed that approximately 100 copies of SKOUSEN *5

book "The Naked Communist" published by the Ensign _
Publishing Company of Salt.

L

ake Citv y
Utah, had been

ordered by the Texas Farm Bureau for use and distribution
in connection with this seminar.

:
•

i

The above is being furnished to the Bureau for 1

its information, *

xr\

2^-Bureau
T-SA
WHBicsh
(3)

EXlul

a AUG iei966u
'

ip »o
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[f^igay U.S, Savings Bonds Regularly on the payroll Savings Plan •;



' *

SAC, Salt Lake City

Director, FBI (02-46855)

^GSCBASS OF BOOK
CaOOR REVIEWS

1

1

1

- Hr. N.P. Callahan
- Hr. W.C. Sullivan
- Mr. K.W. Smith
- ’Mr, R.S. Garner

October 24,1960

1 - Miss Butler

X. You are requested to obtain discreetly one copy
the hoob^CoBiininist Attack on U . S. Police by W. Cleon

I SRousonr a former Bureau AgenTT ~The book was published
L/ "Tn^l966 (price not known)by the Ensign PublishingCompany
[' whose latest address, according. to Bureau Records, was

given as 5867 Tolcate Lane, Salt Lake City, Utah. The
book should be forwarded to Hie Bureau marked to the
attention of the Research-Satellite Section, Domestic
Intelligence Division.

1 - 67-69602 (W. Cleon Skousen)
1 - H. F. Row (6221 I. B.)

AMB:

ROTE: Book ordered at request of Assistant Director
W.C, Sullivan, Domestic Intelligence Division, for review.
After review, the book will be placed in the Bureau Library
where it is not now available.

OCT ?< '4968
RE&-6ST

EX-104
no OCT 241966

1 rotter ^

gmov .2JS TELETYPE UNITCH



^OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10

MAY 1M2 EDITION
GSA FPMR (41 Cn) 101-11.6

UNITED STATES GC^RNMENT

Memorandum
DIRECTOR, FBI (62-46855) date: 11/3/66

C, SALT LAKE CITY (80-225)

subject: PURCHASE OF BOOK
BOOK REVIEWS

’’The^ommunist Attack
OrTu . S . PoTice f'T~by

"w . ^LXemySKOUS'EH avt H-g/2- 0 F-EdKVSKC

ReBulet 10/24/66, requesting that captioned book be
discreetly purchased.

Transmitted herewith is one copy of captioned book.
It is noted it was published by The Ensign Publishing Company,
P. 0. Box 2316, Salt Lake City, Utah, and was copyrighted by
SK0USEN in 1966.

The publisher is not listed in the Salt Lake City
telephone directory or City Directory.

An attempt was made to locate this book through the
normal book outlets in Salt Lake City but it was not found to
be available, nor was its existence known. It was finally
purchased under pretext from the American Opinion Book Store,
60 East 2nd South, Salt Lake City, Utah

,

which is the outlet /
for John Birch literature.. Insofar as could be determined,^
this book was not elsewhere available in Salt Lake City.

rpan (F.nc. YhrF.G. AMW" ' vBureau (Enc. TXREG. AM)
1 - Salt Lake City

WRP:mhe
(3)

v- pftT

REC 46 /.

10 NOV M1966

taOV.25«3|
(

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan 1

traS&CCRSED

COPY

iOLDII?

(&

—



12/9/M

ASRTEL
1 - Mr. R. W. Smith
1 - Mr. Garner
1 - Miss. Butler

SAC, Boston (02-6)

Director, SBl'

"COMMUNIST ATTACK OH 0. S. POLICE"
BOOK BY CLEON 3KDBSEN /
POLICE COOPBBft?IOH /

Reurlet 12/5/60.

Captioned book published 1065, by Ensign Publishing
Company, P. 0. Box 2316, Salt Lake City, Utah, $1 copy. Copies
available through outlets for John Birch Society literature*

AMB: jes:cda
(7) &

SAC, Boston, asks assistance of Bureau re availability
of book as matter of cooperation with Boston, Mass. , P.D.

DECO ICoO

MAIL ROOMMU TELETYPE
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C3A FPMR (ll CFR) Ittl -1I.«

‘ UNITED STATES GOVjiNMENTUNITED STATES GOVJfrN:

Memoranauam
T0 : 'DIRECTOR, FBI

(Attn; Central- Research Section)

from yjfcn BOSTON (62-0)

date: 12/5/66

Subjectj^^^

Q

tf-lUNIST^AT^ACK.. Q,N„ U . S_. POLICE"
BOOK BY cfcE0NM?K0USEN
? ) LieE^QOPiKATO'N

111

\ On 12/2/66, Deputy EDWARD BLAKE, Intelligence
' Division , iBoston ,

Massachusetts Police Department, advised
he is attempting to obtain captioned book. Deputy BLAKE .

asked if it is possible for this office to help him locate
a copy. \

iV Central Research is aware of this publication
it would be

K appreciated if Boston could be advised how
or where to Ipbtain a copy.

t
JFN : 1c
(3)

(it <5 pV'\s$ t? f\

REC-82
. ^ t—-TL- ^=1 C3==

IE DECpP 1966

./si

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
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August 23, 1968

7833_Sua3et.Boulevard
Los Angeles, California 90946

Dear Mr. Lembark;
^

In reply to your letter of August 16thf
Mr. W, Cleon

Skousen entered on duty with the FBI as a clerk on October 24, 1935,

in which capacity he served until June 17, 1940, when he became a

Special Agent. He voluntarily resigned on October 5, 1951, He was

not a ntop aide

.

M His personal ventures as well as his opinions and

comments since he left this Bureau are strictly his own and it is not

possible for me to comment on these in any way whatsoever.

Sincerely yours,

1 - Mr . DeLoach
1 - Mr. Bishop

J^Edgar Hoover

(Detached)

(Detached)

NOTE: Bufiles contain no records correspondent.

WMG:mlb (5).

eiBEpr

AUG g3
1368
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TELETYPE UNIT CZH



DANIEL LEMBARK
7833 SUNSET BOULEVARD

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90046

August l6, 19681

Mr. J, Edgar Hoover, Director I—
Federal Bureau of Investigation L=
Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr. Hoover:

The other evening I had occasion to look at a back
i~s sue o'f the Jdhrf BTr cH~Soc i e t y Bui 1 %XX n a nd wa

s

surprised to read that sMr. W. Cleon ^feousen is de*
scribed in that publication dtl TTaviny L>dOrn"'for

many years a top aide to J. Edgar Hoover."

This statement appeared in the January 1, 1968 Birch
Society Bulletin on the front page.

Is this description of Mr, Skousen's former position
with the Federal Bureau of Investigation accurate?

j

I do not recall Mr, Skousen ever being described as
a former "top aide" to you.

Thank you very much.

Sincere! y,

DANIEL LEMBARK

y-fU?
-fi

Q 29 1968



' UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
to Mr. date: £

from : G. E. Malmfeldt

subject: W. CLEON STOUSEN
FORMER SPECIAL AGENT
NOW REPRESENTING HIMSELF AS
FORMER "TOP AIDE" TO THE DIRECTOR

DATE: 8 -22 -68

W-

y ^ /+* '' '*

have receiv^S^r letter 'dated August^ 16tlT frornr - -

Mr . Danie]^embark of Los Angeles, California. He advised in

reading i^taelTissue^f'tlfe John BifxK Sdciety'hulletin, he was
surprised to read that Mr. W. Cleon Skousen is described in that

publication as having been "for many years a top aide to J. Edgar
Hoover. " He wanted to know whether this description is accurate

as he does not recall Skousen ever having been described as such.

I

There is no record of Lembark in Bufiles; however, it is known that

he is an official with the Anti -Defamation League of the B’nai B’rith,

Skousen entered on duty with the FBI as a clerk

10-24-35 and was appointed as a Special Agent on 6-17-40. He
voluntarily resigned on 10-5-51. He has been making numerous
speeches around the country and writing articles in which he describes

himself as a former "top aide" to the Director. He did not hold such a

position and it is felt we should set the record straight to those inquir-

ing that he was not a "top aide."

RECOMMENDATION:

That the attached letter be sent to Mr. Lembark in

reply to his inquiry concerning Skousen’s employment.

Enclosure &
1 - Mr. DeLoach - Enclosures. (2)

1 - Mr. Bishop - Enclosures (2)

WMG:m
:
lb„(4)

ilSEPS «8

. - If AUG 29 1362

vmT'
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4-572 (Rev. 7-18-63)

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO The Director DATE:

N. P. Callahan

*0) Ce^rosoma 8§osie&, 0) Kao Yes&,
ccnsomsg l6o..^mJBii203a.c®a palsied <mt Itot lbs tod.j&ido o ctady

to acUvittoo of Eiio aroanisatlm Ho stated $&&&£$ £ tovo ioarood too
d&te&cd no noipo toa to Eton £&s&ut'0 active polo into piftol
is^acteimtleia ©J ms earn! yosstfe* asd its tutoiy alUaaeo uifcb -sp^oomcB ©I to
toical J?fe& uScg into BaBotf.fltotai^ ", .&?, B#sdefe comnoBfcca on to ysrto
co^GFcnoco ojKtesewosa. fey to .r©m Sarcos oad sots teih Momotion oa to

’

$ozoon3 colored ns loetoopo £©j? itoo esafoponcoo. Eo cfoto f&o ©aiy _ _
coiootod jmt© carefaliy ton tto sta^o^s gjpo tfeo Icoteops. ^^07 coeoldt

.

of to pjott ceUvo and feoci-tooa.o^o^non I02* to to s%kfc Jato IMM .^atca *

listed oo a loeinsos vm X?+ Clcssfitoaoois. to. Soceto x
cSc^d- Reason elates to gto afesst 300 c^cotoao §0? yea** naany to Fam
ESroaa 8s^a$>* to addition, no ©ftea Icetoos to Fred Sctotwa* Cftploiiaa

&&*0Diax8aal£& CswoSo, Project ntofc, nod ©to? uoU-taron tessao of to
toris&t A ijamap FBI QgcM to 18 ycara, Poisson xm Um&m cfelsf ©f

police of B&t ta^o City fey £3oy©y J. Byatoa Loo, torn©? Csmroffsto of

Utah. m&jQT to, fttesalf aa o^orsor of to John Dtofe £tolciiy - - tad
tfels to say afecsi Boaoon: *Ttot cm ID so iscipioot Httiosv B&m £io ndtives
and feSa moaas ap© opoa to fsoottea. So ran to police ©o^asteeai la ialt City

la csactly to camo esssech? as to CfcEu&snSG3& la Hcoofa ©potato tol?
govosmsost. Qoiaaaastoof fesU^tcoto. ** (EL Cicoa gjoucQn uao ©ta^oyctl

fey to Eima oo a ©oososgoffm Omhos 2<i, WUt vM xm a^pMcdan
iigoai on Smo 1% &94& Id ^ooigcod ca Oetafeo? 0, 3L93JL Wfo copvicaa ncDO -

catiafcctoipy* ) nir. Eooniclt ccna^tegod B la osoastiai tot ovory ilooPican \
feonn^a^n^oof^tottol^atooaa^^i^us^to^totK^^ \
’eitfcenohlp m£ fceodo^ ' v;epd0 ft &as %mm$c§ and enstood *?!& &mo .

oadMon maoalcsi:, , . .* . .

<?Y- y-774^-
NOT f»Fr.OK£jio

133 OCT 5 1967

In the original of a memorandum captioned and dated as above, the Congressional

Record for 9- -^ST"^ 0~J
was rev ^ewe<^ anc^ pertinent items were

marlwuLfor the Director's attention. This form has been prepared in order that

portiMHJ of^opy of the original memorandum may be clipped, mounted, and p ace

-in nirnroprioire Burea.u case or subject matter files.

5OTti? 1967l

Original

filed

in:

do£

$J

ĵ



GSA GEN. B£G. NO. 17

..UNITED STATES G^LRNMEi

Memorandum

Sulliv^js

F. J. Baumgardner nn

11/28/66
VfJ) Gale

C>
<J ^

BOOK REVIEW
^The Coirmv^Lct Attack On U.S. Police
by W..CLEOITSKOUSEN

SYNOPSIS:

Mr. DeLoach * ?«««’

Mr. Mohr
Mr. Sullivan Gandy .

Mr . Baumgardner
Miss Butler

fijfj jli

Mr. R.C. Putnamy
1

^1

Book is 70-page paperback with *a 32-page appendix. >

Appendix is a reprint of Senate Internal Security Subcom- tn ^
mittee publication, "A Communist Plot Against the Free r* w
V/orld Police (An Expose of Crowd-Handling Methods)," based^\*^
on testimony of former official of Central Intelligence
Agency, 6/13/61, Book consists of articles written by
Skousen for "Law and Order," a publication of which Skobsen

1 is Editorial Director. It skillfully creates impression ,

j

that all demonstrations in the United States are part of the

|
communist plan to discredit local police. Book has six
chapters through which author develops his thesis that the
communists are attempting to destroy local police through
civilian review boards; the civil rights movement by pro-
moting campus riots through misguided ministers and American
socialists. The concluding* chapter, "The Need of the Hour:
Support Your Local Police," urges formation of citizens
committees to support local police to rebut propaganda of
radicals. Since the author. has to depend on public source
material, he does commit inaccuracies which will aid those
who oppose general theme of book. For example, twice he
refers to Michael Laski as a member of the Central Commit-
tee of the Communist Party. Actually, Laski is head of .

the pro-Chinese communist splinter group, the Communist*
Party, USA, Marxist-Leninist, which has less than 20 mem-

i

bers. Director is mentioned 16 times in form of quotations
from testimony, books, and articles. The FBI is mentioned
ten times, almost always in regard to jurisdiction relating
to allegations of police brutality. Skousen is former
Bureau employee, entered on duty as clerk on 10/24/35, as
Agent 6/17/40,; who resigned 10/5/51. Bureau has been
circumspect in dealings with Skousen because, of his efforts
to capitalize on his associai^^^^^®6^|^J^- his -.an-hi-"^^

communist endeavors^/. i

T ^
• \/ 1

r information.

62-463^5
1 - 67-Skouse.u

. /at

DETAILS CONTINUED



• •
Memorandum to Mr. W. C, Sullivan
RE: BOOK REVIEW

"The Communist Attack on U.S. Police"
By W*.CLEON SKOUSEN

62-46355

DETAILS

:

Captioned book was purchased at the request of
Assistant Director Sullivan and reviewed by the Internal
Security Section of the Domestic Intelligence Division.

Review of the Book

This book is a paperback published by the Ensign.
Publishing Company, Salt Lake City, Utah, It consists of
70 pages with a 32-page appendix. The appendix is a reprint
of a booklet issued by the Senate Internal Security Subcom-
mittee entitled "A Communist Plot Against the Free World
Police (An Expose of Crowd-Handling Methods)." This docu-
ment concerns testimony of Lyman B. Kirkpatrick, then
Inspector General on the staff of the Director, Central
Intelligence Agency, before the Subcommittee on 6/13/61.
The pamphlet shows the plans of the communists to destroy
the effectiveness of the police of the free world based on
a booklet seized in Europe. Twenty-four of the 32 pages in
the appendix are devoted to diagrams showing how mobs can
defeat police countermeasures.

Skousen*s book was prepared from a series of
articles which appeared in the independent publication,
"Law and Order," for which he is Editorial Director. The
book is a rehash of public source information that is well-
written. The author:, skillfully creates the impression
that all demonstrations in the United States are a part of
the communist plan to discredit law enforcement in order
to facilitate the taking over of our Government.

In his six-page introduction, the author describes
the anatomy of a riot in Bogota, Colombia, in 1948 under the
direction of the Communist Party of Colombia. He. indicates
that the riot against the House Committee on Un-American
Activities in San Francisco, California', in 1960, was the
"curtain-raiser" for the series of riots subsequently held
throughout the United States. He notes that all these
demonstrations have been followed by a barrage of propaganda
against the police and efforts made to fix the blame for
these "carefully concocted" upheavals directly on the heads

2

DETAILS CONTINUED - OVER



Memorandum to Mr. V/. C. Sullivan
RE: BOOK REVIEW

"The Communist Attack on U.S. Police"
By VAC LEON SKOUSEN

62-46355

of local law enforcement. Believing that these activities
have had a more serious impact on the Nation than many
people realise

,
the author has prepared this book to alert

the American citizen that the communists believe they can
win here

„

Substance of the Book

The six chapters, through their titles, indicate
the points Skousen makes. The first chapter, "The Communist
Plan to Paralyze the Police Through Civilian Review Boards"
shows the idea for such boards originated with the com-
munists in this country in the 1930's and is part of the
communist plan to discredit and immobilize our local police*

The second chapter, "The Communist Plan to Fight
the Police Through the Civil Rights Movement," traces the
backgrounds of some individuals prominent in the civil
rights movement and their associations with communist
elements through public source material.

Chapter three, "The Communist* Plan to Fight the
Police by Promoting College Campus Riots," emphasizes
"Gogobierno," the system in Latin America which turns colleges
into sanctuaries for rebels. The author:.shows that it is
this system that radicals hope . to import into the United States
so that college rebels can battle the police and return to
the campus to be immune from punishment. He utilizes the
1965 Report of the California Senate Factfinding Subcommittee
on Un-American Activities as the basis for this chapter which
directs its attention against the Berkeley campus of the
University of California.

Chapter four, "The Communist Plan to Fight the
Police Through Misguided Ministers," is the weakest in the
book. In order to document his charges of communist influence
among the clergy, the author is forced to go back to the
1940 T s, and this tends to detract from the point he is making.

Chapter five, "The Communist Plan to Fight the
Police With American Socialists adds little luster to the
book. In five brief pages, the author attempts to give the_
philosophy of socialism, its history from its earliest

- 3 -

DETAILS CONTINUED - OVER
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• •
Memorandum to Mr* W. C* Sullivan
RE: BOOK REVIEW

!fThe Communist Attack on U.S. Police"
By w. Cleon skousen

62-46355

beginnings, show the relationship between communism and
socialism and how socialists are being used to facilitate
the communist attack on police. The author attempts to
cover too much ground and, as a result, he does not
create the afterimage desired*

The concluding chapter, "The Need of the Hour:
Support Your Local Police," sets out a program of what can
be done to aid local law enforcement in the present situa-
tion. The author proposes the formation of a "Citizens
Committee to Support Your Local Police." He recommends
that the committee represent a broad spectrum of the com-
munity and avoid domination by any single civic club, church, •

fraternal or political organization. He also suggests that
the committee represent the stratification of the community,
be independent but have close liaison with the local police
department. It should avoid unrelated controversial issues
and be dedicated to developing better community relations
between the citizenry and the police. Activities should
include a "Police Appreciation Week" and a "Truth Squad"
to counteract the propaganda of radicals.

Errors in the Book

Minor errors noted were two cases in which incor-
rect words were used v/hich destroyed the sense of a sentence.
On page 18 the word "concluded" was used when the word
"continued" is implied. On page 34, the word "members" was
used in place of "numbers."

On pages 13 and 22, the author identifies
Michael Laski as a member of the Central Committee of the
Communist Party. This is incorrect. Laski is the head of
the Communist Party, USA, Marxist-Leninist

,
a pro-Chinese

communist splinter group headquartered in Los Angeles,
California. The implication is that Laski speaks for the
Communist Party, USA, when in reality his group numbers less
than 20. This is the result of the author J s dependence on
newspaper articles, which can afford to be less than accurate.
However, it provides a base for criticism of the book for
those who oppose its general theme, v/hich is ..regretable

.

- 4 *

DETAILS CONTINUED - OVER



•
Memorandum to Mr, YJ, C, Sullivan
RE: BOOK REVIEW

"The Communist Attack on U*S. Police"
By ItCLEON SKOUSEN

62-46355
‘

References to the Director and the FBI

The Director is mentioned 16 times and the FBI
ten times in this book. Quotations from the Director's
testimony, books, and articles, v/hich are accurate, account
for the frequent appearances of the Director's name in the
book. The Bureau is almost always mentioned with regard to
its jurisdiction in matters relating to allegations of
police brutality.

Pertinent Information Regarding the Author

The author, W.-Cleon^ Skousen, entered on duty
with the Bureau as a clerk, 10/24/35, and as an Agent,
6/17/40, He resigned 10/5/51, The Bureau has observed
a policy <f being circumspect in dealings with Skousen
because of his attempts to capitalize on his association
with the FBI in his anticommunist endeavors, Skousen has
written several pamphlets and books on communism and has
lectured in various areas of the country on the communist
menace

,

- 5 -



May 28, 1968

Miss Bemetta A/ Miller

JflWest Bridge Street

Hew Hope, Pennsylvania 18938

Bear Miss Miller:

enclosure.

I have received your letter of May 23rd, with

£? With regard to your inquiries . Mr. W> Cleon
Skousen entered on duty with the FBI as a clerk on October 24,

1935, and served in that capacity until June 17, 1940, when he
became a Special Agent. He voluntarily resigned the latter

position on October 5, 1951. His personal ventures as well as
his opinions and comments since he left this Bureau are strictly

his own. Further, it is contrary to my long-standing policy to

comment on material not prepared by personnel of this Bureau.

I am sorry if is not possible for me to furnish the advice you are

Sincerely yours,

J. Edgar Hoover

MAY 2 8 1969

NOTE: Correspondent is not identifiable in Bufiles.

CEErsae (3)

Qrclj
tis..



Phone 215-862-2315

Miss bernetta A, Miller

74 WEST BRIDGE STREET

NEW HOPE, PA. 1893S

Hay 23, 1969

Federal Bureau of Investigation
Washington, D. C.

Attention: The Hon. J. Edgar Hoover

Dear Sirs:

I am enclosing a copy of ^5 items
entitled ” CURRENT COMMUNIST GOALS.

"

I assume this to be authentic. If it is
not authentic, I surely would like to know
it and to be informed by the FBI.

I have ordered 100 copies which I intend
to distribute among friend3 and acquaintances.
If this is not considered advisable , I

would appreciate having the advice of the
FBI.

Thanking you, I am

Sincerely,

ernetta A. Miller

Enclosure

3 m £9 1969



1

CURRENT COMMUNIST GOALS

The "forty-five "Current Communist Goals" liste
Con sr

:
res sional Record of January 10 ,

1963 . They were taken from -THE
NAKED COMMUNIST by W. Cleon Skousen, who began his extensive study of:
Communism during his sixteen year term of service with the Federal
Bureau of Investigation. These goals were compiled from the reports
-of- Congressional hearings together with available books by ex-Communists.

1. U.S. acceptance of coexistence as the, only alternative to atomic
war. ...

2. U.S. willingness to capitulate in preference to engaging in
. , atomic war.
3. Develop' the illusion that total disarmament by the -United States

would be a demonstration of moral strength.
- -4

, -Permit - free, tr.ade^ between ^all_nations regardless of Communist .

affiliation and regardless of whether or 'not it eras "could' be us'ed
' ' = ~

for war., - . .

5. Extension of long-term loans to Russia and Soviet Satellites.
6. Provide American aid to all nations regardless of Communist

domination.
*

7.
,

Grant recognition of. Red China. Admission of Red China to the UN.
8. Set up East and West Germany as separate states in spite of

Khrushchev’s promise in 1955 to settle’the Germany question by
free elections under supervision of the UN.

9. Prolong the conferences to ban atomic tests because the US has
agreed .to suspend .tests as long as negotiations are in progress.

10. Allow all Soviet satellites individual representation in the UN.
11. Promote the UN as the only. hope for mankind. If its char.ter is

rewritten, demand .that it be set up as one-world government with
its own independent armed forces.. (Some Communist leaders -believe
the world can be taken over as easily by the UN as by Moscow. ^
Sometimes these two centers . compete with each other as they are
'now doing: in the Congo.)

12. Resist any attempt to outlaw the Communist Party.
13. Do away with all loyalty oathsl
1M . Continue giving Russia access to the US Patent Office.
15. Capture one or both of the political parties in the United States.
16. Use technical decisions of the courts to weaken basic American— ~ - -institutions by- claiming their .act ivities -violate—civ-i~l rrighhs-.- — ——-—

.

17. Get control- of the schools. Use them as transmission belts for
socialism and current Communist propaganda. Soften the

(

curriculun
Get control of teachers.’ associations . Put the party line in'

textbooks. -

i
.

18. Gain control of all student, newspapers

.

19. Use student riots to foment .public .protests against programs or
organizations which are under Communist attack.

20. Infiltrate the press. Get control of. book-review assignments,,
editorial writing, .policy-making, positions

.

21. Gain control of key positions in radio, TV and motion pictures.
22. Continue discrediting American culture by. degrading all forms of

artistic expression. An American Communist cell was told, to
"eliminate all good sculpture from parks and buildings, substitute:
shapeless, awkward and meaningless forms."

23. Control art critics- and directors- of art museums. "Our. plan is
to promote -ugliness., repulsive, meaningless art."

2f+. Eliminate all laws governing obscenity by calling them"censor-
ship" and a violation of free speech and free .press.

(over) 7 ^
1

ENCLOSURE

riPielpw appeared in the-



25,- ...Break down cultural standards of morality by promoting pornography
and obscenity in books, magazines, motion pictures, radio and TV.

26
;

. Present homo-sexuality, degeneracy and promiscuity as "normal,
natural, healthy,"

27. Infiltrate the churches and replace revealed religion with "social"
religion. - Discredit the Bible and emphasize the need for intell-
ectual maturity which does not need a "religious crutch," .

28. Eliminate prayer or any phase of religious expression in the
schools on the ground that it violates the principle of "separa-
tion of church and- state.

"

29. Discredit the American Constitution by calling it inadequate, old-
fashioned, out of step with modern needs, a hindrance to coopera-
tion between nations on a world-wide basis.

30 . _ Discredit, the American -founding - fathers —Present-them-as^selfish “

aristocrates' who had no concern for the "common man."
31. Belittle all forms of American culture and discourage.' the teaching

of American history on the ground that it was' only a minor part' of
"the big picture." Give more emphasis to Russian history since
the Communists took over.

32. Support any socialist movement to give centralized control over
. any part of the . culture - education, social agencies , welfare
programs, mental health clinics, etc.

33. Eliminate all laws or procedures which interfere with the
operation of the Communist apparatus,

34. Eliminate the House Committee on Un-American Activities.
35. Discredit and- eventually dismantle the FBI.
36. Infiltrate and gain' control of more unions,.
37. Infiltrate and gain control of big business-.';

' 38. Transfer some of the powers of arrest from the police to social
agencies. Treat all behavioral 'problems as psychiatric dis-
orders which ho one but psychiatrists can understand or treat.

39. Dominate the psychiatric profession and use mental health laws as
a means of gaining coercive control over those who oppose Communist
goals.

40.
.
Discredit the. family as an institution. Encourage promiscuity
and easy divorce.

41. Emphasize the need to raise children away from the negative— -influence- of-parent s*. ^Attribute’- pre jud'ice s ,A mental'' bi ocks^ and
retarding of children to suppressive influence of parents ^

'

*

42. Create the impression- that violence and insurrection are legiti-
mate aspects of the American tradition; that students and spe-
cial-interest groups should rise up and use "united force" to
solve economic, political, or social problems.

43. Overthrow all colonial governments before native populations are
ready, for self-government. /

"

44. Internationalize the Panama Canal'.

45. Repeal the Connally Reservation so . the U.S. cannot prevent the
World Court from seizing jurisdiction over * domestic problems.
Give the -World Court jurisdiction over nations and individuals
alike .

’

.

Additional copies available from: TRAIN
Post Office 'Box .8352

San Marino, California 91108

L

100 for One Dollar
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June 27, 1969

PERS. -REC. UNIT
Mrs. Edward^Kobrzycki

140JWest.Alice_Avenue r

Phoenix, Arizona 85021

Dear Mrs. Kobrzycki:

I received your letter on June 25th and appreciate your

kind sentiments as well as your favorable remarks concerning my
administration of this Bureau.

With regard to your inquiries, Mr. W. Cleon Skousen

entered on duty with the FBI as a clerk on October 24, 1935, and
served in that capacity until June 17, 1940, when he became a Special

Agent. He voluntarily resigned the latter position on October 5, 1951.

His personal ventures as well as his opinions and comments since he

left this Bureau are strictly his own. Further, it is contrary to my
long-standing policy to comment on material not prepared by personnel

of this Bureau. I am sorry it is not possible for me to furnish the

advice you are seeking.

JUN271969

Sincerely yours,

J. Edgar Hoover

//
NOTE: Bufiles contain no identifiable information concerning correspondent.

Name verified per Phoenix, Arizona,telephone directory. The f45 "Current

^ommunist Goals" were taken from "The Naked Communist" bv W. Cleon /
Iskougfia^ .

FMG:ram 0) f\ !
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TRUE COPY

'

Federal Bureau of Investigation

J. Edgar Hoover
Washington, D C.

Dear Sir;

Enclosed is a copy of "Communist 45 objectives"

Do you agree with all of these points? if not will you -

indicate the ones with which you do not agree.

Our children are in a Catholic elementary school, we are deeply

destressed about some of the things we read in the "word and worship"
series of cathecism, do you have any information about this series that would
justify our concern?

We are deeply greatful that our country has leadership

such as yours - we pray for you and ask God to guide and strengthen you
in your work.

Thank you Sir, may God bless you and keep you in his care.

Sincerely

Mrs Edward Kobrzycki

140 W. Alice Ave
Phoenix, Arizona

85021
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October 27, 1969

Mrs. Thomas E^S^arth
4241 Mae Avenue
Louisville, Kentucky 40216

Bear Mrs. Warth:

Your letter was received on October 22nd.

With regard to your inquiry, Mr. W. Cleon S&ousen

entered on duty with the FBI as a clerk on October 24, 1935, and

served in that capacity until June 17, 1940, when he became a Special

Agent. He voluntarily resigned the latter position on October 5, 1951.

His personal ventures as well as his opinions and comments since he

left this Bureau are strictly his own.

1 regret 1 am unable to be of assistance to you concern-

ing your inquiry about the peace symbol.

Sincerely yours,

J. Edgar HooverMAILED 22

OCT 2? 1889

C0MM-FR1

'Q-itr'\k

DeLoach _

Walters

Bishop

Casper —

Sullivan

Tavel

Trottel

Tele. i

Holmes,*

Gandy

NOTE: Bufiles contain no information identifiable with correspondent.
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4241 Msj^ve.
Louisville Ky 40216

October 17, 1969

Mr. Tolson

Mr, DaLoach„
Mr.^W'l^ers

—

Dear Mr. Hoover, I

Recently^it has been brought to my attention that the

peace symbol, the upside down Y stands for the broken cross, or

anti-Christian.

I

I called a bookstore in Louisville and they had a book with a

[

forward in it by W. Cleon Skousen who is said to be from the F. B. I.

I would very much appreciate any enlightment you can give

me as to the symbol and if Mr. Skousen was a F. B. I. employee.

I want to give this shocking information to our local P. T. A.

(Nov 11. ) of which I am program chairman. I want my facts to be

correct so please reply as soon as possible.

The Parent- Teachers Association is to help our community,

therefore our country. We try to raise our children to respect our great

country and its laws but so much has taken place in every phase of living

our whole moral structure has been defaced.

. Thank you sir for your time and I do appreciate any help you

may give me as to the truths of this.

Sincerely,

Peggy Warth
(Mrs. Thomas E.

)

/f/U-

-

COPY: hev
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't dIseret ne^s
n
34 East First South Street Post Office Box 1257 - Sait Lake City, Utah 84110 • (801) 524-2800

11 Mov* 1969

Gentlemen:

I am doing a sketch on W* Cleon Skousen. In

a biography on him it states he "entered the FBI

inm 1935 r serving first as a special agent and later

in a supervisory position: at headquarters"

.

My question is whether or not this is true*

Just what did W/. Cleon Skousen da in connection

with the FBI? Will you pleas® give me q brief

rundown on his employment with it.

Sincerely,'

GORDON W. KIRBY
Staff writor

kc-6Sq£- l/7^Z' ? c\

NOV 19 1369
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February 5, 1970

Mrs* Roscoe C. Lee
103 South Main Street

Milton-Freewater, Oregon 97882

Dear Mrs. Lee:

I received the letter of January 30th, with £

enclosures, from you and your family and want to thank you

for your kind sentiments and remarks concerning my work.

It was indeed thoughtful of you to forward the material to me

and the interest which prompted you to write is appreciated.

Sincerely yours,

j. Edgar Eoovee

NOTE: Bufiles contain prior cordial correspondence with Mrs. Lee.

Last outgoing, 10-22-69, in response to her comments concerning the

Director's possible retirement. The enclosures are an article written

by W. CleorrSkousen. a former Special Agent who is well known to the

Bureau, a reprint from the "Daily World, " a publication o'f^rSommunist

Party which is well known to the Bureau, and a speech by Ezra- :a

Taft Benson, former Secretary of Agriculture. In his article, Skousen

states that some organizations, when they are attacked by the communist
press, remain silent and hope the thing will blow over, but a more
responsive approach such as that followed by J. Edgar Hoover when the

FBI is attacked has proven more effective. There is no other mention

of the Director or the FBI in the enclosures. k

CEErvdd (3)
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"If my people, which are called by
my name, shall humble themselves,

and pray, and seek my face, and
turn from their wicked ways; then

will I hear from heaven, and will

forgive their sin, and will heal their

land."—II Chron. 7:14.

Old Testament—Bible

DR CHRIST — AGAINST COMMUiN#

OUR ONLY
HOPE IS

GOD'S
PEOPLE
ON THEIR
KNEES
PRAYING
FOR
AMERICA

"Behold, this is a choice land, and
whatsoever nation shall possess it

shall be free from bondage, and from

captivity, and from all other nations

under heaven, if they will but serve

the God of the land, who is Jesus

Christ, who hath been manifested by

the things which we have written."

Ether 2:12 Book of 1/oijii..*

/

Mi Iton-Freewater
,]

January 30 , 1970

41
Mr. Tolsonl

—

Mr. D^foach-
tcrs-^

Mr. TitspSI

Mr. Callahan

—

Mr. Conrad

Mr. Felt.—^

Mr. Gale-

Mr. Rosep

Mr.

J. Edgar Hoover, Director
Federal Bureau of Investigation
United States Department of Justice
Washington, D. C. 20535

Dear Mr. Hoover:

If you have not seen the enclosures, we hope and pray they may
be enlightening and helpful to you. Mr. W. Cleon Skousen, was
at one time an FBI man, also Chief of Police of Salt Lake City.

We are still trying to do our bit to keep this a Nation under j
2-

God. We have two sons in the Armed Forces, as we may have told
you in previous correspondence. It is the desire of our hearts
that this Nation may remain free and that every man can worship
God, according to the dictates of their own conscience. "A Nation
who will not .serve JGod will be ruled by Tyrants,**

~

I

May God continue to bless you with health and strength. We consider
you one of this Nation’s greatest men and a devoted Servant of our
cherished Republic!

J£ery Sincerely,
7 , ypi/io . LsO^

Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe C. Lee

e.

/ 1970

A
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GODLESS FORCES THREATEN US

an address by

Elder Ezra Taft Benson

Godless forces threaten us.

My text is from Paul's timely admonition:

"Put on the whole armour of God, that ye may be able to stand
- against„thejwiles_of. the devil . For we wrestle not . against flesh
and blood, but against principalities, against powers, against
the rulers of the darkness of this world, against spiritual wicked- '

ness in high places." (Ephesians 6:11-12)

A modern day prophet has said, . .when acts and schemes are manifestly
contrary to the revealed word of the Lord, we feel justified in warning people
against them. We may be charitable and forbearing to the sinner, but must
condemn the sin. . .

"
(Statements on Communism and the Constitution, by

President David O. McKay)

Correspondence and the printed word, crossing my desk daily, proclaim
the deep concern and agonizing fear of alert people, especially concerned parents,

in my own and other Christian nations— fear for the future of America and the free

worid-'-fear'we may Iose~a ,Tl~we hold dear, and soon.— . _

While most Americans continue to enjoy their comfortable complacency the

fact remains that the American way of life--with a spiritual foundation—which
has given us the highest standard of living and more of the good things of life

than any other system, is under powerful attack.

The Godless world-wide Communist Conspiracy expects one day soon to take

over the United States. With the active support of some 150 known or suspected

Communist fronts and infiltrated groups identified by the F.B. I. (Human Events

9:20-69); with almost half the student bodies of colleges and universities of

America reported to have elected presidents who support the revolution; with acts

of treason against the United States committed daily throughout the nation and laws

on treason and sedition shattered by decisions of the Supreme Court; with riots

in 125 cities within five days' time, 2 600 buildings burned and 713 of them in the

Nation's Capitol; with revolutions interrupting operations of 200 colleges and

universities since Christmas; with the Reds ordering the New Left to "close down
100 universities in 1970;" and with the constant aid of leftists, dupes, fellow

travelers and complacent citizens, the Conspiracy is now moving into the final

stages fora nation-wide "revolutionary take-over. " (The National Program Letter,

Dr. McBirnie's Newsletter, both October 1969)
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One of the most prominent targets now under withering fire in this war
against ourselves is the Ten Commandments , the Sermon on the Mount, the
Constitution of the United States, the institution of private property, and the
basic concepts of the Gospel of Jesus Christ. Surely this is a time when
consideration might well be given by the people of America, and the entire

free world, to the important matter of citizenship responsibility, and more
importantly, membership in the churches of the free world.

Today we face insidious, devastating evils which are widespread. Aimed
especially at the destruction of America—the last great bastion of freedom—with
emphasis on our youth, the evils are everywhere- -sponsored, promoted and
directed by the Communist Conspiracy, fellow travelers and dupes. Never has
evil been presented in such an array of appealing forms. We face a most dan-
gerous revolution in America and it is now in progress. According to the FBI,

"It is well-planned, well-financed and well-armed. " As citizens of the greatest

nation of the world, we face a deadly serious crisis . We must do battle with
these evil forces on every front, now . Any delay will be disastrous. "We must
begin aggression against evil. The time for procrastination and permissiveness
is long past. "

These atrocious, destructive evils are now revealed in our music, in our art,

in sex perversion and so-called sex education in the schools, in destructive

sensitivity training—a powerful form of Pavlovian brainwashing- -a s used by

Communists on captured American soldiers in Korea and by Hitler in Nazi Germany.

These evils are' prominent in the promotion of drugs— LSD, marijuana and

a host of others— in leading magazines and underground publications for youth;

in TV, movie and radio programs, in pornographic literature, in morally destruc-

tive paperback books available to all on newsstands and in Communist oriented

anti-American organizations such as SDS (Students for a Democratic Society)

.

These devilish forces "led by dirty minds in dirty bodies" seem to be every-

where. They are spreading into every segment of our social, economic and

religious life—all aimed at the destruction of one whole generation of our choice

youth in preparation for the Communist take-over.

The Godless Communists have declared, "We are going to destroy the

moral character of a generation of young Americans, and when we have finished

you will have nothing with which to really defend yourself against us. "

We may, as adults, close our eyes to them—keep our heads in the sand

—

hoping they will go away, but these evils are here, close by, working insidiously

and destructively day by day, hour by hour, without ceasing. Will parents who

have abandoned their responsibilities for the training and guidance of their

children awaken and act before it is too late?
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We may cry, "Peaceful coexistence" but there is no such thing with

the devil and his emissaries. We are at war— not a cold war—but a burning,

searing hot war—the most serious war in the memory of man. We must win
this war now. Will parents bestir themselves before it is too late? Will our

political leaders really awaken to the danger? Will courageous action come
before destruction falls? Will we as citizens rally prayerfully and actively to

courageous leadership?

The Christian world--the real Christian world—my own Christian country

included—knows that there are certain eternal verities— principles that never

change. Jesus Christ is in -very deed the way , the truth and the light. The Ten
Commandments are verily true. They form a permanently binding code of conduct
which man cannot violate without drastic damage to both his material and his

spiritual welfare. We know that God is not dead—that He is watching us— even
though one of the Russian astronauts cracked: "We ! ve been all over 'Heaven' and
we didn't see any sign of God. "

Yes, Godless forces do threaten our great civilization. These Godless forces

are forging a union of state and atheism. I quote in substance from the well-known
constitutional lawyer, Dean Clarence E. Manion: (See Manion Forum Broadcast 747,

1-2 6-69)

Can you name the Three Kings who came out of the East bearing gifts for the

Infant Jesus? St. Matthew called them the Three Wise Men of the Year One A. D.

~A“few~ mohtlTsTago' a”national mVgazTne'called^fiTe~ApoIJo' 8 Wstron'auts "fJT^Three
Men of the Year 1968. But by whatever name they are called, these six famous
men are now forever joined across the centuries by their colorful execution of

the same high purpose. All of them followed their stars from the end of their earth

to praise and glorify God.

The miracle for St. Matthew's men- was the unerring- accuracy of the Star of

Bethlehem that guided them to their Divine Destination. The wonder of the world

for 1968 was the apparent common faith, wisdom, humility and, last but not least,

the moral courage of Colonel Borman, Captain Lovell and Major Anders, who, on
Christmas Day, at the apex of history's then longest and most perilous voyage,
gave praise and thanks to God, the Creator of Heaven and Earth, and implored His

bles'sing upon all of the three billion listening people of this world.

When all of the facts-, figures and findings of the first incredible journey to the

moon are finally evaluated and computerized, this unscheduled, unprecedented

public act of religious faith and worship will be found, like the name of Abou ben

Adhem, to lead all the rest for all the years to come. Without the blessings of

the Lord all this would be quite impossible.
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Those professed atheists, who have confidently relied upon science to

dethrone and eclipse Almighty God, . . .are already doing their manful best,

of course, to rub out all reference to the prayer in their recapitulation and
evaluation of Apollo 8. The monitoring Communists in Moscow {after much
high-level consultation, you may be sure) decided wisely to ignore it. But

some others are unable to restrain their indignation and have probably been
back to the U. S. Supreme Court seeking the same kind of prohibition against

the public glorification of God in the Heavens that they have so successfully

maintained here on earth.

The Justices may or may not welcome this new opportunity to re-enforce their

strange new doctrine of neutrality in the weird war that is being fronted against

God and religion. Undoubtedly, the Court’s ultimate decision will be influenced

by what happens to the attitude of the American people in the meantime. For the

real question now is this: • How much longer will the American people--and the

whole Christian world— continue to tolerate the sadistic beating that religion

has been taking in this country and elsewhere for the past 25 years?

Frankly recognizing that Godless forces in this country have always been
overwhelmingly outnumbered by the faithful, the first working principle of the

anti-God strategists has been to move insidiously and always carefully to avoid
anything that resembles a direct attack or a frontal confrontation with their

opponents.

So, in launching their campaT^fTa^alnsT 'God^the^a tta ci^rT'^oce ede^~first~.
~

to ignore Him in the secular press; second, to humanize Him in the churches;

third, to clobber Him with ridicule on the campus; and, finally, to induce the

courts to enforce official governmental neutrality in all litigated controversies

about God and religion.

— - From a practical standpoint,- of course
, these decisions establish a union

of state and atheism. The accomplishment of this last objective has taken
prayer out of the public schools and if and when the judicial conclusion is

extended to its logical limits, it will abolish tax exemption for church property,

eliminate chaplains from the armed services, remove our motto 11

in God we trust":

from our coins and require major surgery upon our official salute to the flag.,

.

"
i

We must realize that the anti-prayer decisions are simply a beguiling
.

climax in the wide ranging-campaign against God and religion that has been
sustained here in this country, and in many other nations, for more than three

decades.

It was boldly begun here in 1933 (November 16), when the United States

announced our diplomatic recognition of atheistic Soviet Russia. For 15 years

the United States had refused to recognize the Godless Moscow Communists,
for the reasons published at length in 1920 by Bainbridge Colby, Secretary of
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State in the Administration of President Woodrow Wilson. In concluding his
long letter of documentation and explanation Colby had said this: "There
cannot be any common ground upon which the Government of the United States
can stand with a power whose conceptions are so entirely alien to our own,
so utterly repugnant to our moral sense. "

This recognition, together with the abandonment of the inspired Monroe
Doctrine, gave the Red-atheists a big diplomatic sanctuary for the coordination
and direction of their propagandists, spies and saboteurs. These promptly
infiltrated every branch of our Federal Government and later, every segment of

our economy and more recently have established a Godless base 90 miles from
our shores. Our recognition broke the ice of American resistance to the accept-
ance of the Kremlin gangsters into the International Community as a legitimate

government and so strengthened their iron grip upon the tortured people of

Russia and her satellites.

Judging by its demoralized works, atheismhas now quit advancing in this

country simply because it has arrived. Not just rhetorically but actually--our
country is in an un-Godly mess. City streets are terrorized by crime; our

biggest and most expensive campuses are paralyzed by nihilism and anarchy;

with special licenses from the Supreme Court, theaters are boldly featuring

sex perversion and the newsstands are loaded with hard-core pornography. Big

name investigating commissions have told us all about riots, crime, progress

and poverty, but always in materialistic terms of money, housing, social service

jobs, and-birth control—without a word about the possibilities'for personal moral

self-restraint.

What about our churches? You have heard the startling story of what Scien-

tific Atheism has done to institutional religion in the United States and elsewhere.

Just look, listen and read and you will find that (so-called) "civil rights"

have now eclipsed and outdated all of our personal moral responsibilities.

Whoever dares to mention the Ten Commandments today will immediately be

treated for a sick hang-up with the "Puritan Ethic.
"

But if atheism has taken us over, then who and where are the atheists? It

wa^s ‘sheer coincidence, of course, that the day after the 19 68 astronauts gave

us their inspiring prayer from the moon, the Gallup Poll reported that 98% of the

American people believe in God. Fantastic? Not at all. How many avowed
atheists do you know personally?

Gallup also found that 65% of us believe in Hell and 60% of all Americans

believe in the Devil. Now just a word to this big majority who believe in the

Devil. Who, in your opinion, has master-minded this tragic transformation

of the official, controlling American mind? The Devil? Through Satan’s

Communist counterfeit to the Gospel? Then why don’t we all say so?
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Now to the 98% of us who believe in God: Well, the Astronauts did

something big about it. Now will you please do a little something about it

when you get your next captive audience, however small it is?

Organized Atheism, representing just 2% of our population, has con-

taminated— is still contaminating—the whole course of American life— of

Christian life everywhere. In this country today a 2% tail is wagging the big

98% dog. Never in all history have so many been homswoggled by so few.

For years we have all been obsessed with the iniquities of the Supreme
Court. The way to do something about the Supreme Court is for the 98% of

us to become obsessed with the omnipotent goodness of the' Supreme Being.
What do you suppose would happen in all branches of our Government if the

98% of us would stop complaining and start working and praying?

We Americans have come almost a year with a new national administra-

tion in the United States. The world is watching. Perhaps now is the time to

return to basic eternal concepts, to praise the Lord while we continue to work
hard on the Congress, the President and the Supreme Court.

Other nations might well follow a similar pattern of concern.

As Americans--as members of the world-wide Christian community—we
can defeat the Godless, atheistic forces which threaten us. Yes, with the

help -of~Almighty God we-can—we-mus t- -wi n-the^wa-r against the<evil forces-—— — - -—

-

which seem almost to overwhelm us. The eternal verities revealed from God,
through His inspired prophets, have not and will not change.

Let us "put on the whole armour of God that we (ye) may be able to stand

against the wiles of the devil. " There is no other way of safety.

God ‘is not dead. He lives, for He has appeared—together with His
Beloved Son, Jesus the Christ--in our day. This I know, as I know that I

live, and bear this humble witness in the name of Jesus Christ, Amen.

10/4/69
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S n the Geneva Steel mill, just outside

Salt Lake City, Utah, are 3,600 em-
ployees, and not one black worker among
them. In Utah, the Mormon Church pre-

vails, and its teaching in regard to the

Negro is that he is “the posterity oi Cain,”

and is black because Cain killed Abel.

The few Negro Mormons are not allowed

the privilege of Temple rites when they

die, and cannot be elected to church of-

fice.

Utah verges on being a Church State,

where the economic and political struc-

ture is tightly intertwined with the Church
establishment. The Corporation of the

Church of Jesus Christ of the Latter Day
Saints (Mormon) manages a wealthy

—barony"engaged -in^a-number^of^enter

—

A venerable church president, David

O. McKay, is also president or director of

banks, insurance companies, airlines,

railroad companies, hotels, department
stores, and investment and security cor-

porations and the Utah-Idaho beet sugar

company, also the Radio Service Cor-

poration of Utah.

And although about 40,000 Mexican-

Americans reside in the area, just three

are employed in the whole Geneva mill.

A church law firm, Moyle, Burton and
McKay, wrote legislation for the Utah
legislature to exempt wholly church-

owned businesses from Utah’s Fair Em-
ployment Law, and the First Presidency^
of the Church'wrote letters in 1965 advis-

ing all Mormon senators and congress-

men that the Taft-Hartley law should in-

clude the Right to Work laws.

It is not surprising then that Utah
has traditionally been more than 99 per-

The Geneva mill is owned by U.S.

Steel and not by Mormons, but church

propagation of their belief in the sanctity

of authority, of the divinity of private en-

terprise, is a powerful weapon against

Utah labor, white and black.
———In- the-Geneva Steel-mill-it-is not un

—

known for a crane operator to work forty

hours straight — five shifts without a

break. Most high paying jobs are held by

older workers; the young try to bring up

their wages with overtime. The company
encourages 60, 70, even 80 hours a week.

This saves the expense of hiring and train-

ing additional men and saves on fringe

benefits, however injurious it may be to

health.

And what of the union? The United

Steel Workers is good in resolution, but

i coffers to build a financial "1

i above chart shows the corp

ie Church of Jesus Christ of L

-Ntxoii’s-Morirnoiis-



New $20 million precipitation plant near the Bingham Canyon Copper Mine will increase production from 2,250 to 6,000 ton< per month.

poor in practice. Its predominantly white
staff leans toward protecting the jealous-

ly guarded seniority rights of a section of

older, white workers. It is not inclined to

go to bat against discriminatory hiring

policies. Nationally, the union has lost

several suits brought by the NAACP
against unfair, promotion practices. But
no such suit has yet been brought in Utah,

because the majority of workers at the

Geneva mill are also Mormons, and it is

difficult to challenge the power of the

'Church, which extends far beyond reli-

l-gian. — . ._

It used to be said among copper min-

ers that Utah mines were veritable man-
traps, that “nowhere can a worker get

leaded, gassed, crushed or poisoned
with arsenic or copper water more easily

than in Utah.” The former Mine, Mill &
Smelter Workers’ Union changed all that.

Safety conditions have improved, but
since Mine, Mill merged with the United
Steel Workers, the struggle against ra-

cism in Utah’s copper industry has not

advanced.
In 1959, when the Kennecott Copper

Company purchased the Garfield, Utah,
Smelter from Rockefeller for $18.5 mil-

_,lion , it inherited the .onl%_Negro_wokers
now employedlhere. Today, of 950 men in

the local, 400 are Mexican-American and
50 are Puerto Rican. The company hires

black Puerto Rican workers, but not

blacks native to the United States.

Kennecott owns the copper mine at

Bingham
, Utah, the largest producer of

copper in the United States. The open pit

there rises like a huge stadium, covering
956 acres, its levels like bleacher seats

for giants. Here a mountain is being eaten

away by electric shovels, and automa-
tion has boosted production, but not

wages. A worker told me, “I am no better

off than 1 was in 1950, although I am now
producing four times as much.”

A director of Kennecott, Roy William
Simmons, is at the same time president

of Zion’s <Mormon) First National Bank,
president and director of Zion’s Utah Ban-
corp, chairman of the board of Zion’s Sav-

ings* Loan Association, director of the

Mormon-owned Beneficial Life Insurance

Company and of the Hotel Utah.

The editors of the Atlantic in its July,

1969, study of communications monopol-
ies, pointed out that Bonneville Interna-

tional, affiliated with the Mormon Church,
is a Salt Lake City barony engaged in a
variety of enterprises to the value of $60

to $75 million. Bonneville also holds a
$20 million (just under 5% ) interest in the

Los Angeles Times. “The Mormon
Church may be the most extraordinary
example of regional power," says the

Atlantic. "Through an affiliate, the Bon-
neville International, the Church of the

Latter Day Saints not only has extensive
hrnadaa.it interests of i

t

s Own but has
negotiated a set of alliances with other
Salt Lake City media owners, giving the

combined group a mighty voice through-

out the mountain states of the West.”
In Utah, Bonneville owns two TV and

three radio stations, and a newspaper. In

addition, its holdings include TV stations

in Seattle; Los Angeles and Kansas City,

five international shortwave stations,

and the interest in the Los Angeles Times
already mentioned.

Arch L. Madsen, president of Bonne-
ville International, was asked in a church
publication, “Why are the electronic

mass media so important to the church?”
Mr. Madsen answered, in part, “Because
they are such effective communications

•^tools,
;
4s a^hurch-our-task is:to-fulfill-the

—

Lord’s purposes and carry the truth for-

ward until it has penetrated every conti-

nent, and sounded in every ear.”

Mr. Madsen's view of the truth is be-

ing challenged in a case now pending be-

fore the Court of Appeals of the District

of Columbia, which aims to block renewal
of the TV license of KSL, powerful voice

of the Mormon Church in Salt Lake City.

Two residents of that city, Ethel Hale
and Paul Wharton, have documented their

charge that on KSL civil rights questions
receive biased or no coverage, that ex-

cessive right wing propaganda is broad-

cast with no provision for opposing views,

and that such concentration of power in

the ownership of communications is in-

consistent with the public interest. In

.June, ,.1969, the FCC voted to send the

Hale-Wharton information to the Justice

Department to determine if anti-trust

violations are involved.

It seems clear that the Latter Day
Saints are very much in the world. A for-

mer professor at the University of Utah,
William Mulder has written (Among the

Mormons, Knopf) “Combining strong cen-

tral direction with considerable local in-

itiative, the (Mormon) institution is

strong and solvent. The Council of the

Twelve Apostles, serving as a corpora-
tion board of directors, manages a
wealthy ‘philanthropy.’

”

Mormon Apostles who have taken an
active part in government include Reed
Smoot, watch doe of the U.S. Treasury

" for

Nels Anderson, in his book Desert
Saints (Chicago, 1942), said of Smoot: “No
one has ever heard the chairman of the

Finance Committee raise his apostolic

voice in the interests of humanity. Cham-
pion of a theological laissez-faire political

economy, he is above and beyond the

groveling masses. At protecting large in-

comes and running to the aid of vested in-

terests he is rarely beaten.
”

In the Nixon Administration, also be-

lievers in the sanctity of authority and
the divinity of capitalism, Mormons have
found a welcome place. Nixon’s cabinet
includes two Mormons: David Kennedy,
Secretary of the Treasury is chairman of

the Jesus Christ of the Latter Day Saints

Clubs. George Romney, Secretary of

Housing, and the Chairman of the Securi-

ties and Exchange Commission, Hamer
H. Budge, R. of Idaho, are Mormon lead-

ers, as are Senators Wallace F. Bennett

and Senator Howard Cannon (D) of Nev-

ada. Seven members of the House of Rep-
resentatives are Mormons, and Who’s
Who lists Utah’s Congressman Laurence
J. Burton (R) as both a member.of the

Mormon Church and the American Legion.
The economic and political power of

the Mormon hierarchy coincides with the

interest of monopoly capital and must be
fought as such.

Konnecott’x Bingham Capper Mine

This reprint is from the official Communist
Party paper called the WORLD MAGAZINE which
is the weekend magazine supplement to the
DAILY WORLD and the PEOPLE'S WORLD.

Additional copies of this reprint with the analysis
of it by Mr. W. Cleon Skousen are available at cost
postpaid from NATIONAL RESEARCH GROUP, Rt. 1, Box
102, American Fork, Utah 84003.

2 sets .25

10 sets 1.00
(The above prices are for

50 sets 3.00
100 sets 5.00

to one address)mailing
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Subject: COMMUNIST PRESS CALLS FOR ATTACK ON LDS CHURCH

From: W. Cleon Skousen

Attached hereto is a reprint of an article from an official

Communist Party paper called the World Magazine which is the

Sunday Supplement to the Daily World and the People's World.

This article appeared in the issue of October 18, 1969.

The last paragraph of this article calls for an attack on

the LDS Church. You will note that the Communist strategy

is NOT to attack the Latter-Day Saints as a ''church,'' but

as an institution of "economic and political power" which

"coincides with the interests of monopoly capital."

This article is a typical Communist propaganda sheet filled

with crumbs of truth intermixed with a whole loaf of false

allegations and implications. It even claims the Mormon
leaders are in control of the Los Angeles Times!

Anyone familiar with Communist tactics will recognize that

this is no ordinary article. It is a signal to the Communist

"transmission belt" to go to work. There are people strate-

gically placed in the bulk of the opinion-molding facilities

of the United States who watch for signals like this in the

Communist press. The Communists are looked upon as the

"vanguard" or tactical leaders in the fight against the

open society of the United States. Communist signals are

therefore accepted by the entire cadre of left-wing collec-

tivists as the logical targets for a united attack. The Com-

munists refer to this large group of fellow-travelers as

their "transmission belt." . By unitedly 1 attacking an iden-

tical target, they create a syndrome of incidents which have

an overwhelming impact on the thinking of the American

people. This technique has been used successfully for

fifty years.

This type of massive propaganda assault is designed to

distort public thinking to the point where it paralyzes the

effectiveness of the organization under attack. In fact, the

object- is not merely to discredit the victim but create an

atmosphere of deep resentment or even hatred toward it.

For several months the volume and intensity of criticism

against the LDS Church has been mounting. The Communist
Party has apparently decided to take over the leadership of

this agitation and give it financial and institutional support.

If the pattern follows past incidents of this kind, we
may expect to see the so-called legitimate press, radio and

TV begin a whole series of "reports" on all types of sub-

jects related to the LDS Church. It will be explained that

the LDS Church has suddenly become "news." All of these

"reports" will be handled in a way which makes the Church

look rich, priest-ridden, racist, super-authoritarian and con-

servative to the point of being archaically reactionary.

In the past, organizations selected for this kind of assault

have usually attempted to ignore the attack until the damage
has become practically irreparable. A more responsive
approach such as that followed by J. Edgar Hoover when the

FBI is attacked has proven more effective in blunting the

impact of such campaigns. Some damage will be done in any

event, but by furnishing the public with facts and furnishing

a prompt response to the various charges, it is possible for

those who really want to know the truth to get it, To remain

silent and hope the whole thing will "blow over" or "fade

away" is exactly what the Communists want. This gives

them a public-opinion vacuum in which to work.

If this signal from the Communist Party is successful in

triggering the transmission belt into action, it is likely that

within a very short time the Church will find itself struggling

for living space on almost every front— iegaily , in proselyting,

in academic tolerance, in athletic competition and in its

attempt to get equal time through the media to defend its

position. The syndrome on all of these fronts has already

manifest itself, and if the Communist Party has its way the

intensity of the attack will be increased a hundred-fold.

In times of crisis such as this, individual members of the

Church can do at least four things:

1 . Do your homework so you can appreciate what is happening.

Do not become confused by the avalanche of hostile

propaganda. Unique doctrines or policies of the Church
will be seized upon for concentrated publicity. These
will be distorted or made to appear as ridiculous as pos-

sible. In past crises, a few members of the Church have

gotten on the enemy bandwagon and wagged their fingers

of accusation with as much vigor as the opposition. They

have demanded that the Church "change" and accommodate

itself to the propaganda pressure.

2. Stand steadfastly behind the Prophet and the leaders

of the Church. Do everything within your own sphere of

influence to spread the truth on each of the issues as

they arise. The Communist objective will be to thoroughly

intimidate the members of the Church so they will feel

"guilty" or become afraid to "get involved,"

3. Do everything possible to avoid any statement or action

which might inadvertently feed ammunition to the enemy.

Part of the Communist strategy will be to provoke Church

members to the point where some of them will over-react

or over-state their position so these can be quoted over

the transmission belt as "typical of the Mormon mentality.”

Should you happen to be contacted by a reporter, insist

that all questions be submitted in writing. If you decide

to reply, write your answers and keep a copy. Recently,

members of the Church have been deliberately, mi squoted

by the wire services. If the reporter claims there isn't time

for a written exchange, then tell him you have "No Com-
ment."

4. Avoid giving aid and comfort to the enemy. It is aston-

ishing to find a few members of the Church actually making
deliberate concessions to the opposition in an attempt

to appear "objective," "honest," and "impartial.” Joseph

Snith would have considerable to say about this caliber

of "fair-weather" member. As Thomas Marsh and other

notable defectors of the past century discovered, such

concessions by them did not turn out to be honest or

objective, but a betrayal of the truth and a betrayal of

the Church at a time when both needed uncompromising

support.

One should keep in mind that during past crises the Lord has

always used these occasions to shake loose the tares from

the wheat.
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September 15, 1970

qrj^6^
f
Mrs. Christine Siegle

Route 3

Norristorm, Pennsylvania 19401

Bear Mrs. Siegle:

Your letter of September 8th has been received. In

answer to your request, the FBI does not have for distribution copies

of the material you desire. I regret we are unable to be of help in

this instance.

1 -

/v~Vjp

Sincerely yours,

Ja Edgar Hoove.^

John Edgar Hoover
Director O

NOTE: Correspondent is not identifiable in Bufiles. Correspondent

refers to the 45 "Current Communist Goals" which were listed in the

Congressional Record of 1/10/63, taken from 'The Naked Communist" by

W. CleoirSkousen. The testimony as appeared stated that goals were
compiled from the reports of Congressional hearings, together with available

books by ex-communists.

Tolsc.n .. —

-

Sullivan

Mohr „ .

Bishop

Brennan. C.D.

Callahan

Casper _

Conrad ______
Felt

Calc . .

Hohuh

Tavel

Walters .

Soyars 5-sy
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Norristown, Pa., 1

Sept. 8th, 1970.

I

Mr. J. Edgar Hoover,

Wash. D.C.

Dear Mr. Hoover

Please forward the testimony of

W. Cleon Skousen of the FBI in the "Congressional
Record of January 10th 1965 "

*

I have tried local and official
sources to no avail, either out of print or no such

record, is the reply.

I know we have the same views, and

I am sure you will be able to secure this information
for me

.

Thanks for your kind attention and
co-operation, I am

Mrs. Christine Siegle,

R.D.#J,
Norristown, Pa, 19^01

SEP m
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with Mr. Skousen, as you can see. missg

Thanks so much for your nice note

and enclosure. I shall treasure them!

Cordially

26 1971



From the desk of:

WILLIAM E. FORT, JR.

w. t.FnVvk
BRIGHAM YOUNG UNIVERSITY

DEPARTMENT OF PHILOSOPHY I*—“ y.s.f (

PROVO, UTAH 84601



3BB CAPITALIST CA review and ccsEsenfcsry on Dr, Carroll Quigley's 1300

pages bos&j, xaACEBT A$jj> HOPE) fey H, Cleon Skousen. Reviewed fey Hill lata g, Fort s Ji

.

The huge book s TRAGEDY AH) EDPB fey Dr., Carroll Quigley which appeared firat

in 1%6 (published by the Macsi11am Compacyl might have escaped the attention

of anyone best a few scholars except for its careful diesectlea fey W„ Cltcn

Skousen. profaaoer Skousea pooeosoos unique qualities necessary for this

work, His keen analytical miad has feaen sharpened fey his legal training and

fey his sixteen years of service with the F.B.,1. In addition,, he was a

distinguished Chief of Police in Salt Lake City for four years and was

Editorial Director of the nation's leading law enforcement e*agasine s “Law

and Order" , He has been a highly successful professor for seven years at

Brigham Yeung Dniversity.

Professor Sksmsera's keon eyo detected passages „ sandwiched between

lengthy discourses in Dr. Quigley's hook 5 that reflected a fascinating pattern

of lafomatiea fitting neatly Into naray things he had learned in his years of

intelligence work. He kaewj, for eseaple, that certain very wealthy and power-

ful persona „ both within this country and abroad, are and have been doing

thlngo In support of efo@ Communist Conspiracy throughout the world. Then* too.

Dr. Stella Bod<^ a fomer member of tfoe national CcsEittee of the ®a S 9 Cessamist

Party told h&a several years ago that she first became aware of scss super-

leadership right after World War II when the U„$. CcjEsanisfc Party had difficulty

In getting ino truetiono fraa Moscow on several vital matters requiring

^

ismsadiate attention. The African Communist hieraefey was told that any tics

' they hod an emergency of thio kind they should contact any one of three

designated persona nt the Waldorf Towers. Dr. Dodd noted that whenever the ?arty

'?/- efW? r-1<°
CTSSEiS



f
obtained totete£i®30 frsm assy off t&Qce tferee £3©sc<sw always ratified

tfeem, Hfeafc gxsosled Jte„ Biodd was fifes fact that isot one of these coafiacts

was a Rasoia® 0 Efor ware assy of tfeent Ctaaaamlsto, la ffact 0 all three were

os2eremaly wealthy ca^ltalistoS Dr* ©odd said 0 ”1 would certainly litre to

ffW oast cfe© Is eoallLy rsaBmiiag thirds o I efeiafe fifes CacmnsaiGt Conspiracy

lo E3raly a braEscfe of a touch biosor conspiracy*”

Sflis porCtea gleaned fey IFroffoosor Sbotssen from Dr a Quigley’s book

relate 'to the scene fc powers cparafiistg babied fifes scenes to destroy our

CoEOfiifitafcicsal Republic and cur traditional freedom aed to establish a

Osa-World o SocioXiot Dictated ©c^rEmsat , Sr, Quigley opea&o as an la-

oidor ©ff eexa twenty years ataaESitsg. He approves wholeheartedly of fifes

oocrefi coefei&ofilers off fifeooe wfa® would destroy ear nations sad place fifes

world mSas a Socialise dictatorship* He oneero ot those ^Bstican patriota

who ora ffigfetiiag against Ccmswnioni c&sl stateG that they have missed fifes

right tangot^ fifes secret group off taiders who would ml© fife© world, He

ffoelo that is would fee tragedy for fcfoa ffree~en£euprising, constitutional

Jmenicasao to wfea* Cm fifes contrary fee believes thae our real fagga lies in

fifes wictosy off fcfeo cocnefc operators* Hsaco fifes title off feio fec©£c 0 tragedy

Dr* Quigley,, however, feolieveo Shot the goal battle lo finished and

tfeafi felo old© has won, In offset, lbs feelieveo that it is all over but

fifes obc&tins that ifi is new assfi to impossible to revsroe fifes precede,

He ofircsgly feels that these responsible for the victory should get public

credit and this fee does in his book, He traces out the secret Eoves-enfis

ever fifed yearo, nceing asssaa oed places. Some off the ©esse involved will

cexeo cd a shock to mossy Americano* The secret moves will otefe tfeess further.
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February 18, 1971

Mrs. Donald S. Allen
1411 Buckingham Hoad
Winter Park, Florida 32789

Dear Mrsf^len: t/cith Pf%

I have received your letter of February 5th, with.

enclosures, ami want to thank you for your kind remarks concerning
my work. Your support is most encouraging and means a great

deal to me.

tn response to your inquiries, it is contrary to my
long-standing policy to comment on material not prepared by per-
sonnel of this Bureau. Further, any information contained in our
files must be maintained as confidential in accordance with regula-

tions of the Department of Justice.

W

I can tell you, however, that Mr. W. Cleon Skousen

entered on duty with the FBI as a clerk on October 24, 1935, and
served in that capacity until June 17, 1840, when he became a
Special Agent He voluntarily resigned the latter position on Octo-

ber 5, 1851. His personal ventures as well as Mo opinions and
comments since he left this Bureau are strictly Ms own.

I have no objection to your quoting this letter in the

manner you proposed.

|

bailed i2
|

Sincerely yours,V
' {/

:3Jl3137i

1 - Tampa - Enclosure

Sincerely yours, *

Sajtyps looras

21 v
O'- ' \

• •'* lriHW

'i

NOTE: ^Correspondent is not identifiable in Bufiles. One of her enclosures

J
sWstamped, self-addressed envelope which was utilized for this reply.

r / \ ,

Tyrme (41
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3^1 Buckingham Road
winter Park, Florida

February 5, 1971
Mr. J. Edgar Hoover
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Washingt on , D . C

.

My dear Mr. Hoover:

A leaflet like the one enclosed was sent to me by friends who live
in Utah, where it was published. As you can see, it advertises a book
by W. Cleon Skousen, called ’’The Naked Capitalist,? which in turn is
a review of another book entitled "Tragedy and Hope," by Dr. Carroll
Quigley. No doubt you are familiar with both books. I have bought Mr.
Skousen’s book, and have read it. The whole monstrous plan revested
in this book is shocking and frightening. I am writing to you in the
hope that you will be willing to tell me your frank appraisal of the
whole scheme, perhaps answering these questions:

1. Is it all really true?

2.

Do you believe this scheme is working so well and has advanced
so far that it cannot be stopped?

3. Is this sinister Establishment here portrayed the same "Estab-
lishment" which the dissidents, rioters. Black Panthers, etc.
are so vehemently lighting against?

4. Do you think, as I do, that the people of this country - all
the people - should be alerted and informed as soon as
possible?

5. Have you any suggestions about accomplishing effective publicity?

I wish to take this opportunity to compliment you on the fine job
you are doing in your extremely important position as head of the F. B.
I. I fear there are i members of this sinister Establishment who would
like to see you resign, for fear you know too much about them, but
hope you can, and will, keep right on for many years yet. C *

I am not a reporter, or writer, but just a "homebody," wife of a

college professor who has just retired. I read all the news carefully
and worry a great deal about things that are happening in this country.
I am alarmed about this Capitalist scheme (combined with social ismjl and
am trying to find out what we of the "silent majority" can do about it.

I hope you will send me some word of your opinion or appraisal on this
subject. I plan to send copies of this leaflet to others, and would
like to have some statement from you that you would permit me to cjuote

and thus give credence to my concern.

A stamped, self-addressed envelope is enclosed for your convenience
in replying. I hope you will send me some reply, however brief, dt
will be most appreciated.

Dr jF /

V6ry si*c6/®ly
i j a FEB IV 1971

(Mrs. Donald S. A1 Zenji

Enclosures: Leaflet of information

Stuped envelops CfcME RESEAS®
v

JO
'«»

t
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Someone on the inside has talked. the Naked Capitalist reveals:

Have you ever.wondered why some, of' the wealthiest

people in the world have been Ena^
Socialism, Black Panthers, SDS, Weathermen, iiid|many

'

other forms of violence and revolution?
|

Now it can be. told. Dr. Carroll Quigley of Harvard,
j

Princeton, and Georgetown Universities let the secret out
1

in his .1,300 page book, Tragedy and Hope, which was pub-

lished by the Macmillan Company.

Being an “insider” himself, Dr. Quigley was able to

give the names, dates and places for the whole amazing

plan concocted by those who feel they have the necessary

economic and political power to seize the human and

natural resources of the entire world. Dr, Quigley seems

to feel that this plan is now so far advanced that it is the

hope of the future and that anyone who stands in the way :

is only contributing to tragedy. Hence
1

the title of his

book, “Tragedy and Hope.”

Because few people would be willing to struggle

through Dr. Quigley’s 1,300-page tome, W. Cleon Skousen

has provided a review of the amazing facts which Dr. I

Quigley presents in his book as the explanation for much

.
that is happening in the world today. i

Mr, Skousen feels the bold and defiant admissions

by Dr, Quigley ’ provide . the most potent ammunition

available to shock and awaken^ Americans to the reality

of their peril. In spite of these alarming conditions, Mr.

Skousen feels the tide can still beJurned.-.'His review is

designed to get the facts befor^ihe people so. that positive

action can be taken in- time,

c

" £ * f

© Why !he Communist Party turned

out to be merely a branch of a

much bigger conspiracy.

0 Why the richest men in the world

have been financing both Commu-

nist revolution and Socialist legis-

lation.

0 How they gained control of the

Bank of England,

OHow they set up the American

Federal Reserve System as a private

monopoly,

© The origin and historical develop-

ment of a plan to gain control of

the people and resources ofjhe
4

world,

• The various branches of what

these master-planners call their

“Secret Society,"

• How they used the wealthy tax-

exempt foundations to dominate

American education. -

T

• How they took over the press

media.

• How they seized control of the

radio and TV networks.

• How they took over many of the

largest religious- denominations.

©How they developed powerful

control centers in both the Demo-

crat and Republican parties,

© The real significance of the Coun-

cil on Foreign Relations as an in-

strument of subversion and con-

quest,

OHow they took over the U, S.

State Department.

OHow they manipulated them-

selves into control of the White

House and dominated the adminis-

tration of the last five presidents,

• How they barely escaped being

exposed several times. •

• How they maneuvered 700 mil-

lion people into the Communist

camp,

• The real story behind the Mc-

Carthy hearings,

L

0 The real story behind the Gold-

water campaign.

• What is happening during the

Nixon administration.

• Why the situation is critical but

not hopeless,

• What can be done about it.

You will find this review and commentary by Mr, Skousen fascinating reading
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Special First Edition

QUANTITY DISCOUNT

t • *

OFFER

THE NAKED CAPITALIST has a message that ,needs

to be told . ; . and needs to be understood . . .we know -

that thousands of Americans will want to help de-

- ~—— liver-this-message. -In-order to make- this book avail-
~ ~ f

able at a quantity discount rate National Research

Group has contracted for the first 5,000 copies.

NRG offers THE NAKED CAPITALIST to

following discount prices:

you at the -
.

i to 9 copies $2.00 each
. ,

10 to 24 copies . 1.80 each

25 to 49 copies ;1 1.70 each
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Purpose of memorandum is to answer Director's inquiry
regarding article captioned as above in March, 1971, issue of
"Law and Order" magazine. Skousen, former Bureau employee

—

clerk 1935-1940, Special Agent 1940-1951 when voluntarily
resigned, now editorial director of "Law and Order." We
are circumspect with Skousen because of his efforts to
capitalize on Bureau career to benefit his anticommunist
activities. Article claims "dynastic rich" (inheritors of
wealth) subsidizing "forces of violent revolution" to help
rich take over country for "good" of humanity. Skousen'

s

.claim that Karl Marx turned to "democratic socialism" as
means to seize power not substantiated. Marx never renounced
violence of class struggle or proletarian revolution. Skousen
claim that wealthy class financed Bolshevik Revolution in ^
1917 not supported by research, and his charge that Jacob
Schiff of Kuhn, Loeb and Company gave $20 million for "final
triumph of Bolshevism" not validated. Skousen' s allegations

I

that tax-exempt foundations have given money to civil rights
groups and functionaries, including several militant black
nationalists are generally valid but include inaccuracies.
Several grants verified, as listed by Skousen, from Ford
Foundation to organizations he alleges carry out "policies
and propaganda favoring a globalist strategy." Skousen'

s

reference to "left-wing collectivists" seeking Federal
constitutional convention is unsubstantiated. Only such
effort known was made by late Senator Everett Dirksen who
wanted amendment negating U. S. Supreme Court 1964 "one man,
one vote" ruling which calls for equal population in votin'
districts.

'

RECOMMENDATION:

For the Director's information.

JMS:glw
(5)

S APR2M71

DETAILS - CONTINUED

PE^/tlC, U'>'
:
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Memorandum to Mr. C. D. Brennan
Re: "Home-Grown Subversion"

Article by W. Cleon Skousen

DETAILS :

This memorandum provides detailed response to the
Director's inquiry regarding article entitled, "Home-Grown
Subversion" by W. Cleon Skousen in March, 1971, issue of
"Law and Order" magazine. Director inquired: "Can we
authenticate statements made in this article?" My
memorandum 3/29/71 noted extensive research necessary to
check reference works and Bufiles.

The Author

W. Cleon Skousen is a former Bureau employee,
serving as a clerk 1935-1940, and as a Special Agent
1940-1951 when he voluntarily resigned. He was Chief of
Police in Salt Lake City, Utah, 1956-1960, and is presently
editorial director of “Law and Order" magazine, a commerical
venture not associated with any law enforcement agency or
organization. We are circumspect in dealing with Skousen
because of his efforts to capitalize on his past association
with Bureau in order to benefit his writing and speaking
activities in opposition to communism. (67-69602)

The Article

Thrust of Skousen' s article is that a certain
segment of the wealthy people in this country—the so-called
"dynastic rich," those who have inherited great wealth

—

are subsidizing "forces of violent revolution." The purpose
of this subsidy, according to Skousen, is to help the "dynastic
rich" in their efforts to take over and control the United States
for what the rich believe is "good" for humanity. They are
realizing success at this game, Skousen believes, because
"the people" have become tired "of working out their destiny"
and are willing to "sacrifice their independence for the
luxury of having others take care of them." The attempt of
the "dynastic rich" to control others runs counter to the
American Revolution, which Skousen asserts created an
independent nation and spread political power, financial
power, and religious self-determination among the people.

2 CONTINUED - OVER



Memorandum to Mr. C. D. Brennan
Re: "Home-Grown Subversion"

Article by W. Cleon Skousen

Skousen is accurate in claiming that several
writers, including historian Dr. Carroll Quigley of
Georgetown University, have produced studies purporting
to document a network of wealthy persons which wields
considerable influence in business and financial circles,
government, and the mass communications media.

Skousen Unsupported

Skousen asserts that when Karl Marx's "dream" of
violent revolution was largely rejected after 1848, Marx
turned to support of "democratic socialism" as a means of
taking political and economic power. Research, however,
fails to show that Marx ever renounced the violence of the
class struggle and the proletarian revolution. Skousen also
claims that Marx considered reformist tactics the best
method to take over the United States and England. But,
he fails to specify a source in Marx's writings, and research
fails to verify Skousen' s statement. Furthermore, Marx
was highly critical of "reformist" tactics, such as seeking
improvements through legislation and strongly held that
society could only be improved by violent destruction of
the capitalist state.

Claims Regarding Financing Russian Revolution

One especially dubious claim by Skousen is that
scholars are beginning to discover that, wherever Communist
revolutions have succeeded, it has been due to financial aid
by some of the wealthiest people in the world. As evidence
for this claim, Skousen maintains that several "dynastic
banking families" financed the Communist revolution in
Russia.

According to Skousen, Leon Trotsky, in his
biography, refers to some of the "loans" coming from British
financiers as far back as 1907. Trotsky's book, "My Life,"
(page 202) mentions only one such loan, that of 3,000 pounds
by an "English liberal" to help cover some expenses of the
1907 Bolshevik Party Congress in London. Trotsky states
that years later the Soviet Government paid back the loan
for which all Congress delegates had been cosigners.

3 CONTINUED - OVER
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Memorandum to Mr. C. D. Brennan
Re: "Home-Grown Subversion"

Article by W. Cleon Skousen

British Subsidies

By 1917, Skousen asserts, the major subsidies
for "the revolution" were being arranged by Sir George
Buchanan, then British Ambassador to Russia and Lord Alfred
Milner who was in Russia as a special representative. One
source suggested by Skousen refers merely to "private
interviews," not further identified, as documentation for
the above claim. A second source, citing hearsay, refers
only to British aid to the March, 1917, revolution that
overthrew Czar Nicholas II but not to any aid for the
Bolshevik Revolution of November, 1917.

Jacob Schiff

Skousen charges that Jacob Schiff (1847-1920) of the
New York investment banking firm, Kuhn, Loeb and Company,
furnished the Communist leaders around $20 million for
the "final triumph of Bolshevism" in Russia. This figure
is reportedly cited in the February 3, 1949, edition of
the now defunct "New York Journal American" by Jacob Schiff'

s

grandson. According to his biographer C. A. Adler, Jacob
Schiff in his letters and speeches blamed the
Russian Imperial Government of Czar Nicholas II for
anti-Jewish policies and practices and personally gave
about $500,000 for relief of Jews in Russia prior to 1917.
Schiff later was reportedly sympathetic to the Provisional
Government, providing one million rubles for its "liberty
loan" in April, 1917, but was strongly opposed to the
Communists in Russia. Review of microfilm records of the
February 3, 1949, "New York Journal American" failed to
locate any article about Jacob Schiff and possible financing
of the Bolsheviks as Skousen alleges. No evidence was found
to substantiate Skousen' s claim that between 1918 and 1922
Levin paid back 600 million rubles to Kuhn, Loeb and Company.
It is noted that the notorious anti-FBI critic, Dorothy
Schiff of the "New York Post," is a granddaughter of
Jacob Schiff.

4 CONTINUED - OVER
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Memorandum to Mr. C. D. Brennan
Re: "Home-Grown Subversion"

Article by W. Cleon Skousen

Hearings Regarding Schiff, 1918

Allegations that Jacob Schiff and other Jewish
investment bankers helped to finance the Communist revolution
in Russia have appeared in the past. In 1959, at the
Director's instructions, such an allegation against
Jacob Schiff was checked out in a review of the hearings
conducted in December, 1918, by a Subcommittee of the
Committee on the Judiciary, United States Senate. Entitled
"Brewing and Liquor Interests and German Propaganda," the
hearings also covered Russian and Bolshevik activities in
this country and Europe prior to that time. The hearings
absolved Kuhn, Loeb and Company of alleged pro-German
sympathies and failed to bring out- any information indicating
that Jacob Schiff helped to finance the Bolshevik Revolution
in Russia. (100-407194-6)

Skousen' s claim that other international bankers
were involved in financing the Communist takeover apparently
comes from a book, "Czarism and Revolution," by Arsene de
Goulevitch, a former Czarist Army officer who fled Russia
after the Bolshevik Revolution. Goulevitch in turn attributes
the information to a document published in Rostov, Russia, in
1919, which reportedly attributed the information to the
archives of a high French Government office (not identified)

.

From the same sources Skousen notes that Trotsky
later (after 1917) married the daughter of one wealthy
contributing banker named Jivotovsky. Trotsky's book,
"My Life," and all available biographies on Trotsky contain
no references to the name Jivotovsky and indicate that
Trotsky's second marriage, about 1904, lasted until his
assassination in 1940 in Mexico City.

Current Events

Skousen points out that the "secret network" of
British wealth combined with the "dynastic rich" of the
United States as far back as World War I to form the Council
on Foreign Relations (CFR) and the Institute of Pacific
Relations (IPR) . The purpose of these groups, according to
Skousen has been to guide "U.S. foreign policy toward the

5 CONTINUED - OVER
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Memorandum to Mr. C. D. Brennan
Re: "Home-Grown Subversion"

Article by W. Cleon Skousen

establishment of a world-wide collectivist society." He
also alleges that Congressional investigations have shown
CFR and IPR responsible for establishing policies that led
to the loss of China to the communists, to the "mismanagement"
of the Korean War, and to the so-called "no win" approach to
the conflict in Vietnam.

The CFR, headquartered in New York City, was founded
in 1922 and is self-described as a nonpolitical group
supporting U. S. foreign relations in an impartial and scholarly
spirit. The Council publishes "Foreign Affairs" quarterly
magazine and its membership has reportedly included numerous
prominent individuals such as the late President Eisenhower
and New York Governor Nelson Rockefeller. (62-5256-17,9x4,27)

Founded in 1925, the IPR engaged in research into
the economic, political, and social aspects of Pacific Ocean
countries. In 1952, the Subcommittee on Internal Security
of the U. S. Senate Committee on the Judiciary concluded
that IPR was actually controlled by a small core of
communists or pro-communist personnel and that IPR associates
were instrumental in keeping U. S. policy on a course
favorable to communist objectives in China. (100-371054-14)

Skousen claims that through tax-exempt foundations b2

the "dynastic rich" align their forces with the violent, be

revolutionary left to create such havoc that Americans will b?i

call on the Government in Washington, D. C., to take over. b7

In connection with this approach, Skousen referred properly
to testimony of "Jerry Kirk" in r.nnnrftsai nrml hearings. This
individual is

| |
who was a

Bureau informant from 1966-1969 and furnished information
on the Communist Party and Students for a Democratic Society
in Chicago. Kirk is now speaking thrmighmit- thp rnnntrv on
communist and other extremist activities.!

|

6 CONTINUED - OVER



Memorandum to Mr. C. D. Brennan
Re: "Home-Grown Subversion"

Article by W. Cleon Skousen

The following have been furnished money by
tax-exempt foundations to further militant activities
according to Skousen:

Rev. Milton A. Galamison

Galamison, Negro minister of the Siloam Presbyterian
Church, Brooklyn, New York, has been active since the mid-1950s
as a leader and participant in numerous civil rights protests,
disruptions at the New York City School Board meetings, and
Negro boycotts of New York City public schools. He has been
arrested several times in connection with these activities.
As Skousen notes, Galamison was the keynote speaker at the
1964 founding convention of the now defunct W. E. B. DuBois.

Clubs of America, the Communist Party, USA youth front. In

fact, he reportedly asked to be invited to appear. Galamison
has been an acquaintance of Henry Winston, CPUSA National
Chairman, and officiated at Winston's 1965 marriage. The
Ford Foundation did give $160,000 to a group Galamison headed,
as Skousen asserts. The Ford Foundation, established in 1936,
has by far the highest assets of any foundation— $3.5 billion
in 1968. McGeorge Bundy, adviser to former President Lyndon
Johnson, is president of the Ford Foundation. (100-440326-26;

Wash Post 7/15/68 p. A-17)
Herman By Ferguson

Skousen is accurate in describing Ferguson as a
black revolutionist associated in the past with RAM, the now
defunct Marxist-Maoist-oriented Revolutionary Action Movement.
Ferguson was indicted for conspiracy to murder Negro leaders
Roy Wilkins of the National Association for Advancement of
the Colored People and the recently deceased Whitney M. Young,
Jr., of the National Urban League. Skousen is not accurate,
however, in his claim that the late Senator Robert F. Kennedy
was involved as a target in the murder conspiracy charged to
Ferguson and several other black militants. Ferguson and one
other defendant were convicted in June, 1968, of the murder
conspiracy charges and are currently FBI fugitives for
unlawful flight to avoid confinement. Contrary to
Skousen, Ferguson was not hired by the Ford Foundation
after his June, 1967, arrest on the murder conspiracy

7 CONTINUED - OVER
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Memorandum to Mr. C. D. Brennan
Re: "Home-Grown Subversion"

Article by W. Cleon Skousen

charge, but was hired by the community governing board
of a New York City school and paid from a Ford Foundation
grant to that board. While free on bond awaiting trial,
Ferguson urged Negroes to obtain and practice with
weapons for "self-defense" against whites. Because of those
comments, his bail in February, 1968, was raised to $100,000
and he was jailed when unable to furnish it. He was released
later on lowered bond. In March, 1968, the Board of
Education President ruled Ferguson could not hold the position
financed by the Ford Foundation. {100-443173-18,21,30,50;

New York Times 2/27/68)
Le Roi Jones

Jones is an extremely militant black nationalist
whose writings are bitterly antiwhite and replete with
vulgarity. While Bufiles do not substantiate Skousen's
reference to a specific $50,000 foundation grant to Jones for
his writing career, the "New York Post" of October 19, 1961,
stated that Jones was writing then under a fellowship of the
John Hay Whitney Foundation, which was funded by Whitney who was
formerly publisher and president of the now defunct "New York
Herald Tribune." Jones directed the antiwhite Black Arts
Repertory Theater in Harlem in 1965 with some $40,000 furnished
by the Office of Economic Opportunity through HARYOU-ACT, a multi-
million dollar antipoverty program in Harlem. Funds from
that source were cut off in late 1965. Jones was arrested
in the July, 1967, Newark, New Jersey, rioting on gun
possession charges of which he was eventually acquitted.

(100-425307-38)
National Urban League
Whitney M. Young, Jr.

Skousen alleges that when the National Urban League,
led by the late Whitney M. Young, Jr., came out in favor of
"black power" and stated it was no longer against violence,
the League received $2 million from a foundation. Young, who
died in Nigeria on March 11, 1971, had stated in 1969 that
black power should be "interpreted to mean the development
of black pride and self-determination," and that it was

CONTINUED - OVER
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Memorandum to Mr. C. D. Brennan
Re: "Home-Grown Subversion"

Article by W. Cleon Skousen

necessary to "rescue the term from the aura of violence and
hostility." There were reports in December, 1968, that the
Ford Foundation was supplying an unspecified grant to the
League. The Director has described Young as one stripe
above Martin Luther King. (62-112176-5; Facts on File 1968 p.613)

Other Grants

Skousen also lists grants from one foundation to
a number of organizations allegedly carrying out the
"policies and propaganda favoring a globalist strategy."
While his article does not reveal the name of the foundation,
Skousen previously identified it in other writings as the
Ford Foundation. No information was found to either confirm
or deny some of the grants mentioned by Skousen or to identify
the "revolutionary dissident" who allegedly purchased a
$75,000 home with grant money. Following are the grants
in Skousen's list which have been verified. J

Grants Verified

The Council on Foreign Relations— $1,000,000.
According to available information, the Ford Foundation
granted $900,000 to the above group in 1962 for a three-
year study on Communist China and a two-year study on
North Atlantic countries. (Facts on File 1962 p. 326)

The Adlai E. Stevenson Institute of International
Affairs— $1,000,000. There is a record of a Ford Foundation
matching grant of $5,000,000 to the Stevenson Institute
after it was set up in 1967 as an "action-oriented body,"
seeking to "assist in finding reasonable solutions to
critical problems." (105-211540-3; Facts on File 1967 pp. 242-243)

Institute of International Education— $1,625,000.
In 1966 the Ford Foundation reportedly made a grant of
$2,000,000 to the Institute to finance faculty exchanges
and other collaboration between the Universities of Chile and
California. The Institute, founded in 1919 and headquartered
in New York City, develops and administers educational exchange
programs between this country and over 100 countries abroad.

(Facts on File 1966 p. 479)

9 CONTINUED - OVER
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Memorandum to Mr, C. D. Brennan
Re: "Home-Grown Subversion"

Article by W. Cleon Skousen

Southern Regional Council— $648,000. In 1966 the
Council announced a Negro voter registration drive in 11
Southern states with partial financing by an unspecified
grant from the Ford Foundation. The Council purports
to be a biracial group with headquarters in Atlanta, Georgia,
which seeks to improve economic, civic, and racial conditions
in the South. We conducted a preliminary investigation in
1963, discontinuing when no communist infiltration found.

(100-273340-86,88; Facts on File 1966 p.140)

Constitutional Convention

Skousen' s article concludes with an unsubstantiated
reference to "left-wing collectivists" quietly obtaining
resolutions from 33 state legislatures calling for a
Federal constitutional convention. The only references in
recent years to a call for such a convention pertain
to efforts by the late Senator Everett Dirksen to convene
a constitutional convention to propose an amendment negating
the U. S. Supreme Court's 1964 decision requiring Congressional
voting districts, as nearly as practicably possible, to be
equal in population— "the one man, one vote" ruling. In this
regard, by 1970, 33 state legislatures had passed resolutions
calling for such a convention— 1 state less than the required
two-thirds. Legal problems face some of the resolutions
and 1 state legislature later rescinded its previous
resolution. (Facts on File 1964 p. 53G2)

Skousen' s reference to a new Constitution prepared
by the "dynastic collectivists" pertains to a document
prepared under the aegis of Rexford Guy Tugwell and the
Center for the Study of Democratic Institutions, the
Dr. Robert Hutchins-led outgrowth of the Fund for the Republic.
The suggested Constitution provides, among other things, for
a 9-year President's term; two Vice Presidents; 20 "republics
instead of the 50 states; 400-member House of Representatives;
a Senate with lifetime appointments; a Court of the
Constitution to replace the Supreme Court; retention of the
Bill of Rights safeguards except for the right to trial by
jury and the right to bear arms. Tugwell, 79, was a member

10 CONTINUED - OVER
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Memorandum to Mr. C. D. Brennan
Re: "Home-Grown Subversion"

Article by W. Cleon Skousen

of several communist-front groups in the 1930s and 1940s
and was known as a "braintruster" during President Franklin
D. Roosevelt's Administration. Both the Center and the Fund
for the Republic have contained individuals associated with
left-wing causes, including various communist-front groups.

(100-391697-717)
(62-5-23841)
(Facts on File 1970 p. 648)
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
Mr. C. D. Brennan 3/29/71

FROM : R, D. Cotter

subject "HOME GROWN SUBVERSION"
ARTICLE BY W. CLEON^SKOUSEN

The March, 1971, issue of MLaw and Order, " a monthly law

enforcement magazine, carries part Xm of article captioned as above.

The article discusses, in essence, support of subversive movements by

wealthy people, whom he refers to as "the dynastic rich. " Several

instances of wealthy support of subversive groups are cited. The
Director noted, "Can we authenticate statements made in this article?"

Some of the examples used by the author, W. Cleon ^ j

Skousen, are historical and refer to Bolshevik takeover of Russia.
j |

Other examples relate to instances of tax free foundations supporting 1\
j

violence- prone black nationalists or organizations carrying out propaganda
policies favoring global strategy.

Research has begun to answer the Director’s question.

However, due to the large number of reference works and Bureau files

which must be thoroughly reviewed, it is anticipated that this project

will require several weeks to complete. This will be done as quickly

as possible, however.

ACTION:

In response to the Director’s inquiry.

TJS:ekn

(4)
$?/4

1 - Mr. W. C. Sullivan

1 - Mr. C. D. Brennan
1 - Mr. R. D. Cotter

APR 2? 1971

«N1AY5



September 1, 1971
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Mr, Charles JJ^'fMcTaggart
22126 San Miguel Street
Woodland Hills, California 91364

Dear Mr. McTaggart:

In reply to your letter of August 27th, Mr. W.

Cleon Skousen entered on duty with the FBI as a clerk on

October 24, 1935, and served in that capacity until June 17,

1940, when he became a Special Agent. He voluntarily

resigned the latter position on October 5, 1951.

Sincerely yours,

Sa Edgar Hoover

NOTE: Correspondent is not identifiable in Bufiles.

MAIL ROOMl 1 TELETYPE UNIT! 1
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22126 San Miguel St. ,

Woodland Hills, Cal. 91364
Aug. 27, 1971

Federal Bureau of Investigation,
Washington, D.C.

Dear Sir;

I would like to know if Cleon^kousen , the author
& presently a College instructor in Utah, I believe, was
ever a duly appointed, full fledged agent of the Federal
Bureau of Investigation.

Thanking you for a reply, I remain,

TRUE COPY

Yours truly,
Charles W. McTaggart
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June 25, 1971

‘

_

'

! ' -
v

^ rr> -i ,/i - V

i

;
.

Mr. Ralph M. Hana 1

'
'

;

-
; ;

656 Coles Mill Road
i \

'

* Franklinville, New Jersey
,
08322 :

Bear Mr. Haim;

Mr. Hoover received your letter of June 16th,

with enclosure/ and appreciates your interest In sending this

information*

With regard to your inquiry, Mr. W. Cleon
gkousen’s personal ventures as well as his opinions and com-
ments are strictly his own and it is not possible for Mr. Hoover
to comment on his activities or writings*

jU^25197tl r

Sincerely yours.

£ I^xlAsuh..

Helen W* Gandy
Secretary !

1 - Newark - Enclosures (2)
!'

NOTE: Bufiles reflect last outgoing 3-14-68. Hann'is a member of

the'John Birch Society who has sent the Bureau several copies of

communications he has furnished to the House Committee on Un-American
p-Activities. He has submitted several communications along this line

since 1967, In June, 1967, he was sent a reply over Miss Gandy's
Signature, in an effort todiscourage him from writing since it was felt

^h-any
:
reply might -be used by him for his own purposes.
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j\v federal Bureax^C Investigation
'

, Washington, D«W
Y
vjy . attns J. Edgar Hoover

June 16, 1971

Mr.^Tolsonl

Mr/ailliyCT

Dear Mr* Hoover,

I enclose an article /which appeared in the Phila. Daily News of June 1

I have reason to believe that the Robert W. Harper mentioned in professor

W. Harper of Glassboro State College* He has admitted supporting Angela D

&
Also, have you read the Naked Capitalist by W* Cleon Skousen? If so, w

: ‘you think of it?
;

"" “
•

Keep up your good work in the- investigation of subversive activities,,

w Sincerely,

Ralphs* Hann i

6$6 Coies Mill Rd. ^
. \ . Eraniaihville, N.J* 09322 V

i ^
P.S. please share this info with the H.I.S.3* *

NOT REOORDEiT® JUL 2 ©7}

rb^(
*

. nn>*
- U i ^ :^r

•Jj rsi-i
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September 2, 1971

Mr. Lawrence Schweier
2602 East Lynn Avenue
Fort Wayne^Indiana 46805

Dear Mr. Schweier:

Your letter was received on August 30th, and I appre-
ciate your interest in writing me.

With regard to your inquiry, Mr. W. Cleon Skousen’s

personal ventures, as well as his opinions and comments, are strictly

his own and it is not possible for me to comment concerning his

activities or writings.

Sincerely yours,

Edgai loovet

NOTE: One prior letter was received from correspondent dated 12/2/70,

with which he forwarded a copy of a letter he sent Senator Birch Bayh, Jr.

,

in which he took strong issue with the Senator for his criticism of the

Director. Bulet 12/10/70 to Schweier was a note of appreciation. (94-57952-20)

DCL:p'ls (3) /.

1%/
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Aug 25, 1971

2602 E. Lynn Ave
Fort Wayne, Ind 46805

Mr. J. Edgar Hoover, Director

Federal Bureau of Investigation

Justice Department
Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr. Hoover -

May I request your counsel? I hav^Jecently run across

a book titled "The Naked Capitalist" by W. Cleon Skousen (Published by
the Reviewer

,
Salt Lake City) this bookTs a review and commentary on

"The Tragedy and Hope" By Dr. Carroll Quigley If Iffind the commentary,
as reported by Mr. Skousen, Plausible, is He the sort of individual who
is reputable, truthful, conscientious, and Patriotic? Would he be the

Sort of man whose Principles can be identified with "good" constitutional

Americanism?

Lawrence C. Schweier

V
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November 5, 1971

Bear Mrs.v :oe:

Tour letter of November 1st, with enclosure, has

been received and 1 thank you for your kind comments concerning

my work.

With regard to your inquiry, Mr . W. Cleon Skousen^_
entered on duty with the FBI as a clerk on October 24, 1935, and
served in that capacity until June 17, 1940, when he became a
Special Agent. He voluntarily resigned the latter position on
October 5, 1951. His personal ventures as well as his opinions

and comments since he left this Bureau are strictly his own and

it is not possible for me to comment further on his activities or
writings.

Sincerely yours,
MAILED 20

NOV 5 ” 1971 **
. -E<igar Hoover

FBI
.

To) son _
Felt

Rosen _
Mohr _

Bishop

Miller, E.S. .

Callahan

Conrad

Dalbey

Cleveland —
Ponder

Bates
Tavel

Walters _

Soyars _
Tele. Room _

Holmes _

NOTE: Based on available information, correspondent not identifiable

in Bufiles. The stamped self-addressed envelope she enclosed is being

utilized in reply.

MAIL ROOM! I TELETYPE UNIT! I



Mr, Tolson_

Mr. Felt

Mr. Ro^?n ._

Mc^Mohr

November 1, 1971

Mr. J. Edgar Hoover
F.B.I,
Washington B.C.

Dear Mr. Hoover, , 0

For the last thirty years, I have admired your work
and figured you were one of the most trustworthy and con-
scientious men in government work. For this reason, I am
writing to you to answer a question that has patriotic -

Americans very upset. Have you read Cleon Skousen T s book (

"The Naked Capitalist", and if you have, is it true? If jt-

only part is true, we* re in real trouble I Can you pub- 4?

licize such a story?
*

I have been giving book reviews and when I gave this
book, nobody believed it too many prominent men involved,
etc. etc. Before I do any more reviews of said book,, I.
would appreciate your opinion as one I can trust. Thank
you for your answer.

Sincerely,

950 Locust Lane
Tacoma, Washington 98465
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January 14, 1972

s-lo'b'

Dr. Nicholas^shhu
Post Office Bok 1215 .

Pacifica, California 94044

Bear Dr. Bush&u:

I have received your letter of January 7th and certainly

thank you for your kind remarks. You may be sure your support means
a great deal to me.

la reply to your inquiries, Mr. W. Cleon Skousen’s

personal ventures as well as his opinions are strictly his own. In

addition, it is contrary to my long-standing policy to comment on
material not prepared by personnel of this Bureau. I regret I cannot

be of further assistance in this instance.

JAM 14 1972

Sincerely yours,

NOTE: Neither correspondent nor the book, "Tragedy and Hope," by

.Carroll °uigley is identifiable Bufiles.
i
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Dear Mr. Hoover,

P.0. Box 1215 Mr. Ponder —
Pacifica, Calif. 940C45 Mr. Bates_
January 7, 1972 Z.lTe'rlZ

Mr. Soyars —
Tele Room
Miss Holmes .

Miss Gandy _

I have read Mr. W. Cleon Skousen*s review of Dr.

Carroll Quigley* s book "Tragedy and Hope". As you
remember, Mr Skousen is a former FBI agent of yours and U
respected by the law enforcement community. I have
most of your books on Communism and on crime in the
U. S.A, I give you my support and respect you as a God
inspired man. Please continue in your high quality work.

Would you be able to tell me whether the book "Tragedy
and Hope" is true. Events seem to be developing as

outlined in this book. Secret societies and secret
combinations as outlined in this book appear to be quite
true. I fear for our country.

I know that no secret combination can succeed as
long as we, the people, keep our country* s traditions and
sacred philosophy as well as a belief in God. However,
that philosophy is being torn apart today and we are
collapsing as a result. Can you give me any information
to my questions on Dr. Carrol Quigley* s Book?

Sincerely

-jrii'ij&i-
copy : dew

Nicholas Dushkar M D.

:> q\
a_ I P M >f

V 11372
\J
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Mr. Tclson

Mr. Fell

Mr. Rvsen

Mr. M?hr_
Mr. Eishop

Mr, MlUn, ES_
Mr. Callahan

Mr. Casper

Mr. ComsA—
Mr. Dalbey ...-.

Mr, Cleveland—

Mr. Pnnrinr

Mr. Bows _

Mr, Waikert_„

Mr. Walter*

Mr. SoyatH„

—

Tele, Boon

Miss Holme*

Miss Gandy ,

JAN

U

1972
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April 26, 1972

Mr. Charles E.1

’' Shephard, Jr.
190 North Shilling
Blackfoot, Idaho 83221

Dear Mr . Shephard

:

Wn>

I received your letter on April 20th. With
regard to your inquiries, Mr. W. Cleon Skousen entered
on duty with the FBI as a clerk on October 24, 1935,
and served in that capacity until June 17, 1940, when
he became a Special Agent. Ke voluntarily resigned the
latter position on October 5, 1951. His personal ven-
tures as well as his opinions and comments since he left
this Bureau are strictly his own. Further, it is con-
trary to my long-standing policy to comment on material
not prepared by personnel of this Bureau. I am sorry it
is not possible for me to furnish the advice you are seek-
ing.

With respect to your concern about the threat of
communism, I have repeatedly emphasized it is imperative
for Americans to study the objectives and operations of the
communist conspiracy if we are to effectively resist its
eroding influence. I am enclosing literature on the general
topic of communism which includes suggestions all of us can
use in combating this evil.

Sincerely yours, ,

Edgar Hooves*

Enclosures (5) {

... The Revolutionary-Guerrilla Attacks Law Enforcement ^
and Democratic Society

The Role of Money in Soviet Espionage Operations MT
Jk Study in' Marxist Revolutionary Violence: SDS A

/"|5£rector’ s' Statement on Communism ^

Ekcerpt Re Appropriation Testimony 3/71 on Internal Security
‘"REW:mlk .W SEE MOTE PAGE 2

MAIL ROOM HU TELETYPE UNIT CJ

fr MAILED 5

}/ „ [; ,£7?
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Mr. Charles E. shephard, Jr.

NOTE: Correspondent is not identifiable in Bufiles. The only
references to Dr. Carroll Quigley and "Tragedy and Hope" in
Bufiles are two letters making inquiries concerning this book.

2



190 North Shilling

BHackfoot, Idaho
April 14, 1972

Mr, J, Edgar Hoover
Director
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Washington, D, C,

Dear Mr, Hoover:

Iw
Mr. CinllnhftTi

Mr. Casper—""
Mr. Conrad.—

_

Mr. Pi iiy

Mr. ClevelandL—./
Mr. Ponder !

Mr. Ttntjg /

Mr. W ikart iv

Mr. Walters—_J '

Mr. S yars ^
Tele. ~Rnnm _
Miss Holmes—™
Miss Gandy—

_

name is Charles E, Shephard, Jr, I am writing to determine
in my own mind, the validity of statements made by a former^nember
of the FBI. The individual I am refering to is Mr. W, CleonSkousen
who worked with the FBI for sixteen years,

" 1 “

According to Mr. Skousen, in his book The Naked Capitalist A
there exists in the world today a secret group ( Round Table Groups Cj
who through their vast economic powers are financing the Communists^ J
with the ultimate aim of world control. (lAs

Mr. Skousen got most of his information from a book written by

Dr. Carroll Quigley professor of history at the Foreign Service School
of Georgetown University, The book is entitled; Tragedy and Hope .

Dr. Quigley states: "There does exist, and has existed for a gen-
eration, an international Anglophile network which operates to some

extent, in the way the radical right believes the Communists act. In

fact, this network which we may d identify as The Hound Table Groups
has no aversion to cooperating with the Communists, or any other groups

and frequently does so. I know of the operation of this network be-
cause I have studied it for twenty years and was permitted for two

years, in the early I960 r s to examine its papers and secret records,

I have no aversion to it or to most of its aims and have, for~much "of^**i^

life, been close to it and many of its instruments." ( p, 950 )

I would like your frank reply to these claims. If they are true

the American people must be informed of their plans and activities,

Also, I need to know these answers because I fear my career as a teacher

may be -jeaopordized bedause I dared to suggest that such a conspiracy

.

could in fact exist.
JJ£Q Qg

I would appreciate an$|r and all information you could provide toI would appreciate anjr ar

Mr. Charles ]£, Shephard
. 1r.

190 North Shilling
Blackfoot, Idaho 83221

® W-801972
Sincerly yours,

Charles E, Shephard, Jf*/$|s£s



August 24, 1972

1 *E^Mutii

fy -^7^
Mr. Lloyd EAtautinsky
591 School Street
Fremont, California 94536

Dear Mr. Mutinsky:

In reply to your letter received on August 18th, I

cannot furnish the data you are seeking since information in
our files must be maintained as confidential in accordance with
regulations of the Department of Justice.

Also, the opinions and remarks of Mr. W. Cleon Skousen
since he left this Bureau are strictly his own and it is not pos-
sible for me to comment on his writings.

I regret I cannot be of help to you in this instance.

Sincerely yours

,

.

|

Lo Patriot Gray HI

|[
AUG24 1972

; L. Patrick Gray, III
Acting Director

NOTE: Bufiles disclose no record of correspondent or Southwest . 1

Council of LaRaza; American Friends Service Committee and the
Southern Regional Council were investigated in 1942 and 1963

^
respectively, no communist infiltration disclosed; and the Council
of Foreign Relations is a nonpolitical and noncommercial organiza-
tion which supports American foreign relations in impartial and
scholarly manner, Allen W. Dulles being President in 1949.
11-2-66 edition of Tucson, Arizona, newspaper quoted Subversive
Activity Control Board as describing Barraza as communist, no
further information. W. Cleon Skousen EOD as clerk 10-24-35, as
Special Agent 6-17-40 and voluntarily resigned 10-5-51.

^REWijrp (3) ^ / )

41$
TELETYPE UNIT I I



591 School Street,

-

Fremont, Calif. 94536
August 13, 1972

Acting Director, .

Federal Bureau of Investigation
Washington, D.C.,

I have, just finished reading a book written by a former
member of the Bureau. The boOJrvLs entitled "The Naked Capitalist"
and the author is Mr. W. Cleorf-J&ousen.

"" After reading it I am -compelled- to write to you -to find out..,,

whether you have investigated the Council on Foreign Relations -

and the Ford Foundation and its grants to: the Council on Foreign
Relations; the pro-Viet Cong American Friends Service Committee;
the (k>mmunist“staffed Southern Regional Council; the Southwest
Council of La Raza, headed by identified Communist Maclevie Barraz

Have you proposed to the Attorney General of the United
States that the Council on Foreign Relations be put on his list of
subversive "organizations? If not, why not? Isn'.t there anything
you can do to shed light on this sinister organization that seems
bent on the destruction of the United States Constitution, the
Bill of Rights, and the American way of life?

’ Sincerely,

LLOYD a PAULA MUTINSkY
CERTIFIED SHORTHAND-REPORTERS


